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three years intervening between that and

STAR

ing elders,” their ¢ Armor bearers,” their
‘“ companions in labor ” almdst every-:

| the next, the twenty-third, General Conference. From beginning to end, how- where. “Not only were Quarterly and
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, ever, 80 far as appears, there was no | general meetings-attended by-many, butadvocacy or attempted justification of the special efforts for church edification and reRev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
ot position taken. . Its denouncers had the
vivals were made, notonly by twos and
To whom all “letters on bufiness, remittan
money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N.
fours but by tens and twenties. Forty years
field
entirely
to
themselves,
or
very
nearAll communications designed for publication
ly so. A correspondent of the Providence ago these visitations were common and
0
» dressed
Editor T he Morning Star,
Dover,
Journal, reporting the deings of the useful. The feelings of the writer are
Terms
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Rin
am $2.20if paid within the twenty-third General Conference, held at deeply moved now by the recollection of
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beautiful system.

Judge even now standeth at the door I”
NEW YORK, Aug. ‘28, 1880.
Hence the importance of “an auxiliary When I am thus admonished I have no dis|. ¢ Liberal judges,” with the aid of liber- movement of citizens to tone 8 3p the judic- position either to muse or to : sleep.”
ally paid lawyers, can makea ‘‘ muddle” | ial as well as _execulive b ackbone. A | Charles the First made the same chiticism

i
re

ofany law that can be drawn
dram shops. Accordingly, we

against strongly worded petition and remon- on one of his chaplains, whose direct
have a | strance. against the evils of gambling, preaching aroused his ¢bnscience and ‘ren.The pulpit
.muddie of decisions; if not of law.
A especially in the forms above referred to, dered indifference impossible.
judge has been found to pronounce the and agair.skthe connivance in high places should handle themes of personal, “immeremote,
beer shop license lawful, in contradiction which has paralyzed the law, is in circu- diate importance, rather than
of Judge Barnard’s decision, and to com- lation and is receiving the signatures of vague and far-fetched topics, such as befit
the lecture room or p ilosophical club.
first thirty
days, and $2.50 if not,
Vip1.
Fairport, N. Y., in’ 1877, said, * Since" the joyful ecstacy of that little chureh in mand the Brooklyn Commissioners. to is- -good citizens Yniversally.
Discussions
pf
oi,
the
Lost
‘sue
such
licenses.
.
About 700° applica- |
the Conference held at Providence, three Vt., which was generally without a pasvo o-0-4
Tribes, and a score of stmilap themes,
years ago, there has been no little dis- tor, when one or more of these faithful tions are on file, and this most insidious
‘ENTIRELY SANOTIFIED.
have no place in the short hour given to
cussion and discontent respecting the ‘‘ Helpers” came into our monthly -eon=¢ and dangerous of all forms of dram-drinkWe dwell upon this subject because che the consideration of the claims of personal. fs
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1880,
3
action taken at that Conférence allowing ‘ference or Sabbath pipyer-meeting. But ing must now be let lose throughout that idea seems to be gaining ground that religion. — Homiletic Monthly.
>
persons who have not been immersed to these laborers have strangely diminished, city. ‘Herein New York, there has long those who are entirely sanctified are in
A prayerless soul is a Christless QF
GOING HOME.
be admitted to full membership in Free and so has the general devotional activity been practically no restriction on dram- such wise cleansed from sin as that they and a Christless soul 15a helpless soul.
* YWhen the end comes, and, likea tired child,
of the membership. ‘And yet the most selling of any kind, unless it be an indi- are in the” save condition as was Adam
Baptist churches. It was feared by some
I fall beside the long highway of time,
It is but little we can réceive here, some efficient
evangelists still employ very tect exclusion of decént men from the before he fell. But it appears to B&”a drops of joy that, enter into us; hut, there:
that
the
discussion
of
this
subject
would
Nor strive the last, rough, upward range to
universal law that nothing orice corrupted
+traflic,
by
special
favor
to
pimps
and
rufwe shall enter into joy,asygssels putsinto &
climb,—
prove a disturbing element in this Con- much of this lay labor, = sometimes takNear my door there is a sort is éver restored to its pristine condition. sea of happiness. ~—Leighton.
0 Father, hold me not dnreconeiied! !
ing tens and evejy; scores of * workers” fians.
ference, but fortunately it was otherwise.
Nothing which has once begun to decay.
Let me not.then remember all the wild
On the third da of the session, the, from one field to another: -And why not? of slip, opening on the street, as wide as a can by any process be made sound again.
And thorny4vays through which my woundhall
way,
nearly
hidden
with
blazonry
of
MISSION WORK.
author of the action referred to offered a There is just as good talent, and as deep
‘ In the day thou eatest thereof, dyimg,
ed feet
resolution repealing it, and, under the. piety in others as in the ministry, and ‘‘ sour mash whiskey, 10 cents a drink, 3 thou shalt die,” was thé declaration of
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
So long have toiled, but rather what beguiled
suspension of the. rules, it was adopted frequently the unfinished and colloquial for 25 cents.” The:stranger desiring ac- this ‘inevitable law. . Once corrupted by
. My way of pain, and made it. oft times sweet
THE FALL CAMPAIGN.
With laughter of glad streams, and pastures wawithout discussion. "So the matter end- style, the novelty and holy earnestness commodations might be referred to this sin, man can not be restored to Adamic
as
one
of
our
hotels—one
of
the.
large
‘The
vacation
season, with most people,
ed. »
green,
will effect more than finished discourse.
”
ph of

The Wlormng Star,

And fragrant forest pathways openiiig
, On dewy meadows sparkling in the sun,

wide

Like gleams of Paradise in dreams foreseen!"
So shali my slumber be unterrified,
°
And my awakening find ‘the journey
j
done.. ..

~H. 8. Cornwell.
4
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BAPTISM, THE 00MMUNION,
: _GHUROH- MEMBERSHIP.
BY REV. C. AB‘BICKFORD.

It is understood of Free

ht,

purity;he must pass.

AND
/ i
\

a

Baptists .as. a

body (1) that they are »strict immersion~~ ists; (2) that they are tenacious of.
believers’ baptism as opposed to the
baptism of infants; (3) that while they
do not think it well to baptize those wlio

have no intentich of joining some

evan-

gelical church, yet they do not consider
that such intention is always indispensably prerequisite to baptism; (4) that ai-

though they insist upon baptism previous
to membership in their churches as necessury to their very existénce as Bap-

tists, still they do not regard baptism as
indispensably prerequisite to membership

in the true general church; (5) that they
are eminently

an open-communion

body

and consider the two rites of baptism and
“the communion to be so far separate and
distinct that as baptism may precede the
communion,

$0 also the

precede Wblism.

communion

may

unbaptized

per-

Aay

son giving evidence of
character may rig

Christian faith and

pity partake of the

y communion.

1.

ists.

Free

£3

Baptists are strict immersion-

They are understood to be no less
StS.
y

citations seem to-recognize no dilarcnce

In their eyes, so far as relates to outward forin, a sprinkled person is no more:

~

baptized than one who has never been
sprinkled. Their Treative defines Christian Baptism te be ** the &immersion of beJievers in
water." Prof. Howe,
of
: Lewiston, saps, * The question indispute
_is not one of mode, but of substituting
‘one specific practice for another,” Prof.
Butler, of Hillsdale, referring te® Spine
ling, says, *‘ The Papists brougl#
in the
corruption; let evangelical Protestants
purge it out. Just so far as the ordinance itself is to be regarded it should be
~~ ohserved according te the requirement of

‘the church.”

church,

however, i8 not an indispensable prerequisiteto baptism. The wording of the
above Jgaotation is indicative of this.

Free Baptists insjst

upon baptism

(i. e,, immersion) previous to membership in their churches. At the twentysecond General Conference, held in Prov:

_idence in 1874, the following question
was introduced: .*“Is it consistent with
t doctrine and polity to admit persons
fellowship in the church who have
not be
baptized (immersed), but only

is question was answered
on Doctrine as follows :

|

. recéived er their itu

She and. conform: |

ing to our’ doctrines add usages in the
future,” It was ‘subsequently déclared
that the report of the committee

on’ Doc-

trine was adopted at a late hour of tie
Conference, after

many of the

members

gone away, ot. the above answer

wopld not

have been’ approved.

was, the report ** met

with

As

it

considerable

opposition,” and ‘‘ was passed by a small

majority.”

A great deal of dissatisfac-

tion with it was

extent publicly,

only" should

Lord's table,

is te

be

expressed during
‘

canal boat.

Of course I can not guarantee

that the bridegroom is not an

Apollo

in

disguise.
I merely assume the fact that
canal boats and coaches are not, within

the

knowledge

of man,” managed

by

drivers whose proper vehicle is the
chariot of the sun, but by men who have
neither inherited nor acquired any ndétice-

able cultivation of the higher nor .subjection of the lower qualities of the savage
nature comrhon originally .to us all,

death

into

the
capacities
larger
for usefulness and
happiness thus secured.
Who can exag‘gerate the value of knowledge and of faculties trained, like. obedient servants, to
carry into highest effect the commands of
the will!
Away with the miSerable delu-

sion so prevalent even among good people, that-a man can not be mentally
ted and enlarged without becoming
by unfitted for the

But he did not grow up

to manhood. in

money-changer’s

or even for toil at the plow

and

the

chanic’s bench.—Christian at Work,

True, we have heard lately that General
Garfield was once mule boy on a canal,

elevatheredesk,

me-

brethren

thing until'invited.

But Christians, and

especially Christian ministers are sent to
the ¢* world” and must go whether invited

seems to me time for the

press

-to

treat

78 of the whole amount donated in Burmsh.
They gave that sum te pay for the erection of,
the Normal and Industrial Institute buildings; ; .
and now they are making the effort to rafse x2
additional amount of $25,000 for the endow-

ment of the school.

The

Karen

churches

of

the Basscin district: comprise a membership of
about eight thousand souls. Surely their lib-erality is something ‘extraordinary as coni-

pared with that of Baptists in

this

country.

Pi

our *bundance.

SPIRITUAL EXOESSES.
We wish our Methodist

$41,312.72; New York next, giving $39,460.46}

Burmah next, giving $31,616.14, The Karen EN
churches. in the Bassein district raised ‘$30,478. -

They give out of their deep Rov erty;- we, from

<9)

mnie

could

that capacity, Recalling the cases of Miss understand better than they seem
to .realBoker of this city, Miss Hubbard of Hart- ize what a strain they Somet
imes put upon
work? ‘To be sure there will be some mis- ford, and Miss Deal (above referred to): the affectionate desire of some. of
their
takesas in all human’ affairs, and some of Buffalo, and their several proclivities Evangelical brethren to be
in fellowship
will fear officioténess and never do any to masculine physique pure and simple, it with them,
and with their ways.«We ‘wish
invite help, suggest the names
of those
they need, and then urge them to the

they would stop to think, when they put

‘a

GLEANINGS.

The facts and

Sgures- iver ¥

below are drawn from various soufiées:- Ad
last Greece has an'6pen Bible. The minister
of public instruction has prescribed the reading of the original ‘Greek’ Testament” in the
public schools. - Dr. Gilman of Athens writes:
“It makes the heart swell with emotion to
think of schéolboys at Athens reading Paul's
sermon on Mars Hill, and of Corinthian Jads,
growing wise over the Apostle’s letter to the
church at Corinth.” , There are about 1,200
Scheols ‘with 80,000 pupils.——For about twen-

sich infatuations as sad warnings rather ‘“ boy preacher” upon the stand before
three thousand people, who begins: ¢ Glothan interesting romances.
(ry
to God! Heaven is in raptures afd
The Night Medical Service for this city
is now nearly organized, between three hell in consternation to-night”—all bes
ty
and four hundred regular physicians tause he is going to preach; and who hem,years there has been & mission in Bethlecarried on by a German missionary. The
then, saying: “I am in dead earnest tohaving registered as volunteers to attend
night for the salvation of souls :' IT have medical missipn in Nazareth ‘has jus closed
calls from strangers and others who may
its most successful year’s work.-—The Amercome here for that purpose, and am sure
ican and British and Foreign Bible Societies’
avail themselves of the new police proto succeed, for the power of God “is here agencies
sent to various sections of Turkey
vision for such cases. | The'nearest police
and will soon be displayed;”’ rolls up his 1879, 80,045 copies of the Bible or of portions;in
station will promptly sectire in any emer- sleeves and
with frantic gesticulation pro- 4,000 of these going into the hands of Mos.
gency the attendance of‘the nearest phy- ceeds by
lems, There

and personal JSrsuasion in' families and
elsewhere may often be more acceptable.
-| and successful by private members than by
4 WHAT SHALL
81
WE Dor
preachers. It must not be merely = secular
BY RD.
talk and social godd feeling, but sober,
all the tricks of the stump speakwere also sent 4,832 copies to
earnest, affectionate religious work put gician on the’ register, who is at ho e, er to work up a scene of emotional excite
Greece.——The American Board, during the
For
supportiu
the
religipus
labor:
so
|
|
and will see him paid if the patient ist uti ment in which some
=
last three months of its’ present fiscal
year,
are singing, some
Jmperatively demunded. - We can not|¢forth with energy and faith.
must receive un average each month,
able to-do so. . It will no. longer be the shouting, some praying; some
for the
A
few
such
laborers
might
hold
several
weeping
Aind preachers for all our.destitute fields,
family prayer-meetings during. the day, reproach ‘of civilization, that strangers with an upréar suggesting that in the the- months of June, July, and August, of about
and if it were possible they could not be
$55,000 in order to meet its financial liabilities
and in addition to the specific work thus often-die. inidis great city through an im- ater at Ephesus which the town
clerk for the Pi r ending with August. The resupported ; nor made puccessful without
accomplished by inviting a more general possibility of - obtaining. timely medical. thoug
was
ht
too bad for the worshipers of ceipts feor the first nine monthssof ‘the present
the labors of private members. This ‘attendance at the public meetings, arouse aid. | If I mistake not,
Dr. Henri Nachtel, the great goddess .Diana;—weé say we fidancial year aggregat
ed $288,615.97.
‘The
private or unofficial part of the church of public attention to the subject of salvation? to whose philanthropic
and extraordinary wish our friends would sit down . calmly ‘donations were $232,070.80, and the legacies
Jesus Christ is by far the largest and Then by’ prayers, by exhortation and by,
energy we owe this important reform,
to estimate the per cdntras ‘of such a were $55,6456.17.—The gospel of Christ ig.
most important part. In the days of the singing, "these public social méetings
adds to his claim on our gratitude the cir- scene. And whether, even if it be, con- now preached in’ about three hundred different:
Prophets ** They that feared the Lord might be made of great service ,in' almost cumstance that*he)i a foreigner ‘both by ceivable that some little
languages. Op the day of Pentecost ‘it ‘was.
abiding good may
spake often » and Christ in addition to the every case. ‘‘It has pleased God. by the
preached in seventeen tongues. ——1In India.
birth and vesidence,
apd has jalready re- remain to gome few souls out of some such there
is one missionary to every. 300,000. souls. .
apostles ** Sent forth other seventy, two foolishness of preaching to save them that turned to Europe, leaving his work 40 be semi-blasphemous confusion, harm enough
——In China, according to the last census.
and two before his face,” and required believe,” but the means and labors advocatcompleted by the authorities and physi- has not been done to the great- crowd of there arg:3,814 foreigners, and of these 801 are that all his members * Should bring ed above can not render preaching un| onlookersito throw, the balance heavily| 'Gliristisgn missionaries; and 3 513
cians to whom the, law now assigns it.
are engaged!
Degessary or of. little value.
fourth fruit.”
against such methods.
Who
but
God in commercial pursuits, ~The
1are now in.
One
good
‘movement
is
going
ahead
’
Japan,
The apostles had their ‘“ h elp . and
‘Preaching. nny thu§ be rendered more
according to the last annual; report ofy
knows how many refined and educated lis-,
with
encouraging
impetus.
Governor
teners arg thrown off by such spiritual ex: he Ti¥anglienl Alliance in Japan, 117 mis~
required that the lay members should be successful, and much good be accomplished
sionaries, exclusive of
|
ean not be secured. Why Cornell's letter to the Mayor in relation to cesses, into a chronic and perhaps fatal ries,
« go-workers.”
The
labors, sacrifices where pregching
but including ofthe wives Pe
the
unsuppressed
abuses
of
pool-selling
ad ;
not
call
out
these
private
gifts
more
aversion,
to
all
Evangelical religion !— Cons 112 missionary
and sucpesses of the early church ‘were{
stations, ¢entral and out sta.
and
lotteries
has
encouraged
good
citizens
+
tions,
and 64 Christian churches. with a mem»The.
variety of.
circum
onalist.
i
shared largely by the common members frequently,
“bership of 2,701. There ate 29 mission schools,
+O)
ship. “And the human labor in all the stances; the imperfections of heart and and’ officials, and’ spurred both these
i Ing instruction to 1,081 Buplis —Bapt. Mis..
PREACHING TO INDIVIDUALS,
nagional and local Christian revivalsin all | Judgment common to man will probably classes to bestir themselves with unwont-Daniel Webster once said; ‘ Many minages has to a great extent been the work renderapy general arrangement. respect- ed energy. The Mayor has pushed up
WHO ARE AT FAvLT?
The churches themand selves are at fault,
of those outside: of the ministry. These, ing this subject. impracticable, and many the police ' Commissioners sharply, the isters take their texts from Paul
in that they so rarely adopt
errors probable, but such liability attaches latter have instructed their Superinten- preach from the newspapers.” When they
laborers were. not confined to their reto all human effort. Many of our. members dent: accordingly, Supt. Walling has do, I prefer to enjoy my own thoughts systematic plans hh benevolence, and, stick to
them, with or without apgs for, ‘The frequen.
spective localities, {but often individually
are dying for the want of work, and ‘oth¢ of pastoral'phanges ML
or in companies they went ‘‘ to regions ers; and even ‘whole churches are dying given his orders with alacrity, ‘and the |rather than to listen. If they would’preach | cy
cy to des
more to individuals and less to'the crowds, ifange the systematic bene ng
of churches
beyond ” assisting pastors and evangelists for the want of just such labor as’ can and force are hard at work hauling up the
dealers in pool and lottery tickets before there would not be so. much complaint of which profess to have a method. ‘The interim
in their work or filling places where pas- ought to be bestowed.
between the
of one pastor and the com‘the
courts, The latter are as usual the the decline of true religion. I want my ing of anothergoing
is usually characterized by be
tors could not be appointed.
: Let the prayerful inquiry then arise
pastor
to
come tome in the spirit of" the nevolent repose. When
ain obstacles to the efiforcernent of law
the new
pastor
No feature of our early denominational throughout
our whole
denomination} |’
mes
of his
i Bb Predecessor are’ oft
Gospel, saying: ‘‘ You are mortal, your comes, hie sthods
against-the
criminal
classes
whose
supen
overlooked
or
io
history. stands out more distinct than the
inse.

How can our gifts and graces be most efgeneral ‘activity and success of tha lay | fectually employed for increasing the do?
.the’| menabership. Preachers had their ¢! rul- | minion of Christ?

privately, and to some
.

unite in céle-

men

condemned.”
‘“ Gospel order, purity, or not, and render all the assistance possible in the prosecution of the work.
and harmony require that in no ordinary
But, iin any of these. ways ly workers
{ case should one be invited to the Lord's
table, who is not in regular standing in are employed, what should be the nature
| of their work? . Religious conversation
-an.evangelical church.”

iv well

some

to

Prof. Butler, in his ¢¢ Natu-.

“440 come to -the

to baptize those who haye ne. intention of
Ee joining some evangelical church. The
fourteenth General Conference expressed
itself thus : “We advise our miaisters not
to administer the ordinance of baptism to
persous refusutg to join any church.”

The intention of joining

satisfactory evidence

ral and Revealed Theology”, says: *‘ The
practice of some in allowing professed
converts, before uniting with the church,”

the gospel.”

had

and wemen whose labors might be useful
and urge the importance of the work.
Could not pastors and evangelists, and
ministers generally sacourage arches to

church

be 4nvited who are thus identified with

«¢ Resolved,> That believers’ baptism, and
immersion ‘only as baptism, sre fundanes of our churer.,” Prof.
mental 4
Butler: * We reject this rite (infant baptism) as an. innovation Japon tho order of

[

give to the

and ‘in ordinary cases, those

“tism. See the Treatise. The General
‘Conference of 1874 thus expressed itself:

4.

titute fieids to the attention of those

brating the Lord's Supper ; and that it ds
the solemn duty of every Christian to become a member of the Christian church ;

2. ' Free Baptists practice orly believ“ ‘ers’ baptism as opposed to iafant bap-

thiik

wants

That itis the privilege of all persons whe
of Chistian character,

its institutor.™

Free Baptists do not

sived, would they not often see the

of the field, hear the cry
Come over and
between these twe classes of uabaptized "help us” and go unasked as Christ came
Christians. ther citations, however, to earth, and instead of sighing for great
equally authoritative, can be made which talents or much wealth with which to do
pointto the exclusidn, ordinarily, from good, volunteer their prayers and labors
the Lord's table of the first of. these two | upon some of the fields already white?
classes.
The
sixteenth (zemeral Con- |
6. Aad why should not ministers preference passed the following : *¢ Resolved,
sent these languishing chutches and des-

do npt recognize sprinkling as ‘baptism.

3.

through

How can this kind of labor be secured? majority, too, if not of the large kind— the resurrection life of thé Second Adam.. cloSes with the month of August, and the
first Sunday in September finds the major-1. A church in need of assistance may and the Excise Commissioners have offi-'
We once knew a brother who believed
ity of pastors in their own pulpits. Jn __ _
cially
certified
as
much,
If
the
law
could
“that-he liad passed into the state-of-Adan
by vote request another church to appoint
‘many churches the work bas. not been
individuals to attend their Sabbath- -schoo] be amended to suppress rigorously all before he fell. He was obliged, therefore,
kept up with.quite. as much promptness and prayer-meetings as regularly as pos- | “ bars,” and give hotels licenses to sell ab to explain all his actions gs. being free and precision 4s when the pastor and othtable
to’
Boke
fide
guests
taking
meals
or
from
sin,
Others
saw
sin
in
him,
which
sible,and thus secure permanent help. Or it
er church officers are all at home and the
al church. They do not regard sprinkled, might be thought desirable to hold a series lodging ; with the usual restrictions as to he denied to be sin. The end of it was workers all busy. A little time must be
_that
through
deep
humiliation
he
was
led
Congraguiionslistes for instance, as haying of prayer-meetings for a week or more and necessity for a hotel, &e.; the net gain to
spént in gathering up the loose’ends of the:
been
‘baptized, yet they very willingly ‘ask ‘a neighboring church to send a del- this city, over any license system ever _to'see and confess the error by which he work and getting - everything in snug
had been deluded. It has been truly said
recognize the Congregational church as a egation for that purpose, ora church yet attempted, would be incalculable.
that ¢ if we say we have no sin we de- working order again. Let it be done at
The
only
real
difficulty
of
the
present
law}
might invite specific individuals for either
branch of the true church of Christ.
once and as quickly as possible.
The auceive ourselves,” but not others.
-5. Free Baptists
are unanimously and of these works, not ailing for the action =the exclusion from restaurants of what * We dofibt not that mach, though not all, tumn months are among the best in the
| many regard as. an essential of diet—|
“church
strongly an open-communion body... The | of ‘another church.
re
“of the discrepancy
of view amongst year for ~Christian— and generat
2. Any individual or individuals with- would disappear. Liquor selling would Christians arises frem the diverse shades work. If the work for our Benevolent
arguments of Robert Hall are, in the
be confined to hotel tables’ in connection
main, théir arguments on the suhject. out assuming to appoint special meetings
of meaning we attach to words and "Societies has been suspended, or has not
Says the Treatise: “It is the privilege for his church without authority might with meals, and evasion would not be ex- phrases. It is therefore of the greatest been pushed with the usual vigor, let it be
and duty of all who have spiritual union invite Christian workers to attend and tensive.or profitable.’ Bar tippling is‘the importance to agree as far as possible taken up- afresh and carried. ‘on with new
great evil to be broken up, and. this would upon the precise significance of fers, — zeal and power. = Let the enthusiasm man;
with Christ thus (7. e., in the use of bread, worship with them.
ifested at, and’ produced by, the General
3.. A Q. Meeting might elect labor- be suppressed without abridgment of London Christian.
waich he made the emblem of his broken.
.|‘Conference,
be brought to bear upon the
personal
rights.
body, and the cup, the emblem of his ers of this kind, And if mofe of this
+09
details of the work in all our- churches so
One
of
those
melancholy
romances
of
kind
of
Q.
Meeting
work
was
planned
shed blood) to commemgrate his death;
COLLEGE OR BUSINESS?
that they may feel the impulse of that
and no man has a right to forbid these and executed it would 4 be profitable. miscegenation that so much enliven newsNow why should not more of ouf youth
grand
gathering to our remotest limits.
paper
gossip
once
in
a
few
years,
took
‘tokens to the least of his disciples.” Said Too often the appointments by Q. Ms.
be inspired to seek through a. collegiate The era of short remittances has gone by,
place
here
this
week.
Only
a
few
days
are
for
disciplinary
purposes,
and
of
the tenth (zemeral Conference: ¢‘ Resolved,
course the best - preparation for such a let us hope, forever, and for the future let;
That in the opinion of this Conference preachers only. Why not have the inqui- since, it was said, Gov. Hubbard of Con- -} lofty and influential business career? In- us pull steadily. and strongly forgvard in.
every person who possesses a Christian ry raised at every session.of the Q. M.| necticut was forced to retire from Demo- stead of setting before them the alterna- all departments of our work. We may
character has a right to. partake of “the ‘whether there are destitute fields, and cratiecandidacy through the vindictive
tive, ¢ College or Business,” let us rather
make the fall campaign a _ glorious one, if:
opposition of the ex-coachman whq carried point them to the store, or banking house, we will, but, to do it, we must begin now:
Lord's Supper, whether he has been bap-|. who can visit them?
tized or not.” There are, accordingtd F.
4. Why not let a working Sibi in off his daughter a few years ago. A sim- or farm, or factory through the college. and keep hard at work every week to the-*
the true Christian spirit appoint commit- ilar instance of feminine passion for mere In a multitude of instances the advantages end.
Baptist views, two classes of unbaptized
of early education are such that boys can
A NOBLE EXAMPLE,
Christians, the first composed of such as tees to establish meetings and Sabbath- masculine Physique came to its Platts
g-+-be fitted for and gradnated from college
have not yet submitted themselves to schools in new places, visi
We cut the item below from the Baptist
the application of. water in any form in the weak and make special efforts for the marriage of a young lady froma Buffalo to young enough for entrance upon business Missionary Magazine for August,as showing
attestation of their faith, and the second salvation of others whether invited or a good-looking canal-boatman, for whom pursuits. Even if something of immediate the result of well-directed Christian labor:
a
she had eloped from a home and condi- success were sacrifited by such preparaIn the third rank of the list of donors fo the
composed of such as have submitted not?
themselves to any other form than immer- | $. If individual Christians should feel tion of high social advantage, to cook and, tory discipline gnd waiting, the sacrifice work of the Missionary Union last year stands
sion.’ ‘As regards the duty and . privilege, the devotion to God and love of souls de- scrub and rear uneducated children in a “would find an abundant compensation in Burmah! Massachusetts stands first, giving

Free Baptists insist upon baptism (im| mersion) previous to mémbership. in their
churches as essential to their very
existence as Baptists, still they do nbt
régard baptism as indispensably prereq|. uisiteto membership in the true gener-
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sin, dispénsing his forgiveness and com-

we have no longer faith to be héaled, we
openly. teach that the Lord no longer

sick will be always saved by prayer, —the wages of sin no Tonger
exacted, beany more than that sinners are always cause the service of sin is no lon
BY REV. A. J.. GORDON, D. D.
ger purheals. For one, I would keep the stand- | forgiven in answer to our intercessions. sued. ‘Wh
divine healing from the person of Jesus the wages of sin, anl di
at is all this but, Gods find
), :
“Ww ho forgiveth all thine iniquities, Who healeth
ard
of
apostolic:
power
and
privilege
[low the wretched
{ The same question of the. limitations of perfect healing of thes,
Christ, is to me a fact of the greatest sig- cross; and he will
all thy disgases.’— Ps, 103: 3.
bodies? ‘And
where
the
Lord
put
it,
if
it
served
no
‘othprayer and its subjection to God’s will what glory does it shed upon
We have in these words a striking in- nificance. W hateverelp man imparts| track of disease with-hi healing and reChrist's re.
er purpose than to condemn and shame comes in here as elsewhere. But the demption!
stance of what is known as the Hebrew to his brother -i§~ through medicine apd covery, till in his ‘resurrection he ‘shall’
This marvelous mechapisn, .
us
for.our
unbelief.
I
do
not
believe
that
Scripture can not’be broken, ‘the prayér of the human frame, so
- ‘parallelism. It is one of the most rhyth- the vital agencies of nature. = If she at- exhibit to the world the first fruits of these
disordered’ |
since the day: that Christ entéred into of faith shall save the sick.” It kus done- tra
nsgression, so deranged with
mical and beautifully balanced sentences temptsat all to cure by transmitting bis redeemed bodies, in which ‘the corruptdisease,
heaven, and through the Holy Ghost gave so in multitudes of instances. It is doing “ thr
in the whole book of Psalms, “But I see own vitality, he does it only by the most ible shall have put on “incorruption, and
ow it away, as béyond the poss
ibil
gifts
to
men,
‘‘to
one,
the
word'
of
wisso to-day, and as the faith of the church ty of repair,” says the man of little faitiin the words something more than the strained and laborious -effort, as though this mertal shall have put on immortal
h;
dom,
and
to
another,
the
word
of
kncw’
increases, and Christians more and more “ give me happiness by effectin
rhythm of poetic measure and the ca- the'life currents in him ‘were so low and ity.”
g my re
ledge,
by
the
sae
spirit;
and
to
another,
dence of melodious verse. There is a feeble that they must be forced before
1L Christ's twofold ministry in heaven. faith, by the same spirit; and to another relearn their duty to believe all things| lease from the body of this death.”, “« He
parellelism of thought and doctrine here. they can be made to yield even the small| written in the Scriptures, will such mani- shall also’ quicken your niortal bodies by
We are never to forget that our Lord is
Forth from the Divine fountain flow. two est assistance to another. But not so simply carrying on in glory what be be- the gift of healing, by the same-spirit,” i festations of God's saving power increase His spigit that dwelleth in you, ® iS the
thiere.has been any change in ‘the Lord's | Among:us.
streams of blessing—forgiveness. and with the Son” of man, His healing was gan on earth.
Two tides of blessing flowed triumphant assurance of the’ Scriptur
His ministry ‘has not
e,
health; ; recovery Bor the soul and restora- an overflow, not. an effort. LW, itness - ‘the leh anged as to its—character-"and ‘offices: order for his. church. There has been a forth from the Redeemer’s life, even’ as | What God made he can repair;
what
sin
"sad change in the church's httitude to- the water and the blood flowed from his has marred he ean
restore; ‘and . while
The only essential difference is that he
ly consecutive in God’s plan, forgiveness the woman with an issue of blood. It is | exertises that ministry now by the Holy wafds these gifts. She has learned to dying heart—the one for cleansing the man in despair would abandon this mor“now and healing hereafter,—they are a work so unconscious and so utterly pas- Ghost, and through the church, instead of discredit what she has forgotten how “to soul, the other for reanimating the body ;' tal frame to the grave, he teaches
us to
parallel. They move side by side as a sive, that it seems like a miracle spilt by his own personal and visible agency: All | use! She has come to condemn as fan- and God neyer meant they should cease ** wait for the adoption, to wit,
the re:
atical
what
she
once
rejoiced
in
as
divine.
double nraniféstation of the same Divine over from the fulness of his ‘divine life, the characferistics of bis ministry remain
to flow till the entire man has been re- demption, of the body.” Oh,
blessed
power.
They are not two facts even, but rather than a miracle put forth.
She unaltered. Hence we find that when he But her divine right and charter remain deemed and perfected.
hope! Ina world smitten with pestithe twofold expression af one fact—the, cama behind him in the crowd and touch- had ascended up on high, and committed unchanged, and only wait for her resumpIIL Christ's twofold ministry at his lence, where death reigns over -all and
life of God communicated to man, and ed the hem of his garment, * and imme- the preaching of the gospel to apostles tion when she gets back her ancient faith. second coming.
‘the mourners go about the streets,” we
invigorating and repairing by the same diately he perceived that virtue had gone -and evangelists, the sametraits marked Do I say this is criticism, speaking of
The return of the Lord from heaven are summoned to look towards a City
“energy both his spirit and his flesh— out of him,” we are told. No “effort at “their work which distinguished his own. others as one who has himself “attained? will put the climax “and seal of comple- whose ** inhabitants shall not say
I am
+ who forgiveth all thine iniquities, who
healing hére; no gathering up .of the They preach the remission of sins in his Indeed not. Nor is personal’ attainment. tion upon both elements of this ministry. sick, and the people that dwell therein
healeth all thy diseasgs.”
powers of His divine manhood for the name, and in his name they heal the sick the’ indispensable: condition to strong Then the soul will be” “presented fault- shall be forgiven their iniquity.”
' Considering Jesus” Christ now as the mighty miracle ! Where human skill had and cast out devils. The twofold ministry faith and positive assertion, Have you less before the presence of his glory with
. And now ‘‘take heed, brethren, lest
Bapttestaton of God's life and grace, let exhausted itself only to fail, this heavenly goes on just as it did while Christ was never read the saying of a Christian fa- exceeding joy ;” and.“ the body of .our there be in any of you an evil heart
of
us see how this twofold blessing eomesto man succeeded without even an effort of on earth. Indeed, it must be so, or the ther, *¢ Cerium est quia tmpossible,” itis humiliation” will be transformed and unbelief in departing
from ‘the living
true
because
it'is
impossible?
“It
seems
man through him. Observe; then,—
the will—as though it were an accident of Master's word has not béen kept. Just
I summon: you to believe not
* fashioned like unto the body of his glo-, God.”
I. Christ's twofold ministry while on his‘omnipotence, & spontaneous overflow before his ascension,he had breathed the like an- audacious paradox, but-it was ry.” Sanctification, the final perfection what I have seen; or heard,
or proved,
earth.
from him ¢ in whom dwelt all the ful- Holy Ghost upon his disciples and said, learned from the Master himself. ‘¢ The of the spirit, and resurrection, -the final but only what God has spoken. Do not
things which are impossible with man are
“hn Xou have to take only the most casual ness of the Godhead bodily.”
¢¢ Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are reperfection of the body,—these are the deceive yourselves by going beyond What
glance at hig life to discover how con-.
Have you run through the list of mitted unto them ;” and he had said also, possible -with God,” says Jesus. And two events which will signalize the glo- is written, but do not, I" entreat you,’
: stantly he exercised a double ‘ministrafaith has to do with God, not with roan.
Christ's miracles to notice how often the ¢¢ These signs shall follow, them that beriolils appearing * the
Lord Jesus defrand yourselves. by . coming short of
‘tion to men. . He healed the sick and
It
takes the measure of its creed from the Christ.
what is written. God has not called you
word ‘‘ touch” occurs in connection with lieve. In my name shall they cast out
power and promise of the Almighty, not
forgave the sinner. - He fed the hungry
them? Sometimes it is Christ touehing “devils; they shall. speak with new tenSome, indeed, are accustomed to speak to a partial redemption, but
toa full and
from the experience of the creature.
with bread for their bodies, and he fed
of sanctification as taking place at death. eternal recovery both from the \curse and
the sufferer, and sometimes it is the suf- gues ; they shall lay thesr hands on the sick
Henes, with the revelation,
¢«¢ All things
the penitent with bread for their souls.
It is enough for us to note how invaria- from the consequences of sin. If you
ferer touching Christ. But nothing more and they shall recover.” . No question can
possible with God,” Christ has
* He said to one suffering woman, * Thou
there be as to the ‘promise, and none as
bly the Scriptures connect the event. with are struggling and battling with¥a rebelefiergetic or vigorous. seems necessary.
“grt Toosed Tron -thitne infirmity,” amd Tie | And this is a striking tribute to the life- to the fulfillment. Read Peter’s words in tak t us to join the confession, ‘All our Lord's second advent.
** To the end lidus and evil heart wondering if God
things are possible to him that believeth.”
said to ‘another sinning woman, ‘* Thy
he may stablish your hearts unif}amable can ever forgive and make holy. such a
giving powem of Christ.
reat forces Ltthe opening pages ‘of the Acts. In one
What,
then,
has
God
written
of
his
power
|
sins’ are forgiven thee,” From the day
in holiness before God, even dur.Father, oné as youl, hear what he saith: *I, even
need but small conductors
Yo transmit Chapter we hear him saying, ¢* Repent and
and will concerning us? This is the one
he began his earthly ministry ill the day
at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ I, am he that blotteth out thy transgresthem. The surcharged battely
requires be baptized, every one of you in the name
he finished it by entering into glory, two oily a finger-tip to unlade _its mighty of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins ;? question for usto settle. ‘We are not to with
all his saints,” is the apostle’ s lan- sions for mine own sake, and will not rethings could be, said of hint; ‘and the one energy. An engine ‘neéds but a single in the next we hear him sayingto thé lame level down God's words to the grade of guage.
And again, ‘‘He that hath be- member thy sins.” And are you sick in
just as truly as the other, ** Himself coupling to transmit all its prodigious man, ** Inthe name of Jesus Christ of .oyr own experiences. ‘‘ All the promises gun a
good work in you will perform it body, compassed with infirmity, or burof God ip him are yea, and in him amen,
took on our infirmities," and bear our force and momentum.
And Christ, be- Nazareth, rise up and walk.”
unlil the day of Jesus Christ.” Does the dened with some inherited malady from
It js
unto the glory of God by us.” And it is
sicknesses,” and ** who himself bear our cause he is mighty to save, needs nothing
Christ's ministry still prolonged—the
spirit drop from the body at death like which you expect no
n relief except in the
not for us to modify and condition the m
sins in his own body on the tree.”
| of us but our consenting faith; and be- | same twofold grace, _the same double
the ripened grain from the husk, -needing- -grave,-hear-again- “what—God saith
“to-every-various-shade-of faith or feeling:
~~ And the reason why he carried -onrfor|cause he is mighty to heal, needs only blessing to the sinner and to the sufferer.
its support and protection fo longer now am the Lord that healeth thee.” *‘ And
us this donble service is obvious. Man is
the touch of our faith that all his ¢ sav. And the whole apostolic age ‘is stamped What has the Lord written concerning that it has come to maturity ?, And does the very God of peace sanctify you whela double. being, and Christ could only be
ing health” may become ours. Touch, with similar’ marks. By the same au- the great matter which we are discussing ? the body, like a-dead and sapless husk, ly: and I pray God your whole spiril
This question must be held supreme. Tell
a perfect Saviotr by meeting and: minisindeed, is but the gesture of faith. It is thority with which Paul says to the jailer
me, then, what these words mean? ¢ And now fall into the grave, .since it has and soul and body be preserved blameless
tering to him in both elements of his nathe visible cpnfession of confidence in the of Philippi, ¢ Believe on the Lord Jesus
the
prayer of faith shall save the sick, and served its purpose of bearing and ripen- unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
ture. There is a wonderful pith and’
power of Christ to make whole. Hence Christ, and thou shalt be saved,” he says
the Lord shall raise him up ; and if he ing the soul? Nay, these two factors. of —From ** Times of Refreshing»
force in that Saxon word ¢¢ whole” as apit is all one whether it is said of the min- to the cripple of Lystra, ¢¢ perceiving that
plied to man. ** Thou art made whole.” istry of Christ,that ¢‘ as many as believed he had faith to be healed,”—‘ stand up- have commited sins they shall be forgiven ur being are not so related. The ,per_ ASPIRATION.
him.”
Here is a double promise, bearing fection of each is to be found in’its sanctiSin has halved us; it has so divided this on him were made whole,” or * as many right upon thy feet.”
fied reunion with the other—the
Oh! this mighty weight that stifles
soul
the
distinctest
impress
and
seal
of
that
house of our tabernacle against itself: that as touched him were made whole.” In
All the pantings of my breast!
And how is it that this twofold cord of double ministry of which 1 am speaking. cleansed from its sin§ and the
body
it must fall. The forgiven soul in a sick either case saving ‘virtue went forth from
Oh! these giant thoughts that rifle
our ministry has been unbraided, leaving The lattér half of it you have no doubt healed of its sicknesses, and the two
bodyis but half a man; the well body him.
All my troubléd nights of rest!
2
to us but a single strand? Flow is it that about. With the fullest assurance you dwelling together at last in harmonious
* Aspiration, panting, deathless,
enclosing an unforgiven Souk] is but half a
You see, then; how all through his life we still preach the remission of sins, but fall upon your knees to pray for a friend unity. Whatever holiness and bliss the
Rising, swelling in my soul,
.man..
And this dfeadfal schism in our
the double ministry of Jesus was in ex- dare not, on the pain of being deemed that his sins may be forgiven him,—and soul may attain eut of the body and in
Ever dost thou point to heaven,
nature Christ came to heal ; not by widenAs the needle to the pole!
ercise. Men believed of him and were | enthusiasts and fanatics, hold out the if you see that he has faith to be forgiven, the presence of the Lord, it is yet in an
ing the breach, putting the soul into forgiven; men touched him and were
hope that sickness can be remitted by | you do not hesitate on’ thé strength of imperfect state. It lacks the vehicle of
. Soul, long crushed or sleeping, rouse thee!
heaven, and
¢ body in the grave, and
healed. His abounding grace made in- faith in Jesus Christ? Oh, Church of the God's word to declare his absolution. But action and the organs of life, and is
Burst thy chains that bind to earth!
dooming them to eternal separation.
In
Forth to thought, to toil, to‘effort, stant response to the sinner’s faith; his ascended Christ, carrying still in thy of the first part of the passage you say, therefore “jmperfect. And. whatever is
that case all the Saviour could say would
Live as fits thy heavenly birth.
abounding life gave instant answer to the hands thy Master's commission, with no this does not apply to present times, this imperfect is as yet unsanctified. For holibe, ¢ thou art made half,” one fragment
Think not time was made for dreaming,—
sick man’s touch. And so blended and clause annulled and no vestige of author- was for the apostles: and primitive be- ness is not a dead white purity, the perof thy dual nature has been rescued and interlaced are these two elements in the
Mide for sadness, or for tears;
fection of the faultless marble. statue.
ity revoked, what has happened tu thee,
No! it calls to live as fits one
made immortal, but the other half has ministry of our Jd, that they are con-. ‘that thelame must lie at thy doors, and lievers. And who gave you warrant for Life as well as pureness
enters into the
Bound, like thee, to endless years:
cleaving this text in twain, and using one
perished. - Strictly, speaking, man can’ Stantly crossing; healing emerging in
none can take him by the hand and lift part of the promise and remanding aneth- ‘idea of holiness. They who are ‘* withLife for thee hath loftier duties,
never be made whole till he has been | forgiveness, and forgiveness in “healing.
him up; that the sick must pine on his er to-an outgrown age of miracles and out fault before the throne” are they who
Nobler ends and sterner toils,
made holy—till his: sanctified soul has It is because sin and sickness are so recouch, and never a cure must be expected wonders? We ought to be ashamed at ‘follow the Lamb whithersoever he goThan to seek for wealth.or pleasure,
“had prepared for it a sanctified body and lated that grace must take such direction
through the prayer of faith? Hast thou the bare suggestion of such: violence to eth,” holy activity attending and express- |
Or than gathering warlike spoils. er
«the two have been, remarried forever’ in in pursuing them. Like two converging
Earth is dark, ’tls phantom-haunted,
ceased to walk in ‘the light of the Sun of God's word. What God has joined fo- ing their ho.y state.
.
the land of Beulah.
Bound in sorrow, sutiness, pain;
lines of an angle, each of which when righteousness that’ thou hast no longer gether, whether in-his word or in his orAnd for the highest life and activity
How blended and interdependent are followed leads to the other, so with transThat it may be disenchanted,
any healing shadow to throw upon the dinances, let not man put asunder. And the soul must have a body ; we can no bo
Forth—God calls theé~burst its chain!
these two elements of our life—so one gression and disease. Follow sickness, sick and dying? And how is’it that,
is it a mark of faith or of faithfylness to more conceive of the spirit’s truest, most
that it is almost (inaccurate to speak of back to its remetest cause and you will
.
Crush
thyself, the necromancer;
exalted life apart from the body, than
stead of mourning and being humbled
Call up reason from the tomb;
them even as a duality. The blush of 4 find sin; ~follow sin onward to its last the loss of these apostolic gifts, thou art Spectirage such wanton rending of what
e Holy Ghost hath joined into unity ? of the body's life as continuing at. all’
Down with passion, fierce eptrancer ;
the cheek is but .the tide of the souls’ effect and you will find disease. Blessed lifted up with self-complaceney, speaking
To
a true Christian the very life of a .text without the soul. We do well.to study
Banish doubt; away with gloom !
emotion breaking upon . this outward be. God, then, that in Christ we have the reproachfully of such as seek
for their re- is in'its undivided wholeness, and like the the wondrous mystery of the union of the
_ Faint not—sin not—each is madness;
shore ; the smile was on the spirit before double man, who could confront and vival, and visiting them
flesh and spirit. Itisa prophecy as well
On, in strength, along thy Way;
with cold re. it was on the face, and the frown was on master the double problem. He was the bukes. Is it an occasion for. pride that true mother in the judgment of Solomon, as.an enigma,—emotion
Sympathize with human sadness;
reporting itself
he
would
rather
surrender
it
entire
than
“the soul before its shadow -crept across sin-pardoner, who |could cleanse transgres- *¢ thou hast no healing medicines
Toll, and fight, and watch, and pray.
for the
by the sword. I have in smiles and tears; the soul hanging out |
- the outward visage. So truly a unit is | ‘sion back to its original - fountain, ‘He sick,” and that tho must Bay to the lame haye it sundered
Thus
the victory shall begjven;
said all this in the revolt which I have its storm signals in the. face so that we
man ash his inner and outer being that was the life-giver, who could reach dis- and leprous, * Thy bruise is
Thus
the wreath thy. brow-entwine ;
can
see
incurable, felt at the arbitrary license which ‘so
the coming anger in the look be‘eione has been able to fix the boundary ease in the last and remotest retreat, and and -thy wounds are grievous.
Thus God’s favor, thus shall heaven,
- There is many are" exercising, in setting aside fore it breaks forth in words; and the
With its boundJess bliss be thine.
between the spirit and the body. The heal it. Hence the constant contact and none. to plead thy cause that thou
body, on the other hand, clouding the
mayest
. Thus shall joy and strength upspringing .
coast-Tineof flesh and blood is so flooded interfusion of these two offices of the be bound up”? My brethren, we can as impossible what the Scriptures prom- soul with
its ‘humors or’ lightening it | © Gush like streams within thy breast;
mise without reserve. And I am glad to
‘ and overflowed by the waves of feeling | Son of God. Recall that striking in- ot ask these questions too _earnestly
Thus, where angel harps are ringing,
or believe that in many parts of the world, with.its health. Can it be that this marand emotion Which are constantly rolling’ stance of his dealing with a man sick of repeatedly. There is a cautious
There shall be thy glorious rest!
reserve and in many branches of the church; God velous
union -and interplay of mind
in from "the deeps of the soul, and the the palsy. The first word we should ex- of faith which may Carty one
i
~ From the German of Fred Wetzel.
very near is signally reviving these apostolic gifts. and matter is only temporary and pro- |.
"rere
deeps of the soul are so perpetually stir- pect to hear from his lips as he gazed the perilous edge of skepticism
; and to The great soul of Edward Irving burned visional? [I believe, on the contrary, that
A lady was summoned hastily to a
red by the sensations and iimpressions of ‘upon the helpless sufferer would be, “Thou let go our confidence in what is highest
to see the firesof prophecy and miracles | all this is but an imperfect’ foreshadowing neighboring family by the sudden death
the body, that none can exactly define art made whole.” - That was what the and hardest to credit in the promises
of breaking forth once more from the smoul- of what shall be when. the --diseord which
of the youngest child, and stood by its
the bounds of either. And so Christ's man
wanted, and that was what the God, may be a token of our wilful choice
dering embers of modern faith. For this. sinhas broughtin between soul and body coffin where the little being whofii™ disaction upon man was of that twofold friendd who brought him ‘expected. But of what-is lowest and most
‘superficial in he prayed and pleaded, exhorting his flock, trae ‘ended, nd when the redeemed
nature which . touched his whole life. instead of: that ** He said to the sick of the
Christid consecration. I am ‘weary, for a8 be says, ‘to live by faith continually body shall become at last the perfect or- ease had had no time to rob of its rare
loveliness, was to be laid in its ‘last
There went out from him ‘saving palsy, Son, be of good cheer, thy sins one, of the excuses which Christians have
on Jesus," for body aswell as the soul: gan and instrument of the redeemed soul. earthly resting-piace. The father was a
3
health” as well as saving grace.
are forgiven thee.” And when they framed for their. impotence : telling the
Perfection of relations, as well as perfectall, stately man of high rank in the army
. Now we dwell much on the sinléssness which stood by murmured in-themselves world that the age of miracles is past.and And I know of no sublimer exhibitjgn of
Zr
tion
of the parts of our nature, is the end:
and“in “his country—whom his duty to
~, of Christ, and the power which he; there- that he had presumed to pardon sin, he. that the-gifts of healing have. been with- faith than that which appears in the story
by possessed of redeeming men from asked whether is it easier to say ‘‘ Thy drawn. The age of miracles has past of ‘his own mastery of disease ‘through of God's plirposes. It is not enough that these had just allowed him to come
faith. Prostrate in the pangs of deathly the disembodied soul shall be completely home.
- their sims ; but'have we thought also that sins are forgiven thee,” or to say, ** Arise indeed, and perhdfis
‘Place him in, yourself, Mollie,”
the only Teason is, sickness, he yet asked God to give probf cleansed from sin and
perfected in holi- he said in § husky voice
he was the only being, 80 fof as we know, | and walk.” It matters not to the Lord that the age of faith has past. . Christ has
to * the mother.
ness. God will give to ita body perfect- “It is your
privilege/to have him last in
“who had ‘pérfect healthfulness? Jt must whether he reaches the body through the given no intimation on the pages of Sorip? | of hig promise by healing him, and letly fitted to, its needs,—a body capable of
‘have been so. ‘Sicknessis the fruit and soul, or reaches the soul throughythe, ture that the age of miracles is past with ting him stand in his. ‘place on Sunday
your arms, mamma dear.” Ah the sigmorning
expressing all- its exalted motions, of
before
his
flock,
Sabbath
the | consequence of sin, either actual or body. He is the Redeemer of both.
nificance of the tender words at ‘Such a
Did. him. He has. not grown old, that the morning came,
and still his prayer was bearing it on’its swift and tireless minis- moment! Keep
ancestral. But Christ had neither per- the sufferer expect healing and get par- fountains of his saving health must run
such words as these for
unanswered. He was carried to hig tries, and of executing “without impedi* sonal nor hereditary taint. If he knew don? Yes, but he got what he asked. dry. He who healed the withered hand
sweet and sacred hours, as you keep
church in spite of the entreaties of his ment its holy affections and desires.
| your choicest jewels for rare occasions,
pain and suffering of body, it was imput- The master simply Went behind the cur- has not los! the use of his own right hand
friends, he was helped into his place, and i, Here,” then, is where the lines
ed, not original ; it was ours, not his. tain of the flesh and healed the fountain ‘through infirmity of age. ~* Iis arm is
of and as a worthy hero wears his regalia
there stood the _palid, pain-racked preach- Christ's twofold ministry terminate,
— in “only*when his king or his country who'
“ In him was life,” that divine, unfallen of the soul’s impurity.. He laid his hand ‘et shortened thatit can not save, neither
er,
holding on to the sides of the pulpit, sanctification, the perfection of the
life’iip. which 1no seed or gel ‘of. sickness .on the spiritual cause instead of dealing is his ear heavy that it can not hear.” [}
Iblstowed it, commands that it shall be
and pleading silently with God to have spirit's holiness, and in resurrec
tion, the worn.
could be present. ‘Hence those ‘who | at once with the bodily result. He reach- feel as sure
-~.
as I am of anything that the respect unto his word, in Which he had
ab aia
Sh
id
Perfection of the body's health.
camein believing contact with him re. |ed back over all'the turbid and troubled loss of a healing ministry is due to a
caused his servant to hope. And then he

“THE MINISTRY

(OF HEALING,

| vitalize the

sickly

body.

neity, this - outgushing

This-sponta-

fullness of the passion as, ‘he goes

at last he finds

- If we carry ourselves forward to the
ceived healing
as . inevitably as they re- streams of disease and physical: inspurity, change in the: church and not to a change
tells
us
how,
as
he
opened
his
Bible,
the
state
immediately succeeding the first
ceived “pardon. ** And as many a8 ‘and cured the fountain of ‘tlie ‘heart by in Christ. . It is
we have back- bands of disease were loosed, and the resurrect
ion, as ‘it ‘is described in - the
touched him werd made perfectly whole,” | “his: authoritative
"from sin. | slidden, from the . foundation of apostles
| po er, of the Holy Ghost came upon’ him,| ¢closing chapters of the . Apocalyp
se, we
says the Brangelist:| Nan in ‘his’ fallen’ And then, aa. though
#6 liuimor. the igno- ‘and, prophets, and not that, Christ has re-,
state can
s , but not, health. ‘race that could not discert the cause, treated from, his. ground. . For in the I h ¥ be preached with an unction and find it to be a state of porfeet “healthfulnever surpassed in bi
ness. The body lias not been ‘discarded,
It is the most. pathetic. comment ‘on our butonly the effect, that cduld not see whole history of divine cure, as revealed |‘impressiveness
P
pa
9
history,
and
then
walked
joyfully
home
but resumed in ‘glory. The
(that
pardon
ible
.
is
healing in its utmost in the New Testament, we find but two,
corrupt condition by nature, that sickness
at the. clos
of service,
praising God for has put on incorruption, and the ‘mortal
e
is the only thing we. have that is. conta- springs, he -adds, ‘‘ But that ye may conditions entering into the question, —
his faithfulness. Many Christians will’ bas putan jmniortailty; and a stdte
has
© gious, We can give out an infectious know that the Son of man hath power on the power of Christ and the faith of man. explain
the incident on the same natural been
ed where not only sin’ has
disease from our very breath; or through earth to forgive sins, arise, take up thy ‘Believest thou that 1 am able -to do principles
wish which the skeptic explains been abolished, but sickness also. ‘ And
i the slightest touch of the body; ‘but who béd and go into thine dwn house,”
It is this?” asked Jesus. * They said .unto
the miracles of our Loril. But why should God shall wipe away all tears from their
. has been able to communicateshis health the twofold ‘grace of Christ which we him, ‘yea, Lord,” and between these two
it be thought a thing incredible ?
eyes; and there shall be'no more” death ;
to snother ? Thisis h solitary glory of ‘discover running through all his earthly sentenes the whole mystery of divine
And stich “instances, resting on incon- neither sorrow nor crying’; neither shall.
thie virgin's Soff.
“once in our, lift. He is the second Adam come to hedlipg lies.
testable

poor world isa contagious life. Here is

repair the ruin of the first. And in order
a being ih whonran abounding, infections to accomplish this .he will follow the.

But alas | because we oh

not rise to

the hight of ‘this. great privilege, we

: health
is’ present, ‘so’ that it] only needs | lines of man’s transgression back to their bring down the promises of God to.our
the contact of a ‘fingertip, that it’ ‘may | origin, and forward to their remotest ’ig. low level, and what we can not.do we
fear Te the Hastie CITED

: =

hell and

Ade.

He will pursue the sefpent trail of hold that God does’ not ‘allow.

Because

evidence, are crowding upon us
in these days. Iam personally acquaint.
ed with cases’ “Whet8 deception or unéer-

»
vd

cently.

Tt was to furnish a rich cloth-

covered casket with velvet trimmings.
All this was for & dead dog belonging. to
a wealthy family ap town. The animhi '/~
had been nursed and taken

care

of for

the past twenty years. The dead animal
lay in the casket, wrapped in a
of white satin, with silk ribbon
‘the neck.

mantle
around

The remains. were taken

to

2

cemetery close to'New York, and.put.jn-,

fo the “faitily vault. Six’ carriages, containing the Friends of the dog, followed
the remains to the cemetery. — Christian

things, are passed away.” ' No’
nore Tuitliegencer.” :
Po
has
pain,—the nerves retuned af Tast fhoxii the|
taiuty are utterly outof the ‘question. I, diseord which sin, had, introdused, and] Ho who Svea the smallest part of a
believe in their. veracity, because I believe henceforth ‘conveying only sensations of secret has the rest no longer in his powin God's word. Not that I believe the delight and comfort ; and no more death, or, Richter,
dt
:

»

:

there be any more pain; ‘for the former

| A wellknown firm of New York undertakers received a singular order re-
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18 What will you do

a re-crea-

or that ¢¢ water is made

-

if

We

We

it rains?

Le

passed ' into

soon left the office and

=

We are amazed at
:
tT
? I'said. “Mr. W——p7
cusable misrepresentations. What . the | out easily? ‘Never fear, brethren. Thoge |
:
IN THE LONG RUN.
Chrisa
has
‘He
replied.
he
Yes,”
|‘
go
will
We
out:
wash
not
will
prayers
|
churches
orthodox
the
per
Watchman,
4
.
man;
In the Jong run Fame findsdeserving
tian wife. - She is a member of a Presby- |
2
generally, call regeneration—that is, the on.”
a day,
The lucky wight may prosper for
time true merit leads the van,
--But in
It soon com menced to'rgin steadily and | terian cliurch, and he is not a Christian.
inward change
of mind and heart, from
And vain pretense, unnoticed, goes its way.
| the’ false'to the true, from the world to ‘heavily, acd ceased not till after midnight She would give her two eyes if- he could
‘ There is no Chance, no Destiny, no Fate,
:
on Sunday night.
Sixty-five people feel as I do now!”
of Satan “unfo
. But Wsiume smiles on those who work and Christ, from the power
I said: “¢Let us ‘go back, then, and
WA
:
God; from the love ad petite of sin: to formed the ' morning congregation, ‘all
’ In the long run.
:
es included, : We dismissed at 2 p. M., see him.” = i.
the love and practice. of*righteousness—
‘No.
You will lose your train,” he
the Disciples. have always insisted must. with $14,600 of the debt soundly pledged.
In the long run all goodly sorrow pays,
-Theré
ig no better thing than righteous pain. precede baptism, and that it is not Chris- Ninety-eight was the number Ss came ‘replied. ¢ Let me go to_ him,”
‘The gleepless nights, the awful thorn-crowned ‘tian'baptism at all where the sitbject of it at 7:30 p. Mm.—a little band like Gideon’s. | - Ttold him T cared little about missing
days ,
has ‘not already yielded his heart to «¢ | will test them by the water ‘and ‘try the train; butsaid: ‘You never loved
Bring sure reward to tortured soul and
Christ in faith ‘and penitence. ' Taking them for thee there.” I had much :diffi- ‘his soul so before, did you? ‘That is, the |
‘love
of God shed-aboeard-in-your heurt:by
that as the meaning of “the “phrase, "we culty in the evening persnadin
" Unmeaning joys enervate in the end,
But sorrow vields a glorious dividend
In jhe long run.
:

can-say with all ‘confidence,
can not save a

In the Jong run all hidden things are known,
" The eye of Truth will penetrate the:night,
And good, or ill, thy secret shall be known,

esse

by the

years

and

stand

Holy Ghost.”

In the long run.

orthodox

Keeps strict
work,

account

and

will

redeem’

d

“fo raise it all; but to leave a

was never lostlong run,

:

— Advance.

EE
a,

:

ee

| in baptism the gospel conveys an assurance of forgiveness to such and only such
as are already changed in heart.
6. + Of Jate years. they have not inoreased

* ANOTHER BATOH OF MISREPRE-

Jargely

We

know

not

*|
.|

what

the Watchman calls ¢* large ;” but our increase the last four years has been nearly
. Such is the title of an editorial, in the if not quite as large as that reported by
Methodist Episcopals church, North,
Christian Standard, the organ of the Dis-- He owing
them to count in the probationciples, eerrecting some statements in the ers. Our annual increase has ranged,
Bory

Watchman

SENTATIONS.”

(Baptist).

The Watchman
=

portion

for many years,

from

30,000

to

up

the same

How clear it

holy’

heart of things,

where

in Virginia, and established the Millenni-

A STORY OF CHURCH DEBT-PAYING.
Mr. Edward Kimball, the man who has
connection with the
in ous
become so fami

was!

* Grieve

spffit ‘of ‘God,

not

whereby

_The

*‘I be-

"the

‘ye

ber of the largest firm in the country in
his line of business.
He offered $1,000

“I“leave

him with

you,

dear

and I will take-the train,”

south-west,

the Independent the fellowing incident il-

ples to the

i.

world.

In

the

payment of church debts,

his princi-

to

where Baptist views were: held most lustrating his work:
firmly, but not intelligently, the heresy
More than a year ago 1 met on a wharf
Campbell's followers were
prevailed.
numbered by hundreds of thousands. - Of in Boston Mr. C——, a Philadelphia busilate ‘years they have not increased Jou po ness man, who asked me to help the
in
his church with which he was connected,
ly. ‘Since the death of Dr. Campbell
promised
I
debt.
its
reduce
to
effort
an
people have found the tide against them,
and, taking his
and, deprived of his ability and_Qrgupis- to.remember his request,
wrote him: from New
ing power, they have come to a- stand. address, I later that he meet me half
Some yefirs ago one of our pastors made York, suggesting
and we would
o bring abot a practical union ‘way, at Plainfield, N. J., arrange
an e
for the
matter and
between the Baptists and the Disciples, talk over thecame
promptly, bringihg with
but soon gave it up®ds an impossible work. Ile
ptist, him the chairman of the board of trustees
thing. - A Campbellite is not -a
:
:
but if he is true to his church he is likely of the church. =
KimMr,
**
tome:
said
gentleman
This
‘tobea straightforward, honest man.
not think you will tind our case
the ball, I do
Watchman
In replying to the
a very difficult one, compared with many
Standard says:
=
you have met, inasmuch as we shall only
" The Watchman is a dignified and able attempt to raise six thousand dollars, the
Baptist paper, and enerally trustworthy amount of our tloating debt.”
« You speak,Mr B——, agthough that
How it came to’ get
in its statements.
so far astray-in this instance, we can not were only a part of the church debt.”
say ; probably owing to the fact that. we _ «Yes, we owe a permanent funded
are small in numbers and not well "debt, which must lie yet for some years,
‘known in Massachusetts, and his ‘infor- probably ; but, while we can. not touch
mation has been gathered fromr partisan that, we could go onwith new life if our
)
floating debt were taken off. But as we
sources. .
_ 1, The name “ Campbellite’ is-not ac- ave now the work drags heavily.”
Is not your mortgage debt rather the
knowledged by us. We are religiotisly
debt
eavy drag, and is not the floating.
opposed to wearing it. It is discourtesy
to designateus by a name well known to the fruit from that vigorous and evil root?
:
In other words, if you had no interest to
be offensive te us.
. 2.. Mr, Campbell was not. * eYected pay, would not your income equal your
i
;
from the fellowship™of the Baptists. He expenses ?”
+ Probably so. But it is useless to talk
.probably would have been, had he reWe feel poor and we
mained in the Redstone Association long of impossibilities.
enoughto give a fair opportunity to the are poor, and to raise that $6,000. would
but he trans- be all we could possibly do or wisely cond
bigots that controlleit;
ferred his wembership to the - Mahoning sider.”
s¢ Please tell me, if you can, the entire
Association, and that Association came
into entire accord with the teachings that amount of your indebtedness as a church
were so offensive to the Greatrakes and and congregation—principal, interest, arAssociation. ‘rears of every kind, with coming interest
Redstone
others in' the
i
Many others were ejected from the fel- for one year’
“Oh! we have kept up our expenses,
lowship of Baptist Associations, such
six
as the Beaver, in Pennsylvania, and the except what we have included in the
$14,is
mortgage
Our
dollars.
Campbell
Mr.
thousand
but
Virginia;
in
Dover,
was not ejected. If the editor of the 000. Twenty thousand dollars will cover
Watchman knew the teachings
apirit of the leading men of the

and the
Redstone

profession

of faith.”

Does the

we

can

think of it and it can never be done

till

writer

mean to imply that the Disciples administer baptism without a profession of

‘ol

Kimball,

but, Mr.

all we owe:

Association at that time,he would probably have been as glad to escape fron
them as Mr. Campbell was. We heard
a leading Baptist minister—one who at
{his time stands high as an orthodox
Baptist minister declare that had he been
in that Association at that time, he would
have done just as Mr. Campbell did.
3. *t Baptists administer baptism: on a

Vip

contributes

not think of this.

not

will

people

Our

»

times improve.”
« Then I must decline to visit your peoMr. B——; but 1 believe your people
ple,

to clear

would, as stewardsof the Lord,

off all your debt, do four times what they

would to remove the floating debt only.”

«We can not consider that at all; but
let me understand you.” Do you mean to
say that you will not come

to

us

unless

you attempt our mortgage-debt also?”

I mean.

sir; that is just what

i,

.

' Talk it over we did, from 9p.

after midnight; and

Mm.

till

the next Saturday

of the “dctive men
evening ten or twelve
together

for rage

and to strengthen each other in God.
spent an hour on our. knees,

tice

bell was yet a Presbyterian.

were

| of the ¢ urch

Cabell
g7

5. It is pot true that, in our teaching,
* Regeneration comes inithe act of bap-

words:

‘Apd I did.

sex, this Compound

cast

out

your

thought and take in hjs, and in his light
you will see light, and ses through toe.”
«Can I? That is what I want, then.”
“Mr. M——, canyou and I have an
hour alone in your private office, and will
you secure us from interruption ?”. ,
“Yes.
Come in.”
tdi
He gave orders againstbeing called for,
locked the door, and we sat down together.
vl
~~“ My dear friend, can I come

close

=

-

3.

)

|

IL

:

to

The Rev. S. H. Murphy, of the

case.™ Now,
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Word of God, arid then, all-kneeling together, will you pray with them,

just as

we
you did Rere with me just now?”
He thought a moment, and then an-

man of us prayed. Se nating just “be- ‘swered:
“Yes, Mr. Kimball; I will,
fore the first hour of holy time, one of‘ the Itis right, and, God helping me, I will
brethren, who still believes in the reality 4 .make it a part of our family life “to - cons
of * the things which are seen,” said to [tinue it.” And he did so.
se
me :

:

a

Small,

Morocco;

=

§

cts;

:

|
y

form at the close .-

®eld by ' the

dendimination, and
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he was soon able and glad to make. a
full and complete surrender as lost sinner
to Jesus Christ as his Saviour,
. In his prayer of penitefice and joy he
earnestly begged for Strensth and help
to train fis motherless children to meet
their sainted mother in Heaven.
;
As we rose from our knees, I asked
him»
“Did your children ever hear
you pray like that
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We talked freely in this way for a lit- Vines eloquent utterances-of the man.—N. |
tle while.: Mr.M——'
was candid, sin- X. ‘Sun.
cere, and in earnest; and, as
~~"
_ .An incident related by a correspondent

¢* No, sir; never.” * 4

Star.
;
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| Theis Morning
a large re igious paper of eight pages, in its.

care-
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H. P. Winter, of Boston, accepts a call
to become the Secretary of the Portland,
Me., Young Men’s Christian Association.
The Rev. Dr. Arthur Mitchell, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church of Chicago,
accepts a call to the First Presbyterian
church of Cleveland, Ohio.
A speaker at a reception of the Chicago
Y. M. C. A. felicitiously interpreted those
initials -as' meaning ‘‘You Must Conse; crate AIL” _.

may, be.or what it brings you to admit?
I will ask nothing difficult or improper;
of course.”
:
:
« Certainly, Mr. Kimball. I will at
léast, do thav.” =
Ta
Ji
Then there'll be”no trouble, and I
want
to expect that you will find
God's Word converting your soul before we
leave this office this morning. ¢ The law
of the Lord is perfect, bizar
the soul.’
I want you.to expect now to find that ex-

and the servants,” was

33 n
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‘you with *questions which shall reach Mission, Africa, has returned to this coundown to the depths of your soul; and if try and is visiting in Minnesota, where he
you see the answer to ‘my question, . will formerly lived.

actly true and in your own

Sarin

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Végetable Compound
is prepared atthe proprictorstaboratory:

Several weeks after, I was in Philadel-

* The

Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that
they are vanity.’ Again: ‘ Casting down
imaginations. [or reasonings] and every
high thing that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every ‘thought to the obedience of
Christ.) - Cast down and

Address
SHACKRORD,
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DR. No

mother
‘of that'sainted wife, and is she the Pilgrims, Brooklyn, 966; Church’of
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, Scientific, Eughish, and Normal.
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For catalogue address the Secretary.
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like-minded with her daughter?”
) the Disciples, New York City, 847; Ober/
MEE
M. R. HIATT.
Mr B—— gave a long, low whistle, and
He answered, tenderly: ‘ Yes; ‘and lin, First, Ohio, 743.
Ridgeville, Indiana,
ntlzt 1?
v
new
a
puts
that
must'say
I
Well,
*
said:
she is'as dear an old “mother in Israel’
A preacher by the name of Redding, 7 YNDON
LITERARY . INS
B.-J.
8.
cig
face on this matter.” '
ag ever was.”
BROWN, A. M,, Principal, with
petent as
|Moore
left Greene county, N. C., ia.the
wants,
it
«Js not a new. face what
“ Who taught you,” I asked, “ to talk] date of 1816, and located in Williamsburgh
_. Mall term begins August 24, 1880.
rather thanto try to wash and cleanse about mothers .in Israel? Had you al county, 8. C. About one year after that
that which can not be made clean—an old praying mother",
another
Freewill
Baptist
preacher
by
the’
|
A
stu a
logins, J Setontinc, Lado 08’ Eng
¥
church mortgage? But.come! Don't be "1 «Yes, Mr. Kimball; indeed I had.”
nameof John Wilson went to South Caro- RL
Be
age als and
discouraged. - Letus talk it ovey care# Mr. M—-," said I, * will”
at lina and located in the same county. They
I. W. SANBORN, Sec, @
a
i
ha
‘Lyndonville, Vt.
fally: Your people can extinguish that hométo-night, and before the children went to preaching the doctrine, ‘and soon
enjoy doing retire, take the Bible and sit down be- organized a church called Sand Hill, and
debt, and I think they ‘will
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—THé spécial work
;
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§
it.”

the inal. corree

His

receipt of 25 cents for
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“Yt will, at all times and under all circum.

Mr.

said
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stanees; act in harmony with the laws that
govern the female
system.
hl
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“Yes,” he answered ; ‘‘ to-day, spre.”
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AND BACKACHE, IS
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are

man have not the spirit of Christ,” he’ 1s

the

wharf in Boston. Mr. M—— is an active’
and successful business man and a mem-

I quote

by

hope

i

Positive,

For all Female Con
THETHE
THIS’
PREPARATION! RESTORES
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE

none of his.”
ih
SA)
Lo
ne
Here was God's love for dying men, instantly taking the control of this newlyborn soul. ‘The Lord had come to his
temple and taken the gladly accorded
and regal place there.
“somewhat in the earnestness of his inti. is I said: ¢ Mr. M—, when will you do
Without delay?”
:
:
mate friend, Mr. C—=, who first spoke this?

a Christian.

tb

682

Ps

difference

leads to eternal divergence. The views
of Alexander Campbell spread with great
rapidity. He founded Bethany College,

.al Harbinger to make known

Dalted States or Canada,
Jan.
8, or $2.00 per

5,

“vews, or "$2.00

per doime: “Salento
inte 0

sotl’s
:

and has been larger since Mr. Camp- in the morning, to help-on the debt, and phia again, and before going io my hotel
wrote as follows:
Mr. M——'s
-to even, I went directly to
bell’s
death than during his life. Our “took a pew in the evening, remarking
A child was born in 1792, and his pa- “organizing
power” is greater to-day Mr. C——, as he did so: *“I think I am place of business. He cameto me with
rents-called him Alexander Campbell. than ever it was, although it is ‘still very getting along pretty fast—a thousand dol- both hands extended, saying, as he did
He became a: Christian, and united with defective. Were our brethren thorough-. lars in the morning, a pew in the even- 80: ‘Charlie, where's W-——? Call him.
the Presbyterians. In 1812 he left. that ly united in organizing effort, we doubt ing. 1don’t know what that man will do Tell Mr. R—— also to please come to
people, and joined the Baptists. He re- not our increase would be much larger with me next. Have me converted, for the office.” In a few moments
two : mid. mained with them until "1827, when
' he’
aught I know.” Mr. C—— repeated Mr. .dle-aged gentlemen, whom I had never
than
it
is.
:
was ejected from their fellowship fo
7. *“ Some years ago one of our pas- M—-'s remark to me after service: Sab- seen, entered the office, and Mr. M——
grave departures from Bible truth. He tors made an effort to bring
about a bath night, and I* resolyed .to see’ Mr. introduced me to them. ‘They were the
en or
zed a new sect known as
M-—— the next morning.’ Accordingly, partner of whom he had before spoken so’
practical union between the Baptists and
«« Disciples of Christ.” This new church
and, earnestly, and another, also ‘connected
but soon gave it up as an im= I called at his business warehouse,
Disciples,
-- rejected all human creeds. Its creed
after
a
few
pleasant
words,
I
asked
him
if. with the firm, both of whom had, through
whom
to
not
know
We
possible thing.”
testimo--was an unwritten one, founded upon of
Mr. M——'s faithful and lovin
he
made
the
:remark,
quoting
it.
He
to what
this alludes. Some years ago
and the
what was deemed scriptural doctrine.
ny,
been
led
to
the
Son
of
Go
smiled
and
said
:
i
made overtures
Like the Baptists, the Disciples held to many Diseiples in Ohio with a view to a
3
*¢ Yes, I said that, or . something quite Saviour of Man.
the Gospel mode of baptism, but the two to the Baptists of Ohio,
All three of these men had confessed
better mutual understanding The address like it.”
.-Isaid to. him: You. do recognize, Christ and united publicly with his
_ bodies differed in one very essential mat- of the Disciples
the Baptists
ter." Baptists administer baptisinon a pro- the writerof this;to and
then, that conversion to Christ is what church, and all were now headsof Chris-'|
read to the Ohio
tian families.
i
It is the sign of a work
.fession of faith.
‘Baptist Convention, was most cordially you peed most, and that all the relations
*« The Holy Spirit-shall testify of me,
already taken place in the heart. It is received by that body. Some of its old- between the church of Christ and yourthe outward token of grace within. The est ministers at once avowed their will- self should tend toward and aid in secur- and ye also shall bear witness, because
said. Christ.
new birth precedes it. Unless a man is ingness to accept the statement of doc- ing that, as the only valid and valuable ye have been with me,”
**
They
overcarae,
by
the
blood
‘of the
born again, baptism has no meaning, and
presultt”
baa
as
trine and practice in said address
Lamb,
and
by
the
Word
of
their
testimois invalid. - ‘The ** Disciples” baptize for ‘sis
“Yes.
I
suppose
I
do.”
But
ag
to
that,
of union. A friendly correspondence
the remission of sins.
Regeneration was opened; which ran through several I have always thought”—
n ”
:
Months later, as I stood laboring to re“comes in the act of baptism. Water is years. It resulted in no union, bute it
« Pardon me forinterrupting. But may
made a re-creative agency.
Baptism is a banished .many false impressions, and
I suggest that what you have always move another debt frof\a church whose
saving ordinance. A chasm deep as the greatly weakened the hostility that bad thought has not helped, or you would place of worship is exactly opposite the
one I have spoken of, I held in my hand
sea lies between the two sects. Baptists previously existed.
If we can find a have been converted long since ?. What the wholly canceled mortgage which had
declare that all the waters of the earth copy
of that correspondence, we will for- has, probably, hindered—what you have ‘been
‘the objective point of our efforts on:
can not save a man who has” not first
‘ward it to the Watchman. We hope that always thought—is, I think, just what has
been born of the Holy Ghost. Camp- paper will correct its erroneous state- kept you away from Christ. Will you on the stormy Sabbath when I first met
“or
bellites declare that whoever is baptized ments ; especially on the design of bap- now for one hour drop your thotight, and Mr. M—.
“Bring ye all the tithes, and see!”
is saved.
The two denominations have
try
to
put
God's
thought
in
the
.
place
of
=
.
ag
little in common. - They differ at the tism.
it? If your will, Mr. M——; you will be saith the Lord of Hosts.
6-0-0
+0

very

bf canis or

po

his

sealed,™ ete. ‘‘Quenchnot the spirit.”
‘¢ As'many as are led by the spirit of
God, they are the sons of God.” *¢ If any

man just entering upon middle life, who
lives near the church, and - who," though
not'a member of the congregation nor of
any other, and not a Christéan, either in
name or in hope, sometimes dropped in
to .attend the services. On this rainy
Sabbath he did so. He became interest.
ed in the work of ‘the day and shared

50,000,

peel At uate
(Stegsogio0] Vius
of ] Weis
y
an

seo, X. Hai

sweet

¢ Yes,” he‘answered, eagerly.
lieve that-I can.”
;

of

met ‘on

slaghy appliins

|

once, lead Mr. W. over

and evening, a gentle-

to me of this church, as we

3

10 rooms gach, sultable lor senting $0
biildiage,
ot reason forble property. “Rostoval 16°
Bristol, N. H. REY. E. FISK,
“sale.- e.32 Address,

Can you and will you; at’

from the privilege

meaning attached. to ‘the ‘the oy for their friends whom the storm
but they never had de tained at home and by whom
this amount was promptly
assumed.
ee a
| There was present-among the congrega-

|

Give thy love freely; do not count the cost; '
So beautiful a thing
.
In the

of giving.

tion, both morning

its
:

abode therein.

‘road you have just takem in “your
:
They at length consented not comingto Christ?”

must not be debarred

by the hearts of earth;

The great eternal government above

the Holy Ghost,’ who has . taken

offer-

ings to be made up oy the absentees, who

first

Mr. Campbell aud some

In the long run all love is paid by love; |
Though undervalued

not

-| other writers among us found fault’ with

con- ‘V'the'

:

has

earth

otten]
. of the.

| been born [or rather,

However well ’tis'guarded from the light.
All the unspoken motives of the breast
Are ibm

man ho
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ple not to provide for the fu
ut to leave a sum of the precious
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the

dollars.

No

other

nation

has

however, that a soul may ‘come out of the

so

most trying experience with a disordered

ever paid its public ‘debt . so rapidly,

justly, so honorably, as ours.
mind. There is no virtue in the affliction
The fancial honesty of the present’ Ad- itself to prevent the practical ruin of an
ministration has been remarkable. Near- | individual's usefulness. . The experiences

on business, remittances of money, &e., shduld be

sufficient cause for apprehension through-

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

out the whole body.
i
The disposition to rejoice in another's

1y a billion dollars in revenue has been
collected, and over $250,000,000 has-been

ship at one point in the denomination was

shouldbe addressed to the Editor, and all letters

AS TO (OUNTRY

PREACHING.

When people ‘scold about the. early
Freewill Baptist ministers for confining.
themselves to the country and

not work-

ing more in the cities, we do

pot

welfare is grandly excelled by the disfortune.
:
One of our Western

2
brethren

2
recently

«« that they sufficiently reflect upon the historical fact that country preaching’ and

u6 longer,if itever has been, the East |

Rev. Dr. Cuyler in the Independent, ‘‘and

one ; church, suffers, be. that church

the early part of the present one, the min-isterial thrones stood in such secluded

Maihe or “Mindesots,in New York or in

in

Michigan, our ‘whole denomination

names

that

aderned

the

/ list of country ‘preachers in those days!
' Bellamy, Edwards, Barnes,
Emmons,
Beechér; Dwight, Nettleton and Field all
' the cities in the land at that time could
‘ not produce the equals of these country

clergymen, either in piety, intellectual
U ability,or the impress which they left

pulses which actuate a vigorous, healthy

and helpful soul in dfter life.

things

upon

judge ourselves, as well as

the

X

others, not

ening of our Zion.

:

It was the ‘‘ country, par-

atm

respect

seeking first of all the salvation

work.
men,

of souls,

‘sometimes pulled apartin this work. Local

’

organizations

have

sometimes had

unintended effect.

s

into a

It would be an admirable thing for
each State, for instance, to take care of

oreo the-eities
if they would: ~The very senti-

was nothing beyond: But everybody, we
suppose, is ready to admit that the most
"pressing need of home missionary work

‘and tryingfo bring their converts

place consistent with the great doctrine
of free grace which they preached. They
could hardly have betaken themselves to

~

ment and fashion of the time was against
it. To be a spiritual ruler over a wide
parish was the office of the clergyman in

those days, and the Freewill Baptist fath* »018 only followed,in that respect, the potent fashion of the time. To complain,
nowadays, that the fathers did not

‘betake

themselves to the cities and, there found
their churches, is to cSmplain

of them for

circumstances, it would have

been

not doing what, at that time and in their
prae-

tically impossible for them to do.” We
should say that their mistake, so far as
“city churches are concerned, lay in their
not faking advantage of the ‘drift cityward when it subsequently began, and
setting up the Freewill Baptist standard

_ at the populous centers.

But even on’ this.point we are not sure
“out the habit of clinging
0 the country is

=a providential one, and that it will -eventually appear to be so. The fact is, the’
rush ¢ity-ward has been over done. Like
--all movements of

- must come gsponer

the

kind,

or

‘a reaction

later.

farms that were deserted twenty

The

old

or fifty

‘years ago will not always remain untilled. The drift of emigration, especially
dmong the foreigners that are arriving on

our shores at the rate of over fifty thou-

- sand monthly,

is towards

the

country.

-~And so it ig among the more

its own home missionary

:

8

a study of the question,are calculat-

and to turn them back to the simpler and

. . . freer forms of life which country pursuits
and country habits offer them.

It follows that, while we would not discourage any-wise attempt to found
churches of our faith in cities wherever

ability and circumstances warrant it, yet,we
would emphasize the need of standing by
the country parishes, ‘and keeping the

~lightin the [old country meeting-house
burningto greet and welcome the tide
- that must eventually turn back

cities.

A

from

:

the

This need is particularly strong in the
West. © The newer states of Nebraska,
Minnesota, Kansas and the like are filling

up with wonderful rapidity.

The

tradi-

- tiofal policy ofiFreewill Baptists should

find them
in force in those sections, , calling singersto répenténce and organizing

- ‘the converted

ino

Christian churches,

The appéals that were made at the Gen-

eral Conference in behalf of these western

are

|

.

pleading for help in sustaining religious

‘services there, utter the true Macedonian
call. “Where are the Pauls that are ready

to heed these calls, thinking only of perishitig souls and the divine commission?

‘Whatever we do for and in _the._ cities—
and we ought to do there,all that it is "Tn

our

has

measure through the

come

in

great

a

execution of" lavs

"in each of the last five years.”

is presented

one of which the Democratic party

preacher.

‘Good

ny ulpit

was

strong

their personality, become in: effect the
mere Executors of the laws which the

are ea Tor by the werld..
chiiréh them,
or churches
do.thenot.calk
and somein

party of each shall frame, it must be seen

are not’ supported. All
ignore the divine call and

all public work outside of pro-

spirit with that of the Master and of the
apostles, who counted not their lives dear

was remarkable

for

its calm,

would

commend

,

points to those churches

that at this day specie

‘bor for the spread
of the: gospel

over a century and a half, is an open-

serve profound

4

hy

gh

J

| «

-

the propesed

DURING

the United

the past

States government

3.63

have ad-

It seems as

rar,

District church, there were five pastors in
less than ten years, in the South
church

allow

as

he

is found

in warm

summer

anniversaryto pass without

this ‘matter, it will

referring

The Pope has assented to a proposal

that

fact

friends

gigantic - industrial,

of

Confession, we

ht hope, would follow

4

h-

b

L

: wi

her own nioney.”

:

Ler

—

+——THE French government,” as soon as
the Chambers resume their sessions, ‘will
introduce a bill for the sale of: that por"
tion'of the crown jewels not considered of
artistic value, but

estimated to be

custom was adopted.

It urges’ clergymen

works.

‘that seis capable of wisdom and moder:

in

pastorates,

have been

with
by far

Lowell,

great

‘well as
pastor.

disaster

to the

church, as

deep sortow to the heart of the
When God calls a minister

to a

field of labor he should stay and cultivate”

it until the same authority, calls him away.

.

‘ What God hath joined together, let not

man put’asunder”'!
ie
The facts heretofore narrated seem to
Justify - the ' conclusion that the church;
ceteris paribus which is most devotedto

the benevolent enterprises related to the

advance of Christ's kingdom will be the.

most successful.

said by the short

Again and again it is
sighted

and

narrow

minded, *‘ Charity must begin at home."
How often is this alleged reason made the

indeed, at home—in the sun,— but, thank
God, diffuses itself through all space, and-

ends only when ithas

Taking

reached the out-

ermost limit of the universe.

may

not

begin

at home, but

Our charity

let it end at

Harper's Ferry and in Minnesota, and *
California, and Mexico, and South Ameri-

ca, and Africa, and India, and China, and
the
isles of the sea! Letus rise up to
into consideration that he comes

from the land. of that

our high privilege and help faithfully in

wonderful

the ‘grand--opward
church,

which,

by

movement

of

the.

the blessing of God,

will at length eventuate

in the retlemp-

tion of a lost world.

:

of the Alleghanies and the Cheat river valley,
accompanied by lus friend Charles Lanman,

|

glom 4nd subsequent Christ
ian experience,

Shall we build the new chapel? For full
four years we have been sorely feeling the.
need of it. During the past year, since

which our 'spage will not allow us to print.
The lesson that his experience has most foreibly.tanght him- and: that. he would the most

strongly urge upon others, is that faithfulness
to. duty alone will insure the’ presence of the

Holy Spirit or keep one in the .enjoyment and
exercise of the Christian spl¥it. ~~

0-0
*Yore

Shall We Byild the Chapel ?
the demand has become. more imperative
it has often become a question; whether it

would do to ask for it..

ft

‘We hall been praying for it, had sfrong

faith that it would come some time. Do
all the readers of the: Star know; that a
The following note in the Congregational
i8t from a missionary in Nebraska may have brother and his wife propose to give $5,000
in it a suggestion for some of our own readers : toward building a chapel for Storer colTo you, dear sisters of the: rural parishes,
sllow me to propose a new departure. Thirteen years of home missionary life upon these
Western P irieg" have taught me the value of
fruit as I ‘never knew,
before,
But the
prices for all kinds here are beyond the salary

cles of the Sountry churches’ transform them"selves ‘occasional y this season’ into apple-par-

gradually proving to the world

longest

field of labor the better for all concerned,
but ordinarily the breaking of the tender
ties binding pastor’ and people together

to accept invitatibns to preach hs candidates,
and desires Parishes to seek some other method of securing rectors, It fears the holy
office will be degraded in public esteem.

drt. This would seem to be the. proper
thing for a Republic to do, nor does it at
all sa¥dr of iconocjastic Communism,
France is

the

Moulton

month, or about a cept and a half per week.
Candidating is frowned upon by one body of
Episcopalians. . At a recent convention of this
sect in Connecticut, a resolution against this

the sale will
Now we are told that thisis to be s good
be devoted to ipe, purchase of -works of ily.
year for apples. Why not let the sewing-cir-

In spite of all the contending "Yackions,

the

Supreme Pontiff.” The amount of tribute dee mean excuse for not giving at all ! ‘True
manded from every Catholic is 6 sous a charity is like the sunlight, which begins,

of the average home missionary. That is, he
can not
afford enough for the health of his fam-

The proceeds of

Bosten

the same,

the most prosperbus, as for illustration,
the pastorates of the lamented A. K.

society for the propagation of the fuith in central Africa, This will afford a fine field for

worth

$1,500,000.

that

scarcely an exception,

a

restored, and with

to every rmuan and woman, to take her own
lace in the world ; to be a rooted plant, | A worthy brother, who resides in Potter, N.
Y.,-hias Went us a long account of his conver:
t a par.site.”

to

are

age term of a trifle more that two years.
It is an instructive fact that those
churches, with “perhaps. a single exception, which have had fewest pastors are
the strongest to-day; it is, moreover, a

/

confidence ‘is fully portion of the French Jesuify should form a

equally natural

figures

years of pastoral service, making an aver-

days.

. perspective
4 The father naturally sets his boy on his ‘which is characteris
tic. of Japanese pictures,
own feet at.coming of age ; but as naturally itis certainly remarkabl
e that-the Japanese
he keeps his daughter dependent on him- minister at Washingto
n has achieved quite a
self. 1t is a pleasure, perhaps, to him to ‘success
in painting.
This oriental amateur
give
her her gowns and pin-money at thirty
as when she was three. He does not reflect “artist has recently been sketching the scenery

their next

the

Haverhill church has had eleven pastors
in twenty years, and the Lynn ehurch has
had four in’ nine years, or, in other words.
it has required fifty-two pastors to render
less than one hundred and twenty-four

We see it stated that the

siderably younger.

A ountry with a voracious appetite -

that she has the longing,

:

rendered less than forty years of service,
in the Boston church; twelve pastors less
than thirty-five years, in the Bunker Hill

im-

for capital, when

in the family, though “she actually work
twice as much as the rightful owners.”
The
ibune continues :
Sh

of

amus-

“Amesbury church, fifteen pastors have

with books of reference beside him, -studying.
in the ancient cloister garden of Westminster
Abbey. Though nearly fifty, this distinguished English ‘ecclesiastical author looks con.

per cent. to those who

home of her own,

spectacle

most of the churches is a fact to be notéd
and pondered carefully,» Thus in the

Prince is expected to visit Australis in October or November.
;
2
A pleasant picture is drawn of Canon Far-

though the four per cent. coupon bonds
could not reach a higher point than that
already Auoted, 110. This makes the in-

only

The

and that of A. L.
plies that the answer will be in the affirma-, Hough
ton in Lawrence.
The lesson
tive.
A
*
ought fo be obvious. Neither churches
Whatever else may be said of the Prince. of
Wales, it is an accomplishment of his to make nor pastors ought to be in haste in severing the pastoral relation.” Sometimes the
himself popular with the people whenever he
makes a tour of any of the colonial possessions sooner a pastor betakes himself to a new

It may

year the bonds of

vanced 9 per cent. in’ value.

Possibly there

The shortness of the pastoral term in...

Bap;

chapel strongly

efficiency.

ing nor inspiring!

Prof. BracKett asks a question in. another
place that is of great importance to the. school
at Harper’s Ferry. The noble example of the
brother who has already pledged five thousan
d

dollars to

to ** make haste slowly”?

‘| dying or dead churches is neither

to have called out an interested company of
that people. ‘The subject of education, among

others, was discussed.
The General
tists are trying to fou
a nd
college.

as in

wiser

they will grow up into strength, perma- .

The “visit of brethren Goadby, Burns and
Ball to the<General Baptistsin Indiana
- seems

of Great Britain.
—

churches, once con-

otiger great undertakings, is it not

| nency and

tual sale at about 200.

ns

she will never have-a

silence, for ¢“ silence gives

“consent”; andif they

in the payments ag@imore complete, in ‘the true the example of their elder sister in' this
‘ountry. Of all the oalls that are daily sense of the'term, than ever before in this respect. *
1
:
SH
Lie ge told,
‘comingto our Home Missionary Society; country, and as complete as in any foun«the most touching and the most worthy to ‘tryin the world.
5) itn
Fala —DEeer experiences, of personal be:
be heeded, are those that come from the
Again, by President Ilayes's execution reavement havea tendency tg unsettle
frontier, where sinners are perishing.
and of the refunding law which the Republi
niind ; fancies become crystallized into
+ 'aTew Christians mourn alone. Let us cans had enacted in 1870, there. was at the
beliefs.
Professor Hiram Corson, of Cor. _Maithfully study our opportunity and our once a.saving to the people of $14,200, nell, a man of, sound scholarship, some
i duty in réspect to these calls.
!
453.50 anngally in the interest -account, | Jers ago losta daughter, and ‘much
(ooh
PLC
ST
nk SNR
WI I SRC i de Bt
" hii
+ There is yet room for those who show
4 gift the rate of interest ‘ bdcame pérma~{’ rooding over his great affliction has at
inthe line of lifting" church indebtedness. It, 1nently reduced” on’. all | investments fast resulted in his coming out of the sea| isreported that nearly. one-half of the Con: throughout the country, and the way was | son of darknessas a Spiritualist; being
gregational churches tn Chmeetiont are,in paved for the present era of prosperity. | convinced that he has seen his daughter
“if
debt, owing amounts varyingfr
$10 to | The public debt is being paid at the ‘rate
in materialized form. We have no words
’

:

trafic in church living. A well known agent
estimates the liviogs annually “offered for ace

help them to formulate in plain language
their own desires—and - by this means
lead them to see that those desires do not

point heavenward.

:

is quite as great danger of waiting ‘until
the golden opportunity has passed;as
has been the casein some instances; but
let us not bring any more churches into
being until we are reasonably sure that

the English establishment; in the increaseof

who have a deep.

be- accepted by" all
open-communion; whether | As a remedy thé same journal would
was at a premium of nearly six per cent. among the Baptists or elsewhere, as a suggest an absolute settlement upon the’
The national reveérrues had.:been greatly declaration by the ‘Philadelphia Associa- daughter when she is of a marrying age,
impaired, as the result of the" panic, so tion in favor of the tolerance, at Jleast, of if that can be afforded, ** instead of dolthat there was, in fact, no surplus revenue Open-communion.’ That were a consum- dng ont the interest’ as constant gifts; if
mation devoutly to be wished for. 'Nearte aid in the work: of resumption. But ly-all
the other Associations in America ie is a poor man, let him give her some
resumption came, and came so certainly which have adopted the Philadelphia trade or occupation by which she can earn

power to do, —Iet us not cease to la- and op

|

© One of the chief dangers which ever besets
the spirituality of a state church is eating into

these

is to'meet in that city October 5, in view vividness before a reform will be initiatof the proof that is now brought to its at- edin good earnest. As the New York
tention that the Confession of Faith, under Tribune remarks, ‘ half the terrors of a
which the Association has been living single life to a woman lie in tbe fact that

showing its reliable character, the Inde~ pendent says: :
Passing over the Secretary's review of
It being, therefore, an undeniable histhe record of the opposite party, let. us torical fact that the Philadelphia Confesglance at the portions of his speech that sion is an open-communion performance,
deal with purely national questions. Ie it becomes a ‘matter of consequence to
first takes up the topic ‘of resumption, -know what the action of the Philadelphia
will be, on having their attenWaien President Hayes was inaiigurated, ‘Association
tion drawn to this. fact. For our own
the resumption act of 1875 was an ‘unexe- part, we earnestly hope that they will ob-

parties

L]

sermon

aren?

veloped undef Republican auspices. ! :

both
both

to a

they are more devout, more reverent in their
Wuys, more serious in their attention, and
more sympathetic in their attitude.”

ourselves ;”

longing
for a brilliant preagher.

ed.

the national prosperity as it has been ‘de-"

who really wished resumption, believed
it impracticable for years to come. Gold

ask attention

indifference of the pastors themselves.”

us,” (1); ** to pay

communion document. Dr. Bright seems but must remain a dependent on father
straightforward, convincing argument; to have tried in vain to break the force of and brothers, the one too many in the
and for its encouraging presentation of this proof. After summarizing it, ‘and household ; the beneficiary on sufferance

Many honest, , sincere
men of
si

ant fact that a dozen

commercial, and agricultural enterprises another display. of
murvelous proselyting
well. under way, can not very well let the zeal, The disciples
of Loyola are true to the
4
| intevest even on the safest of investments _instinets of their master,
fall much below four per cent., can it b
Systematic giving receives a new “impetus
OUBRRENT TORIOS.
from the papal throne, a new association for
—FREEWILL Baptists will watch with |
collecting money for
Pope having been
peculiar interest the action of the old. ——THERE is one phase of life which formed in Rome. Thethe associat
ion is named
Philadelphia Baptist Association, which needs to be repeatedly pictured in all its thé “Universal Union for Daily Tribute to the
cute. .

our benevolent work, we need a unity of

A NOTABLE SPEECH.

would

BRIEF NOTES.

buy these bonds at the premium mention-

shall vote, but that he must consult the
record and policy of the party whose
will the successful candidate must exe-

would soon be wonderfully increased.
So that, added to a unity of method in

Secretary Sherman’s speech at Cincinnati last week on the political -issues of

We

. REFLECTIONS.

chusetts Quarterly Meeting the unpleas-

Four years of close observation convinces
the editor of the Messenger that *¢ the ‘limited
circulation of our church papers is due to the

(4) ‘“itis only such a preacher that can
put an end to our petty envies and jeal-

ousies.”

?

In reviewing thé history ‘of the Massa.

report

most grateful impression.

sense, good

in order to be made brilliant

Massachusetts Quarterly Mosting.
|

on another page of this paper by Rev. A.
J. Gordon. It was read before a little
company, one Sunday in_Atgust, in the
parlor of one of our aged ministers at Oid
Orchard beach, and its teaching made a

our church debts;” (2) *¢ only a brilliant,
preacher can keep our congregation together;” (3) we want such a preacher

terest

that one can not safely confine his view to
the party nominee in determining how he

fessional pastoral work.and all ministerial obligation not arising’ from the . church
call and contract. Let our ministers feel
the ‘“ woe ” as Paul felt it, and their work

‘unto them, bit made all things subordinate to the salvation of precious souls.

in excellent

The

%

‘No mortal agency,

save this, Will help

of the chapter?

churches had a sort of mush-room growth,

YF >WE

talent, - large usefulness—we

strain by declaring,

C. Waterman, Laconi
N.a,H., and

oblige the Committee and ‘facilitate the80
preparation

BEF=THE position of Freewill Baptists in flourished and were prosperous for a few
relation.to the gospel ordinances is plain- months or years,
were like Jonah's'
ly set forth by a correspondent on the first gourd, .‘“ which came up ina
night and
page.
We are not quite sure that the ac- perishedl in a night.”
tion of.the General Conference at different
While; however, we let fall our tears of
times-on the question of admitting un-. grief’ upon “the
graves of. these defunct
baptized persons to the communion table churches, let
us mot fail to learn a wholehas always been consistent.
a
op
ewer, In building churches,

and is ‘strongly opposed, the reasons take some account of all these things ; but
they sink into small dimensions compared
of Administration be- with that brightest of all sunshine—
-convineed-that the" against this change
come’ doubly strong.” The doctrine of brilliancy !
:
State Rights as against the doctrine ‘that
The
same writer proceeds in this

Some because young men—smart men—

the day

brilliant

now in existence ornot, "be

«enoughto send them at once to Rov,king

nected with it, are now extinct stares
us
and creditable | grimly in the face.
Many of these

shape.

judgment, ‘large Christian experience,
engral acceptance among the people,

true policy in this,as in all our benevelent we are a Nation, which showed its logical
work; is one of real union and hearty co- -outcome in the struggle of 61, is still the
. dominant theoryin the old party of Bus
operation.
We are met to-day by a strong demand chanan and Jeff Davis, and only waits its
for laborers in these Western States. opportunity to be enforced.
The Secretary's speech presents matters
Thither have gone”many of the valued.
of grave consideration, which we hope
members of our New England churches,
speaking of whom one of our most will be faithfully pondered by every perprominent and trusted workers in- the son, not necessarily as 4 Republican or as’
West says, ‘probably over half of all a Democrat but as a patriotic citizen, with
our members who arg dismissed by ' letter a view to determine which party repreare lost in places where we have no sents the principles it is safest to place in
Aiborers.” And further along in the same power.
communication this brother has written a “Fortunately the presidential nominee of
paragraph which . we wish to repgat here each party is a man above reproach.
in connection with the quotation already They are men of the people, whose public
made. It is as follows:
record is ‘unstained, and for either of
+ Nearly one-half of our ministers are whom the most consgientious of partisans
comparatively idle. Some because they can easily vote. But when it is rememare in business and want to make money. bered that these men, however

apthority,

Society

We have a package at this office containing
Such a preacher we need in this parish.
+Need!.-We-must-bave him: We keep up- 24.boxesof pills-that' Were-sent in payment’
“An important question is, would a rad- a great thinking about him, talk about for the Star. Whoever will tuke them may
ical change of Administration be likelyto him, inquire for him, are constantly on have them,
~N
enhance: this prosperity ? The indications the lookout for him. Indeed the impellThe Golden Rule pays this tribute to coumare that it would not, When one reflects ing power of our whole parish machinery try congregatidns:
‘‘ A country congrega‘s the desire for, and the purpose to get, tion differ from a city-congregation in that
that this prosperity

moral fate of such States if ‘the idea of framed by the Republican party, to evacy
We

The

1829, and one showing the comparative
sums each church has’given to the Society

laid the foundation of honest money
diversified industry, which enabled us to
improve the blessings of Providence.

local organization be logically carried
out, and the parent Society be left without funds ?

$42,000.

the” sums each has contributed in each
church; a table of legacies received since

onthe part of churches will be seen in
its true light. A contributor to the col-

Providence gave

about

any accbunt of the origi

the amopnts; the names of individuals and

"umns of the Congregationalist has someand thing to say about the brilliant preacher:

needs, if there

settlements ‘moved our heart. Letters
that we are frequently receiving from
cuted mandate of the Republican party.
brethren
who have
settled built
on he offrontier,
sud
are living
in houses.
sods.

Z

It is true that

us bounteous creps, but these came after
resumption was secure, and after we had

at the present time is in the newer portions of the West, where the people are
ecclesiastically unorganized, ;and where
they are absolutely unable to support the
needed laborers. What would be the

industrious- educated men
* ly inclined of our nativé population. ‘I be: ‘their
Some locality
because
- voice of Social Science Associations, and
the utterances of thoughtful men who because they
these excuses
wmake

“edto call the attention of people: to the
folly of:this crowding towards the cities;

perity.

ing
and historyof an. of these n,instiOpen
tutio
ns,
whether

the missionary in charge; names of the
home churches that have contributed and

less remains to be said and thought on
party, that have contributed to our pros- the theme before this worldly ambition

2

year have been About $43,000, and the ex:

and other persons having, or able to’ fyy..
nish,

are tables showing the names and statistics of each. station, when occupied and

bodied in our tariff laws, are the human
this |-ageneies, the work ‘ofthe’ Republican

——

, ‘in

to their habits of thought and
They were’ original, aggressive

nothing. - Will those to whom ‘circ
ulars
have been sent asking , for informat
ion

improved condition. Besides a map showing the Society's stations in India, there

The factious spirit is a disorganizing last March, and that has enabled the ‘mencement,
but we have not noticed that
son” that shaped .and molded the char- spirit, and will tear down a spiritual or farming population to realize profitable his resignation has been accepted. Mr,
, acter of New England, and made it the benevolent structure faster than the toil returns on its wheat crop. of 450,000,000 Chadbourne has a large-interest in a cotsaving element that it has since been in and prayer of many faithful souls can ‘bushels the past year, and its corn crop ton yarn mill at Williamstown, and is
| of 1,800,000,000. ‘The Secretary sums up
.
church and state in this country and the build it up.
also engaged, we believe, on a ‘compreworld. -¢ The country pulpits,™ says Dr.
We desired to call attention to this -mat- this portion of his address as follows:
a
work descriptive of the inaterial
Cuyler, ‘ruled the churches of America ter, and to say that we want to see the coAn honest and faithful administration tesources of this country.
|
for one hundred and fifty years.”
operative spirit exercised more and more, of the government; a firm adherence to
iT,
o
Among these pulpits, we do not hesi- and particularly in our home missionary the resumption and refunding act; the 1
maintenance of the public faith as against +——DMORE or less is said and thought
tate to place those of Randall, Colby, work.
Without meaning it, we have fiat money ; and the protection policy emabout brilliant preachers, and more or
Marks, and their’ co-laborers
upon the age:

The

has alse a missionin Rome, which is in an.

two years has been secured. Our ex- ner that would encourage other ministers
ports during the last fiscal year reached ‘to follow in his footsteps; but even Mr.
| the enormous sum of $835,000,000, being Murray now claims that he is in a way of
an increase since 1875 of over $320,000,- doing great things in exporting bread000. Our imports during the same time stuffs and meats from this country to
were $668,000,000,being an increase since Europe. A much more conservative man
1875 of $135,000,000, and making an ag- is President Chadbourne, of Williams
gregate foreign commerce of the last year college. This “gentleman is becoming
of over $1,500,000,000. It is “this pros- much engrossed with business, matters,
perity, coupled of course with the hard so much so that we remember to have.
times in Europe, that lias brought 328,000 seen it réported that he had resigned the
emigrants to our shores since the first of Presidency of the college at its late Com-

We rejoice to see that feeling so prevalent among us. An essential condition of
success as we enter on the second century of denominational life; is that we be
one body in all our benevolent and Christian work, united in the spirit of love,
working together for the salvation of
souls and for the building up and strength

pages.

and a Christian community of 2,688 persons—only so many in the midst of eight
million Souls that need the Word of Life!

penditures

measure the providential: ‘means son: W. H. H. Murray's buckboard experithrough which the prosperity of the. past ente did not seem to turn out in a man-

'

of 100

ales

Tt is proposed to include
in the forth| coming memorial volume, to be
p

We are to. The total receipts for the work the past

great:

suf-

places as Bethlehem, Northampton, Mor-- fers, .and to prevent this each member
ristown, Franklin, Litchfield apd Green- shofild ontinually labor and pray.”
Think of the

show such a record.
The bearing of these

substantial pamphlet

and the West as separate bodies, but now" general business interestsof the country ——MEN of thorough book education are
bgen
it is one.mhole, ‘with. the feeling that 4f is directb and plain. They have:
2
bgen
1nin | being tempted into business affairs. - Par-

country parishes were the fashion in those
days.
‘During
the last century,” says

.

by

Ree

Attention |

Society sustains a flourishing mission in lished by the Printing Establishment a
India, whereit has 6 churches, 10 chapels, chapter on the history of our schoo
ls and
14 midsion stations, 995 church-members, colleges. This can not be made
out . of

simply by onr thoughts and ideals, but
country can ‘by something much more prosuic=-by
eel
fruits.”
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z

tratign jn the history of the

expressed this sentiment when he said ‘in
a.commuuication in our: columns, $£It is

believe

field Hill.»

partment, andthe loss on the whole

sixty-third annual report of the Geperal

which are gained at such crucial periods

defalcation has been less than one-third
of a cent on every thousand dollars involved. ‘We doubt if any other Adminis-

Benominational Heys,

Hr

Baptist Missionary Society of England--a

of life are not io be wholly trusted, unless
they coincide with the motives and im-.

handled by agents of the Post-office De-

position to sympathize in another's mis-
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country towards each other, and their evident feeling that any weakness or hard-
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Lord alone penetrates the still depth of
their sorrowings. The fact remains,
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ation in the conduct
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disposition

‘of denunciation for such individuals. The
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of the gratifying features of ‘the
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ing bees, the fruit prepared at each meeting being nicely dried before the next?/Then, by and

by,

mas

jou can send, as a Thanksgiving or Christ

gift, a burrel of dried apples to some front.

ier home missionary family. And do not doubt

that it will be even

more

same amount of clothing.

-
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the

lege, on condition that we build one worth

at least $10,000?

We have so strong faith

that the money is coming, that we have :
set a large

gang of

brick en our own land

to

making

the

We intend to set

another gang to quarrying the stone very

soon. The brother who pledged the”
$5,000
has placed $1,000 at our disposal,
and as soon as that is covered by the do-

nations of other friends, anothér thousand
will be at oor disposal... We want to dedi-

cate thé fiew building at our next anniver-

sary.
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trying to

get

money

from

church. He has just -entered’ upon

unsuspecting

his fifth

Si

pastorate with this church, with the | || Way of Treating. a Bad Colds,
people on the ground that he is in need of ‘year’s
spiritual and financial prospectsof the church | ; A bad Cold will run its course of :about. ten
‘funds to take him to Lewiston, or to some better than ever before. He also baptized éne dys, and may end in Consumption and death,

place where he is to preach, er to:'get an

‘into the fellowship
of Harmony
\
last Sabbsth in August.

invoice of Bible Dictionaries from the Ex-
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press office, for which he claims to be ‘can- |
vassing. He bears letters of- commendation, which he claims were givenfy him by

once.
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ner, and others.
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would do a serviceable act if they would | moderator, Many churches are. without a | our Tamily ‘with very Be tislhomey. results,
1 Town Winkeld
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procure his arrest on the charge. of trying Pastor, Bhd some are alist estindt, No Je. 3 sve tke i sell fo gravel and find Yat
;
I
me more than: anything
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Mrs Geo Leonard
eternal rest our venerable | found equal to De. Baxter's Mandralke Bite | MrandCampello
_ Nestled among the green hills of Vermont | g4ph}y scene to his thet
;
Rev. Hiram Stevens, | ters. ° Price25 cfs. per bottle.
ioe
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Heavenly’ Father in guidin
oodness of our
and sustaining bim through ai long life of an
of Christian usefulness and fidelity..
To the
family of the departed, we offer our sincere
sympathies
and we pray that we too may have
help from. God to come to those unspeakable
joys which are prepared for the ‘faithful unto
death.
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Scenery,

;
;
Seminary, a ‘large and commodious building
looking more

like some

grand

hotel

amid

a

profusion of grandeur and

beauty,

and

about it the pretty village

with

ravine be-

and

as a successful

known

Colley,

Here Miss

earnest teacher, is to take charge.

building

itself

is large enough

for

The

M.—
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L EBANON Q. Q. M.—Held
its§ last session
the 1st Tamaron cburch, Aug. 21, 22.

a college,

the

colunins

of the

yi:

with the regular course. The institu-4 ance on Sabtath was large. Rev. S. E. Rognection
tion, thanks to the persistent efforts of “Mr. | ers and J. H. Smith preached with good ac-

dele- | ceptance.
and | gates
follows: Revs.
Meéting e asappointed
Yearly Conferenc
to the ‘The

of ‘debt

It

It has a great need,

in a fair way to live.

8. E. Rogers,J.

H. Smith,.L.

C. Chase,

M.A.

B. H. Koller -and-Bro. F. A. ote C 1
a fund, It can hope for Shepard,
needs students and
vile
*
:
church
Syaw, ssaion Wath the Mount Zion,
only the former at this time.
.
.
h
ly
’
r
+
by
L. C. CHASE, pi Tdi
Freewill Baptists of Vermont and New Y ork, |

~

- give-your sons and daughters into her charge.
and

.ry-

adv

Ch Minneapolis S 8S and Woman’s

:

®

ly classified and areanged are of great value, |
while the philosophical apparatus is superior

Pimlott, and

class roéms, and all that perequipped seminary, make this
place for study.
A Freewill
in the place will give oppor.

the

moderator.

was represented by Rev.

Clifton

Avenue

C. A. Gleason

Sept. 24, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

‘and

session) will

commencing

on

6.62

M. to be held on the last Saturday in Nov. at | Successful
the Clifton Avenue church in Springfield | derson, subject, Prayer.
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Eastern.
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not perhaps differing materially from ‘the
report. Some verbal representations had

O.. Pitts,
of Pitts

Rev,

U. Chabot

was

present

as

the
Pine Creek,
an
Vv.
the Lewis Q. M. Beaver

ton,A. Crabtree, U.

Chabot,

J.

His examination

Lawson Swain.

and
a

Tilton

-

:

Ridagbimg Riivde voland

Rcoath

les of Hamburgs,

Bapiist churches makes the
Association of Free
3
following assignments
for Revival or Three Days’
Meetings, to be held during the ensuing fall and

was ve

i

Island.

Rhode

uest from the Smyrna

New

York

respect satisfactory.
gion be

has

Dexter

L.

city.... Rey.

Bro.

G. L.

hite, recently from Maine, and a graduate of
Bates college, was examined for license.
The
examination was very thorough,
and in every

Rev. B. D. Péck concluded his labors with
the Auburn church on the last Sunday in
August. He becomes, pastor of the church
in

church,

received a call to becom¢ pastor of the Black-

with

the

CHENANGO

Q.

Voted that the next ses-

Columbus church.

M.—Held

its

last.

:

session

BELLS.
Fine toned, jow

Church, School, Fire.alarm,

Very

us 10 quote

L. Dexter, B.D. Peck; Blackstone, S.S. Barney,

A.J.

Eastman;

Block Island,

Wm. Crooks,

E.

Straight; Carolina, G. J. Abbott, J.D. Veney;

money elsewhere, all wanted in every family.
Money returned if not satisfactory
for any. .purchase.
OUGHTON & DUTTON, 855 Tremont

S.

St., Boston, Mass.

Crooks; Warner, A. R. Bradbury,

4132
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Publican Manuel! Historic
ocumentary, Biographical,Statistical, Financialand Political,
Siz Books in ome.
Edited by
Rev.

E.

O.

Haven,

cluding
a life of Gen.
by

Rev. G. Draper,
+» With a sketch

thur:

LL.D.

In

Garfleld,

.

-T.E.

Wilson,

Editorial

gid
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TELEGRAPHY

Is_a

priced,

tl, Ov

special department

siciesineos

for our New

|

and COMPOSITION

cable. Palmer’s Theory of Music” makesy
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
$1.00 by mail,
:

i

SINGERS:

Cas:

lg

END

1s the ONLY work that teaches

~

In a manner so simple and progressive that it
may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
{The
old
z
praotiwarrante ‘| Defogged systems:are too complicated to

For the price of two or three les»
sons, you can have F. W. Root’s

«SCHOOL

land where Telegraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. Young Bon oy ladies piled of be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look nofarther.
Expenses reasonable.
Send for particulars toTelegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

60 illus-

= 1

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY

Gin sent

Oss

;
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OF

SINGING;

a perfect ¥pcal method on a new plan, and
a large collection of beautiful songs.
rice, $3, by mail, post-paid.

JOHN

Calendar of the New

England Conservatory ot Music.
$15 to $20
per quarterin classes. Students in the Conservatory Course cam pursue ALL ENGLISH
BRANCHES FREE.

In authorship, au.

the N..Y. World.

Coot

Blymyer Manufacturing

3 thenticity, style, and terms to
57 agents we have no compétitor.
". Also the Life of HANCOCK, b.

Warwick, W. A. Nealley, B. Phelon; West Green
wich, Geo. Wheeler, C. E. Piper.
Churches and visitors will arrange the time of
the meetings.
By order of Ex.Com.
J. M. BREWSTER,
‘Sec.
Prov., Sept. 8, 1830.

oi

gue with
oe

D.D., of N:.
of Gen. Ar.

Over 500 pages,

trations, $2.

Ciiman 3

H. M.

id

M'F'g

.

J

THEORY OF MUSIC

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

MYER

.
:
STUDENTS.

MUSIC

PALMER'S

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

&c.,

ul

FOR
Es

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN

»

“Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

orto

1yll”

‘W

a

will cure the disease and" remove yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

Nervous Debility, Weaknesses, or

e sell Wholesale and Retail for
A mew combination system which

enables

BITTERS

| | DR, BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

x

] :

)

host Visality from any saute;

We have $1, $2, and $5 packages of |
close prices,
Aubarn, J. T. Wand; 8; D. Church; Bameyville, | notions
which can net ‘be bought for twice the

the third Sawrday and Sunday in Nov.

his resignation.

Fringes,

Bil
. B1OUSNESS, t and LiverComplaifit.

We send on 30 Days’ Trial our '
ELECTRO-VOLTAIC
T8,BANDS,
Suspensories, Trusses, and other appliances, to those suffering from

17t35

J aundice,

of

a symptom

~ Are

ia, Constipation,
D
on.
pation,
§, YSpeps 1 ay

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.,
| FOR THE LIBERAY, EDUCATION OF
WOMEN. Examination for entrance, Sept. 15th.
Catalogues cent on application to
;
2
W. L. DEAN, Registrar.

10

sell the best me

We have Just siarted,

:

winter:

wy

requested.
Cash down.

Farnumsville, J. T. Ward, A. R. Bradbury; Georgiaville, 8. D.. Church, W. H. Waldron;
JohnsC. H. FROWINE,: Clerk.
ton, F. E, Davison, W.N: Patt; North Scituate,
S. 8. Barney, W. N. Pait; Olneyille, A. Given, A.
J. Eastman; Pascoag,A. T. Sal ley, W. Pierce;
tion and occupied his pulpit again last Sunday. |
CHENANGO
Q.
M.—Held
a
busmess
Session
Pawtucket, J. M. Brewster, J.D. Ve ney; Roger
St.
High
the
of
pastor
Rev.A. P. Tracey,
at the Otselic church, June 17th. The chureh- Williams, A. L. Gerris h, F..E. Davison; Pond St.,
L. Dexter, B, Phelon; Park St., A. T. Salley, A.
~ church, Lynn, read his resignation Sunday, " es were fairly represented by delegates and
. Je
Greenwich St., J. M. Brewster,
Aug. 29, but at a meeting of the church Mon-4 “others. Lejters and Register reports were | Lovejoy;
Rehoboth, To be Supp lied ;* South Kingsreceived from all the churches except one. Abbott;
day evening, it. was voted . unanimously not
town, A. Loyeloys W. H. Waldron; Smithfield, A.
These reports show general prosperity and L. Gerrish, H.
. Gilman; Tiverton, A. Given,
to acceptit. Itishoped he may be persuad- steadriginiésy throughoyt the
Q. M.
re- Geo. Wheeler; Taunton, W. A. Nealley,
Wm.

ed to withdraw

.

235 South Third 8t., Philadelphis..

| quested, whatever their circumstances,

EVERYWHERE

Laces, Ribbons,

:

in

louse-

are re- |
Young men wanting a liberal education
to
to apply

ADIES AND STORE-KEEPERS—Ybu can
get Choice Gouis cheap, by writing ‘us an order on a Postal Card for our
Price List, which enables you to order goolls by mail the best way,
and see the many kinds of
Merchandise weé keep
for sale at surprisingly low prices. We send sam-

:
Thode Island Association,

uy
x
Yo

N.

:

* Furnishes the best of instruction in twe departments—Classical and English. Expenses $150 a
be be had
$30
from from and
Aid need, merit
had,§: toorder50 $30 ofmay
year.
application.|
accordingAid tovarying

"

{

y
;
Rochester,

:

CO

&

WARNER,

.

Worcester Academy, Worcester, Mass,

Broadway, New York.

ington St.. Boston, Mass.

H.

»

NO OTHER.

TAKE

us =TH8 Hosp ’

8. HARTZELL & 00.

5

ready market. = Send for circular and
Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 409 Wash-

H. D. PARSONS, Clerk.
VAN BUREN Q. M. (Mich.) will be held with the
Waverly chureh{ commencing the Friday evening
before the third Sabbath in September next.
<
ES
0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.
:
Es
FRR
mi AAI

E

AND

IT

Ee

- offer

Manager.

i
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AGENTS
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._ Quarterly Meeting Notices.

Q. M. [

_ljsatisfactory and conference granted him
;
v
cense to preach,
Next session with the Scioto church, on

Rev. E. W. Porter, pastor of the Paige St.
<burch (Lowell) has returned from his vaca-

H.

Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Liver or Kida
achine ever invented. “Will
jy Kmittin
LITTLE S10UX VALLEYQ. M, is now called to | knit
s, or
ete. ete.;
a pair of stockings’ with- HEEL and TOE
neytrouble
Sept. 24—26,
owa,
Co.,
at. Spenger, Ca
Pamphlet Free.
Speedy cures guarante . Our Illustrated
Xriday 24th, at 2 o’clock. P. M. (Ove | ggmplete, in 20 minutes. It will also’knita great
commencing
Mich,
Marshall,
CO.,
BELT
TALC
V
Address
|
alwapea
is
there
which
for
work,
fancy
of
variety
|
cordially
We
call)
later than the previous
week
invite all who can to attend.
the
to
terms

was publicly
David
was received,
examined
for theRro.
work
of theGoW ‘gospel
by the following
committee:
vs. 1. “ministry
Fullon-

hool inare good, the interest in the Sunday-sc
:
creasing, and the prayer-meeting_well at{gnd-

)

:

A

at

|

Gard

22.
The
were full

Valley church formerly of the Jackson

The congregations

ed, and more than usually interesting;
the outlook is very encouraging.
=
Massachusetts.

with the Madison church, Aug. 21,
meetings were Jargely attended and

appoin
es. to
Lawson Swain to

co-operate

to

willing

(2136)

Mes. frowa the Pine Creek Q. M.
We were.
also favored with the presence of Rev. J. Ti
ton, of He wi Qtr ple, R. Zohn
Rg

year of bis pastorate of the Great Falls church.
We are informed that the society was never

with the pastor than now.

J

oe

-

last
also

JEREMIAH MILLS, Clerk pro tem.
==
LITTLE 81070 Q. M.—Held its last session

of interest.

:
:
field.
Last Sunday Rev. P. W. Perry began the ith
better united or more

Bros. Sale,

been made by the moderator,

Prof; John Fullonton, of the Theological De- | q4 C. Hisey.

Malvern, of Haverhill, Mass., Rev.
of Deertield, and Rev. J. C. Osgood,

Sure

.

. Druggists in all Parts of the World.

in ten
dgont mads $184.67
ves
So
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\

:
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.
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the

to
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a

appoin

HENRY DICKENSON,
October 8, |'or, 26t35
church, commencing on Friday,
Napier
resentation of the condition of the first Waynes.|
243
OJ. MOON.
ats, P.M.
y

, partment of Bates college, gave the discourse,
t
t int
ith
interest.
great
which was listened to with
Other services were performed by Rev. J. |

popular tunes.

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale by

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

A | Preparation and Delivery of Sermons. Address | In ten years we have made 3,618 loans without
call of: the moderator.
the loss of a dollar, or trouble or delay to any In.
manifested by all those in | by Rev:1. Luther, The Pastor's Duty. Sermon by
vestor. Funds
now wanted to loan on firstRev. I. 8. Jones, Necessity of Regeneration. Serfirst Wayne church was not
class security. For references &c., send for our
by Rev. M. M. Dodge, Brotherly Love.
on motion the privileges of a mon
.
|
pamphlet
to
;
(2436) J. W. RENDEL, Clerk.
delegate tor Beech Grove. Q. M. were extended
J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kansas,
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION will be held with the
to Rev. John Hisey who verbally made a rep-
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World.
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:
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.
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A
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Chicago,
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als

ed to meet at the
good interest was
attendance. The
represented, but

Re
Maine.
Sunday, Aug. 29, Rev. F. P. Wormwood
. baptized two converts, who united with the
Corinth church.
_
_ New Hampshire.
Rev.N. A: Avery was installed pastor of
the Free Baptist church -in Epsom, Aug. 23.

;
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Male
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Sil 4 Set Reeds, $65.

Essay by Rev. J. W.

with the understanding that the evening of | Rendel, Causes Why Chugghes Languish.
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Meet:
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new and
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He wrote down a labyrinth

on a slate, and then

Reaching on through untold years.
Just beyond the pearly gate;” Rang the strain, and, with His likeness
There, I know, my loved ones wait, -

:

_BYM.K. NORTON.
"Tis not. where eostly mansions 2%,

they.

With flowering gardens round;
‘Pig not where gems and precious Sones

Lie hidden in the ground;
ss With the blue sky, o’erhead,
* ‘Where lofty mountains capped with snow
The sunlight’s radiance shed,
Nor inthe valley lying low

With richest foliage spread,
Spots right and glorious are there
‘With beauty all untold;

‘We find them. scattered everywhere
On all the wide, wide world;
But to me the dearest, best °

:

ie

dwelling,
cot;
peace reigneth
ceasethrnot;

There father, mother, sisters dear,
v
And brothers brave and free,
* All sit around the Warm, bright, hearth

:

There each one for the other breathes
The heartfelt earnest prayer;

Nor thinketh once himself to please
But for the others care:

If any sorrow come to one
"Pis ever felt by all;
:

But e’en the very small.

So with our joys.

’Tis joy to find

+ A sympathizing heart,

One which ean weep or smile with us
A joy itself impart.

opened

:

the corner.
‘I do wonder

Not the great blasts of grief alone

Sian “Bio,

Francois Millet—Peasant

and

I want
first princi-

ing out tea and coffee.”

ets

~rwhich
she had been sitting, nor that the

And that was the way Mr. Peppergrass

suited himself with a boy.—Gelden Rule!

sir!r I” cried

than those of any man in our shop,”

&
0

A

of figures

the door of

RIFT
IN THE

Andrew Lee came ‘home at ‘evening
from the
shop where he had worked all
day, tired, And;out of spirits—came home

manner.

It is

a scholarly bok,

| doubly interesting for students

vestigated the evidence

who

have

and_ valuable

in-

to the

regard

to

the

claimed to have

been

of

written

the

by

‘and all was

A smiling wife: and a cheerful, otis
'—what'a paradise it would be!” said Andrew, to himself, as he turned his
from the clouded face of Mrs, Lee,

easy

now.

His

ineness of this Gospel

;
observe the operations
The | during the late war,

that

the

relation

of the Apostle John ‘to Jewish Christianity
was such that
it is, impossible to suppose the:
Fourth Gospel to have proceeded from him.

“Yes{
‘and

Mary,”

he

hand was

I've heard it said

answered
more

ble to'the possibility, to put it mildly, of the

once

aspect.
| what a ‘good wife Andrew Lee must
Not a word was spoken by either: Mrs.
have.”
| Lee was getting supper, and she ‘moved | Mrs. Lee turned het face toward her

of Jerusalem
at

|§

Oh! who would e’er a wanderer be,

No place to call his home!
Let he:
of pity melt for thee,
Poer wanderer! lorn and lone!

‘What tho’ the world has smiled on thee,
And thon hast laurels worn?
‘Wealth, honor, fame can ne’er repay
"That thou bast missed at. home.
All that is ent of Paradise,
The abode of peace and love!
Emblem of our eternal rest,
That home prepared above!

For what but that all might know thee,
And all mankind be taught
To love thee, and to keep thee free

have cheered the peated'a as he stood before her.
‘| inward man, if there had only been a
SDo you?” It was all she said.
whit * Mr. Peppergrass gleam of sunshine on the face of his wife.
wy es, darling,” was his warmly

|keeps there ?” said Louis to - himself; and

analyzed.

He noticed that she did not eat.
spoken answer, and he stooped and kissafter he had wondered a little, he got up“Are you .not well, Mary? ? The ed ber. “How strange that you should
and went softly toward the desk.
* The words were on his lips, but he did not ut- ask me such a question!”
key is in the lock,” said he; ‘there ean’t ter them, for the face-of his wife looked
Hf you would only tell me so now and
| be.any
harm in looking... Perhaps. there} so repellent that he—feared an irritating.
then, Andrew, it would do me good. h
are story books—or may be curious Shells reply. And so .in moody silence the
And Mrs. Lee arose, and leaning her face
and stones—aor"—
twain sat together until Andrew had fin- against the manly breast of her husband,
. As'these thoughts crossed his mind, he- ished his supper. As he pushed his chair
stood and wept silently. What a’ strong
opened the silk-lined door.
Buz-z-7z—
back, his wife, arose and commenced light broke in upon the‘ mind of Andrew
whew ! out flew a beautiful pearl-colored
clearing the table.
Lee? He had never given to his faithful
dove. Louis stood aghast.
In vain were
& This isi unbearable I” said Lee to him-’ wife even the small reward of praise for
his efforts to capture the little creature.
self, as he commenced walking the fluor all the loving interest she had manifested
It fluttered from the topof the book-case of their little breakfast-room, with his
daily, until doubt of his love had entered
to a pile of boxes beyond, and thence to hands thrust desperately away down_into
her soul, and made-the light around her
the top molding of the window, asif it en- his trousers pockets, and his chin almost
thick darkness. No wonder that her face
Joyed the chase ; and in the midst of it all, touching his breast.
| grew clouded, nor that ill-nature took
in came Mr. Pe pperavase.
After removing all the dishes and tak- possession of her spirits.
+¢ Eh? What?” said he.
How did this ing them into the kitchen, Mrs. Lee
“ You are good. and true, Mary—my
happen?”
'
$pread a green cover on the table, and own dear wife. I am proud of you—I
* Please, sir,” said Louis, hanging his placing a freshly trimmed
lamp thereon, love you—and.my first desire is for your
head, *the the bird got yout, and I was went out, and shut
the door after her, happiness, Oh, if I could always see
trying td eatch it’ again.”
leaying her husband alone with his un- your face in sunshine, my home would be
- “Got out, "did it?” said Mr." -Pepper- pleasant feelings.
He took a long, deep the dearest place on earth.”
.| grass.
“It mustbe a very ingenious breath as she
did so; ‘paused in his walk
*t How precious to me are your words
bird to be able to open the desk from the stood still for
some moments, and draw- of love and praise, “Andrew,” said Mrs:
outside! You may go, boy.
I'm: quite ing a paper from hid pocket, sat down by. Lee, smiling up through her tears: isto
certain that you won't suit ‘me.
I doen't the table, opened the sheet and com- his face. “ With them in my ears, my
approveof meddlers.”
:
menced reading. Singularly enough the heart can never lie in shadow.”
So saying he opened a door which led words upon which his
eyes rested were,
How easy had been the work of Andirectly out into the back stréet, and dis- ‘ Praisé-your wife:”" Théy
rather tended drew Lee. He had swept his hand across
missed poor Louis Brown without farther to increase the disturbance of mind . from the cloudy horizon of his home, and now
ceremony.
which he was suffering.
| the bright sugshine was streaming down,
“Now Pearlie,” - said he to the little
«I should like to find some occasion and ‘flooding the home with joy and
dove who perched on his shoulder at once, for - praising mine.” How quickly
his beauty British
Wérkman.

‘yon can go back to your nest.”

Erom the curse that guilt has bought: For what but love of needy souls,
For grief at sin’s sad blight,

‘| Genuineness

You

of the

The

sre

carefully

genuineness

of the

Gospels,

rejected

all but

any previous

controversy. -

the Fourth Gospel is “ The

question

of

respect-

ing the inclusion of the Fourth Gospel in the
Apostolic Memoirs of Christ appealed to by
the

original

strengthened by the

of the

and the

Fourth Gospels

similarity

in

found

in the language used that Justin
from John, notsJohn from Justin.

is

this

to

testation

which

Gospel

at-

has come

contending

with

skepticism.

Every

defenderof the ‘trie faith will find himself
strengthened and armed with power to combat unbeliefby a careful perusal of its pages.
wn

of

White's

ered Country,”

and other new

World's

contains

Work”

“diagram). of the

an

invention

books; * The

account’

(with

of a new’ hot-air

pumping engine, and the first complete description that has yet been

Mayer's

Topophone;

ues Uncle Esek’s

published

of Prof.

* Bric-a-brac”

Wisdom,”

contin-

and

contains

‘The Ballade of the Candidate,” ete., ete.—
Néw York: Seribner& Co.
———

The September number of the North

ican Review

contains

Amer-

seven articles,

the initial paper by M.

The

Charnay

on

cle is illustrated from photographs; which aid
materially in the study of the text. An expe- dition under the auspices of the American ax
French governments, of whichM. Charney is
in charge, is now operating in Central Anfers
cu, and the explorations are likely to create an
interest more profound, and to be aftended

the

new

world, - Following

this

language,

institutions,

and

of Mrs. Surratt.” The author “sincerely believes thay Mrs. Surratt was innocent of the
crime for which she suffered death, and expresses himself feelingly, ‘The Personality

a

"down to us appended to the hook itself.”
This volume is strong in argument and. profound in research. {it can not fail to .be elfi-cient in

reviews

are

© Culture

social conditions which - he - discusses. Gen.
John W. Clampitt, the-surviving member of
Mrs. Surratt’s connsel, writes upon “ The Trial

borrowed

* The

and Progress” contains

versant ‘with the

The third point is, ‘* Its use by the various
number of early Christian writers,
The fourth point is based on

.Mothers”

Society”;

# Everyday ' English,” Howells’s “ Undiscov-

discovered

Jus-

Guostic sects,” sustained by quotations from

to Young

continued in *‘ Home and

article is one on“ The Perpetuity of Chinese
Institutions,” from the pen of 8, “Wells Williams. The writer has been a resident in
China for many years, and is thoroughly con-

evidence

tin’s writings to “this Gospel and the

“dyism”; “Letters

than came from the researches of Champollion
in Egypt.
They promise a new chapter in,
American history that shall establish the ort:
gin of the remarkable. race of which nothing
but splendid ruins were left when Columbus

precise references are given that the student
may study them for himself, It is shown that
Justin Martyrmnot only frequently alluded to
the * Memoirs by the Apostles” but that they
were read on the Sabbath day in the ‘gatherings of Christians, and that these memoirs
The prewere actually our present Gospels.

sumption in favor

life

with more valuable archaological results, even

Justin Martyr.”
This portion of the argument is very exhaustive.
Passages are quoted

both in translation and

and

* Tig Ruins of Central America.” This. arti...

:

«The second evidence for the genuineness

friends

Ritter, E. D. R. Bianciardi and others, In
* Topics of the, Time,” Doctor Hollind discus.
ses “ The Presidential Campaign” and“ Dan-

firsts

Luke. These are to be regarded only ss slight
yualifieationsof the-assertion that the Four
Gospels. were generally received throughout
the Christian world, without the least trace of

of Moscow ‘dur

therein. The poetry of .the number is by
Emma Lazarus, Dora Read Goodale, Mary I.

rest,is

Gospel of

A. R. Macdonough

ners and customs, and Petef's

he

John by the Alogi during the last quarter of
the second century is noticed, and also that
the Marcionites, though not questioning the

thoughts expressed that ill-natured senti>

have helped me out of the difficulty this

Gospels

rejection of the

are

ing Peter's time, its influence on Russian man.

could not have written such a work.”
Another question, regarded
as set

Woods

Casserly, and illustrated by Sheppard, Blum,

Vanderhoof and others.

describes the German suburb

theological position of the: Apestie Joh,
which justifies us in assuming that twenty

years after the destruction

n

Green” is a seasonable paper, . illustrated by
Mr. and Mrs. ‘R. Swain Gifford. ** George.
town College, D. C.” is described by D, A,

the Great” and *‘ The Grandissimes”. are conptinued; the former, which is fully flustrated,

Johannean authorship of the Fourth Gospel.
We do not know anything conéerning the

softly ;

than

government to.

contributes an essay (with portrait) on “ Rich.
ard Henry Stoddard,” ‘and Lina Redwood
Fairfax a story,
** Hickett’s Hollow.” * Peter

al question . then, I" conceive that decided
progress
has been. made in a direction. favora-

it had made.

sat down with knitted brows and amoody

urko” is by Lie.
She United States. -

een,

John.

are first noticed,

most important is the claim

among the clouds, and a few feeble* rays
were already struggling through the rift

eyes
and

thetic and remarkable tale of actual experience

Some questions which seem approaching a
séttlement-among the opponents of the genu-

said

of God” is treated by the

metaphysical writer,

W.

Forbes

T.“Harris.

R.

B.

gives

some

valuable suggestions
ii reference to ** Steamboat

oe

Disasters.” The Rev. Edward Everett Hale 7
follows with a paper upon * Idsincerity in the
Pulpit,” that will hardly fail to draw sbme

protests from his brother

clergymen.

The

"number closes with a review of several recent
works on the Brain and Nerves, by Dr. George
M. Beard.—New York: The North Amertcan
Review.
Tae

A NEw GRAFT ON THE FAY. THEE. By
ment. | But his eyes were on the page be: WEARING BRIGHT FACES.
** Four
author of *t Ester Ried”;
Pansy,
A
———
fore
him,
and
he
read
on—
Girls at Chautauqua,”
&e. Boston : D.
‘What, bus for love to Him who said,
“
Why
don’t
‘you
laugh,
mother?”
said
($1.50.)
476.
out
into
the
yard,
where
it
belonged.
pp.
12mo.
Co.
&
‘Lothrop
The National Temperance Society es
a
. ‘Praise your. wife, man; for pity’ s a little three-year-old daughter, as her
“ For. all let there-be light,”
‘Charlie Warner was the next ne sake; give her a little “eficouragement,
Pansy is one of those authois’ who, writing valuable twelve-page pamphlet with the title,
Could one resign a place so dear
mother, with rather clouded countenance,
frequently, does her best each time.
ugliered into the stuffy smelling room. it won't hurt her.”
Wine and the Truth, written by Hon. Felix
There is
And all the bliss there known,
was dressing the little one. The earnest the same underlying moral principle sud €hris- R. Brunot, of Pittsburgh, It isan dble, conAnd to that sweet Will meekly bow,
He, toc, speedily finished his sums, and
Andrew Lee raised his eyes from the
tian sentiment pervading each book, and yet so
densed statement of the Bible wine question, °
And leave his treasure home?
began to look around him for’ something ‘paper, and muttered, ‘‘ Oh, yes; that’s all ‘tone of the child provoked the. wishéd-for varied
is the method of development and so demonstrating very clearly that the Bible ap>
laugh, and the little heart was happy.
to occupy his attention.
very well. Praise is cheap
egpugh. But |, And, mothers, 1 fear we do not langh' true to life are her delineations, and so helpful provul of ¢“ wine” is of the unfermented, and °
“Oh, my!
Whata lot of boxes,” ‘said »praise for what; for being sullen, and
in various forms of temptation are her suggesthat its condemnation is of the fermented.
enough. The housekeeping is so onerous,
he, “ piled up one above another, like a making her home the most “disagreeable
The same Society publishes an essay by Dr.
tions, that eaeli book is fresh and interesting.
Tower of Babel! What can Mr. Pepper- place in the world?” His eyes fell again the children so often trying to nerves and
The one before us has left the beaten-track. John Blackmer, on. Rresdribing Alcohols.
temper, the servant post exasperating, It commences where many stories end, with the The author shows that alcoholics, of whatever
grass keep in
i all of them ?”
on the paper.
;
WANTED ---A BOY.
and even John, kind, good husband as he marriage of the heroine. Louise Barrows name, are poisons, and net foods, and that
Charlie listened. No advancing foot‘She made your ‘home: comfortable, is, can not understand our vexations and married a young man Who has designedto their use in the sick-room can be dispensed
4 WANTED -A boy to ran errands. and mzke
steps were near. He looked cautiously your hearth bright and shining, your food
himself generally useful.
discouragements ; and, ‘so, wearied and enter the ministry, but owingto failing health with. He claims that alcohol is « paralyzer of
Mr. Peppergrass came out, with his about him, but hé saw nothing, ' Then agreeable ; for pity’s sake; tell her you
decides to live at home on his fatliéi2s farm. nerve force, and that both acute and chronic
worried,
we often feel that it is too much
cap on the back of his head. and his spec- | he rose from his chair, and crept toward thank her, if nothing
more. Ste for the household to depend on us, in ad- None of the family are Christians” except him- “diseases ‘are more amenable to (reatment
self. The young bride is imbued with, a rare without its use. ' His views are fortified by
tacles pushed high upon his forehead, to}. the: ‘mysterious pile of boxes. They were don’t expect it; it. will make her eyes
dition to all our cares, for social sunshine love of the Saviour and faith in his
helping able and influential authorities. The pamphle!
wafer this written notice onthe side of |. ‘of all shapes, rather small, and fitted open wider than they have been for ten
Charlie lift- years; .but.it will do her good for alhati As well. “Yet the household does, and’ it | power. The change in her circumstances, is one “of great vahie for general cireulation.
‘his store. And five minutes afterward ‘with loose wooden covers.
must. Father may be bright and cheery,
which might have been ‘disheartening, only in(it might have been less, it might: haye ed the lid of one. - It was full of English and you too.”
to more detérmined. work for the
LITERARY NOTES. /
4
* | his laugh ring oui but, if mother!slaugh spire her
walnuts.
been more) a crowd of eager little lads |
1 Jt seemed to Andrew |as if this sentence fails, even the father’s cheerfulness seems Master. Her faith, prayers,’ Cand exemplary
By special arrangement with the author and
“ Hello! thought Charlie.
“Pm in
assembled around it, standing on tiptoe
life met theiPeward in. the’ conversion. of the English publishers, D. Lothrop & Co. will
was written just for. him and just for the
to read every word. Johnny Jarvis had luck! Old Peppergracy will never miss. occasion. It was the complete answer to to lose much of ite infection. “In the sad | “family.
publish, siniultafidonsly with its issue in Engbut forcible Jines of one of Joanna’ Bail- Pgnsy’s writings belong to the pureit class, land, “ The:Temp ter Behind,” & new temperjust been discharged from his place ‘as two or three of these,” and he pocketed: a his question,
Praise for what?” and he lie’s dramas,—
‘and though her characters may be drawn partly -ance story by John Saunders, author of “Israel
‘cash-boy in a dry’
s store, becaude handful. The next box was fill’of beau- felt it also as 3 mistake. He read no fur. from imagination,” yet the reader finds so many
“Her little chila had caught the trick of grief,
Mort, Overman,” ** Abel ‘Drake’s wife,” etc.
tiful
Malaga raisins. Charlie nipped two.
business was dull and customers . few.n
ther, for thoughts ¢ame too busy, andin a
And sighed amid its playthings,”—
passages agreeing with his’ ‘Own experience:|: “Wide. Awake
for September contains a
or
three
bloomy
wrinkled
fellows
off
|
‘the
He was a fine, tall boy of twelve, with
| new direction. Memory was convingidg we may catch a glimpse of the stern, re- that he can hob eondemn , them as works of most interesting paper about Chus, 8. Rein.
stem,
and
ate
them.
He
was’
fond
of
‘ bright black eyes and a laughing mouth,
ja
,
"him of injustice toward his wife. She pressed life. at Bothwell Manse, where fiction. ‘hart, the brilliant magazine illustrator,
with
~~ and he didn’t at all like "having nothing raisins.
had always made his home as comforta- ‘ the repression of all emotions, even the
original drfsings,. including. his_own’ por-"
“What
next?”
he
said,
tugging
at
the
86 Ait Amateur | trait,
or ey
“The September numb
to do. * Charlie Warner wanted ‘a situable for him as hands could make, and had gentlest, seems to have been the. contion because there were a good many cover of the third box which seemed to he offered the light return of praise or stant lesson.” I remember well hearing maintains the previously well earned position| 'D, Lothrop & Co. hgve published a rie
of this magazine: among the best of the publiealittle Warners, and nothing to feed them fit a little closer. All of a sudden, how- ‘commendation ? Had. he ever told her of
lady say, “When I was a child, 1 used | tions on ‘household Fart. The drawings for andmnotable work: ¢ The Englishman “and the.
time.”

So he" let -the little creature

fly

yi

¢ vania. “Eighteen Yéars Alone” is the mos; pa-

Gospel

St.

°

University of Penny).

‘the sea to save her child, and was
thus doomed
toa solitary island-life for eighteen years,

the external evidence

authorship

of Vivisection

by Dr. H, C.
Wood, Clinical Professor of Diseses
of tr,
Nervous System. in the

ever printed—it is of a woman who leaped
into

ordinary thinker who has not’ time: or opportunity to study for himself. “As the title page

saw that she leaned a little toward him..
to his wife, who was also tired and eut of He had broken’ through the iceof reserve, ~The author says: * In regard to this collat€r
spjrits.

7

masterly

in

Lee, encouraged to go on.
‘“ Are they?” Mrs. Lee's voice was
low, and had in it a slight huskiness. She
did not turn her face, but her husband

OLODD.

“The. Vilue

iarity with the subject, and handles’ it in a

suggests, it deals ‘with

motion of her needle-hand had ceased.
«¢ My shirts are better made, and whiter

with a temperate and’ readable Teply ‘erititleq

there is included the result of great research
and learning. The author shows great famil:

in respect to the Paschal controversies of the
“You are to wait.” said Mr. Pepper- | about with a weary steps
second century, and another upon which there
grass, stiortly. ‘““Your turn will come | * Come,” she said at last, with a side husband. There was light in it,and light is more
general agreement is the date assignin her eye. But t there Was something in’
in’ due time.”
:
glance at her husband.
| the expression of the countenance that a ed to the Gospel.
Disposing of these collateyal : questions the
The sums were not especially hard,
-"Theré was an invitation in the word litde puzzled him.
=
J
author proceeds to consider sonie ‘points of
and Louis Brown was quick at figures. only, none in'the voice of Mrs. Lee. “Do you think so?” she asked, quite historical evidence for the genuineness of the
He soon dispatched his task; and began
Andrew arose and went“to the table. soberly.
Fourth Gospel in the following order: First,
to look around. It was a ‘stuffy, close- He was tempted to speak an angry word,
¢ What a question !" ejanuiated Andrew *“ The general reception of the Four Gospels
smelling little room, with one window
but'controlled himself and kept silence. | Lie, starting up, and going round to the as genuine among Christians in thie last quarclose up té the ceiling, and a curious, He could find no fault with the chop, wor
fide of the table whtre his wife was sit- ter of the second century.” This is proved
‘old-fashioned, * book-case or desk, with the sweet, home-made bread, nor the frafig, * What a question, Mary !” he ro- from the writings of the early Christians,
Statements by Mr. Norton in his work -on the
glass doors, lined with faded Ted-sifk, in | grant tea. . They would

Not in Italia’s sunny land

Time passing rapidly. - .* * .

his

thesé sums,” said he.
“TH come to you
ina few minutes.” Johnny Jarvis and
Charles Warner looked blankly at each
other, then at the grocer.
“ ¢ Plouse, sir, - what are we to do
said

-

THE DEAREST SPOT.

_’Tis not a costly
* Only a humble
‘Within its walls
And kindness

up

a little room which ‘communicated ‘with
the store.
«Sit d
n here, Brown, and Work ‘out

“ Christ our Lord prepared the mansions

Of all the places known;
Is on a prairie in the West,
Where is. my own, own home,

made

‘Are you?” said Mr. Peppergrass.
«Very well ; Irn give. you a trial.”

i8oft I slept, and slowly waking,

*

finglly
.

at the

he glanced at the unmolested boxes, nad which she was at work, he said, in"a
opening the, desk, saw - the Kitten fast voice carefully modulated with kindness:
asleep in the © corner.
»
“ You are doing that work very beanti«“ Ah!-said Mr. Petijirgriiss. with ‘a folly, Mary.” =
long breath. - ** Yes, exactly!
You are
' Mrs. Lee made no reply., But her husthe boy I want. Come right . along into band did not: fail to observe that she lost,
the store, and I'll set you to work weigh- almost instantly, that rigid erectness with

Louis.

Fava %

Ph

his

“Tl try youon a few sums.

% Tell us where no death can enter!
i .Guide us to that blissful shore.”

—t

frowned

my boys to understand the
ples of arithmetic.”.
“Tam. good at. figures,

Sing again ye stars of morning
%
Asyesang in days of yore;

.

under

“Brown !” said he.
“8ir!” said Louis Brown.

Oye holy stars of evening,

-4

locked

erally useful.” Mr. Peppergrass stared
hard at the spice-boxes and preserve-

there neath thy robe of brightness

i...
oh

spirtt had to be subdued, But he. was
coming right, and at last got right, as to

Painter,”
peesied ;with fac-similere
the mantle (sly Mr. Peppergrass * iad
productions of :Mier,
coat-tails behind. ‘There’ s'three of you, counted every one, besides covering it with will. Next came the question as to how
a dusty.lid, so that the ‘least. finger-mark
| heh should begin. He thought of many THE AUTHORSIE OF THE FourTy GOSPEL:
and I can’t find work for three boys |”
His
Paine ang
Evidences. - By Ezra Abbot, D. D
Vv
The litile lads said never & word, but would have been quite visible), but he sat things to say, yet feared to say them lest | External
LL.D., Bussey Professor of New Testament ‘ume: nts hitherto unpublished,
a
Criticism and Interpretation in the Divinity:
‘looked eagerly at‘ the grocer, each one | there quite still, until Mr. Peppergrass his wifé should meet them with a cold remost
interesting Super to0 the history of the
School of Harvard University.” Boston:
buff. Atlast, leaning toward her,an
hoping that he might be the boy selected bounced into the room.
. French Revolution.
Geo. H. Ellis. 8mo. pp. 104. (75 cts.).
aper- in t
“The old grocer looked at the candy jar,
j
taking hold of the linen bosom upen
“to run errands and make himself gen‘Within the hundred pages of this volume Scribner, “ Does Vivier Taye ® uly
grass, with. his hands

"WHERE ARE THEY?
‘Tell me,
Is it on
That the
Find a

He Saw a glass jar
j ‘of mixéd candies Gn

« Humph! humph !” said Mr. Pepper-

.

Family Circle.

Pe

g .

2.

with since their father died. Louis Brown
. - had been out of regular employment ever
singe the. china faetory closed in the fall.
It was not long before Mr. Pepper- |

ever,it flew off with ‘a jerk, filling the

the satisfaction he had'known or the com-

air with Cayenne pepper, and setting poor

Charlie to sneezing
sneeze his head

off.

fort experienced?

as-if he meant to
‘Mr.

tall boys. and short hoys, well-dressed

tend to. ”

boys—boys who : leaned.
nst Ee
and” potato barrels,

;

« anh
8 Who stood straight up—boys
‘who far their caps, and re
eps ghosa om, And hil they kept com-

work
|]

facial muscles, and you have to

make.

a

* Peppergrass.

‘histn

at the decimal fractions, but he

Bia bur ak

patiently out, and then

sat.

looking atopnd him as the Others had |
‘| done.

|
make
his keen gray eyes
ever. A few
g> glances a
dozen questions, and the nuinber of boys
_ was speedily reduced to our
Jittle.

‘Bat he was

too honorable

to

The little ones,

so will the
unconsciously

| to you and to themselves;
#6" catching
| the very phases

of countenande

which

| ture home.

York: Montages Marks,

|,

its pages both

i | mother goes down through generations,
- | 88 wellas her frown. And when the
‘| mother’s eyes are “closed, and lips ‘and
hands forever still, there is no sweeter

epitaph’ which ¢hildrén and friends can
give than ‘“ She was always bright and

dreani of meddling. He heard a ys
en Kind, wr
word, spoken ‘in a
terious rustling behind the faded silk gloomy home, is like the rift in a cloud cheerful at haote."—Zroy Zandolph Flenl
doors of the old book-case, where Mr, | that Yets the sunshine through.”
ing.
Poppergrass™h
shut up his pet kitten,
Lee struggled with himself a while
A woman
a successful
" friends— Johnny soi] Chirlie Warner bat he never Sanghiof ofeving |sidto see longer. His own ill-nature had to be lawyer. - Shecanis not become
fond: of giving her
mr
ps TA
what it all meant.
per
~~ conquered - first; his moody, accusing opiion without in ho
Eng
nig

.

ty

1

Lr

:»

Bray

“Scandinavian;

and Old
‘Metcalf.

a comparison

of Anglo-saxon

Norse Literature,”" by Frederick
The aim of the anthor in the treat

ment of the subject has been

to

set

forth

the

customs, notions, language and literature of
the two, people, on. the ‘authority of original 1 materials.

f all the books which have

\

been

. | written upoh the subject; in. the English lanPromptig' on ‘he first day of the month’ the : guage, none have been more comprehensive jn;
current number of the Missionary Helper ar-. sweep or more fascinating in’ treatment.
rives, This is a bimonthly publication; conMr. W. D. Howells is going to the Pacific *
ducted by the Freewill Baptist Woman’s Mis- coal with President Hayes and his family.
sionary Society. Mrs. J, M. Brewster, of
Ttaly
Professor Mommsen is 4bout visitin
—————

interesting and

profitable,

re-

Then laugh, mother; parlor, nursery, ‘lieving them from heaviness-or—duliness. The
present number, aftér an editorial reviewing
and kitchen all féel the effect of your: the
late General Conference, has contribu
| smile or frown. The cheery laugh of a tions on various: appropriate subjects, cor-

: pepper was sufficiently cleared {rom the |

;

lier bands, ‘and saw that Iv “was | children.

pondence and letter-press description.—Neéw

ro | will go far to brighten or cloud" ‘sGime fu- ‘Providence, R. I, is the editor, and she makes

feeling’ that his curiosity had tained: his:
cause.
Ib ‘was some time before the Diyenne ;

« This will do!” Bo. he took down’ the atmosphere for Johnny Jarvis 10° take |

hia pociacih1 to0

needle work, porcelain painting, and tiles, and
the engravings of various pictures and pieces
do *| of faience are noticeable features in the midst, of
the full and ‘interesting pagis of art corres-

would

Then ‘laugh; mother, Ven. it you
feel almost too weary even to exert the

| Mr, Lee glanced almost stealthily at the.

-

And poor Charlie - sneaked away
through the back door, which Mr. Peppetgrass held . politely open for him,

as if they’ had left their backbone’ Bt

hai, EE

mother
ia

a closet, placed it on a table, ond sitting pitifal effort, which comes nigh bringing
examine. my stock, ‘young man.
I
down,
without speaking, begat fo sew. tears instead of a laugh. You will feel
haven't engaged
you yet, and I don’t" inthe better for the effort, and

generally usefal:”" Big boys and litle boys,

notice, and bolted the store door.

to wish so often that my
look cheerful, D

not able to

recall the time or the ‘occasion. As he
thotight thus, Mrs. Lee came in from the
kitchen, and taking her work-basket from

Peppergrass

, grass’ store was full of boys who wanted to |- hustled in. ¢“ Ah" said he, * I'see! But
you needn't have been in
i such a harry to
i run errands and make themselves

=

He was

respondence both - ~domestic
and foreign, mjssionary gleanings, some words for the children
and a list of the receipts into the: Bociety’s
treasury from Juné 1to Aug. 1. Itisa useful

publication
and is doing a good work .—~Providence, R, I.

The Missionaty Salpety,,
—

“Mr, Pickwick

and Nicholas

Nickleby” :

the title of the opening illustrated paper,

Scribner's for September; the’ actual hee bs
of two of Dickens's most popular works of! he

i.
here portrayed: «An interesting fontu
umber is the begining of the, lite o ““id

nscrip-

tb replace his copies of spctent Roman

»

4
‘tions. *
repromany
containing
Corot;
of
A history
pgs, is being prepared in
ductions of: his pai
Paris by Alfred Ra
John G. Saxe, the en has been confined 0
his
his bed for some time, and. also has lost

)LY

wife, while his only femining ehild, Is an in-;

valid danghter.

:

fe serie on - the
w cl his beeibrovght before: public« _

‘Jonathan Hw

| Trinity,

bx late, 1s to be issued soon by
ine
is
Charles Seribner’s Sens, of New York. It

to be 8
| nokin bis handwriting buts pefieved Profs: . under his son’s direction.
made
i§ the’
SOLE. C. Smyt
Smyth D. Di, of Andover,
duetion to /

sable Fn Am

an. inro

the book, givingan acoder of it...
wiz

;

.

/

;

/

|

-
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Our Union contains a timely word as
, | to agricultural exhibitions:

Alornooing Star.

The

and.communities, where they hear and become familiar with another class of words
than those to which they have been accustomed, where they are placed, like. the
sinall casfings in the mill, so that they

A five years’ trial hag proved
the solutions;

the ‘success

substances may

of

the loss as also their own.

prob-

usate

nd

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.

_

ia

the

uly
ets

i

he

pa-

nce

to

ed

os

That Acts at the S
HE LIVER,’
” THE BOWELS,

and the KIDNE YS.

tural cleans.’
‘These great organs are the
ith
ers of the system. Tether Work
WW

ill be.be

;

m

zh

ch
0d

er

garded by cultured artists and their pa-

ope

trons.

ed, -

:

ar

————
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paragraph

A campaign

that the hissing tongue and
'{ are forgotten.

:
from “the

a

Louis Globe-Democradt :

by

“While we are opposed on

St.

0
principle

to

.-any alliance between the Democrats and
Greenbackers, because we do not wish to,

i
nn

out to ride whenever they can get hold of
a horse?
Why there never was a woman’
who couldn’s drive, 4nd some of ,them-can
handle a horse much better than their husbands can.”
Ts

fearful claws

The red-faced rumseller, whose -saloon

you pass every day on the way to your
office, is a very repulsive object. You
«Can women drive? aud de you let them
feel indignant that such a wretch should “handle your best horses?” were the queshave the protection of the law; but in the

next house to your own lives a man

gaged in

the same

tions putito a good-natured
by an interested party.
¢ Drive,” answered the

en-

traffic, in a larger,

PARTICULAR

:

NOTICE. Obituaries should be

BRIEF and for the

livery-keeper
\

EXTRACT

@btunries.
public.

For

the excess

PAYN

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those. sent by per-

letter-out of sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
more, genteel way—a kind-hearted, genial equines, ¢.I should think they could ; but, is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
man. You remember when your wife as for letting them our est horses, that is at the rate of FOUR CENTS.PER LINE of eight
We have horses ii our
and Greenbackers, as such an alliance is had that long sickness, he sent in baskets another matter.
words. VERSES aresinadmidsible,
id for—it came
over you stables few men could drive. We kédep
not likely to hurt the Republicans, and of fruit,
the time—with the wages of what we call safe horses for ladies’ Wse—
may open the eyes of our weak and errMRs. CLARE STICKNEY died at her resitwo or three years ago the kind that will go anywhere if you just defice in Rockdale, Pa., June 11, 1880:' She
ing brethren to the wickedness of their
guide them—old family
mnags, sensible
by-carriage
that
always
had
been a great sufferer for many years, and
misguided ways.
| enough to trot along and mind their own

see the Greenbackers still further corrupted and depraved, we Yo not object to
a moderate alliance between Republicans

i
0.
ne

Te

)
re
ye
be

stood,

"The Springfield Republican's

i

or:

flection :

sage re-

:

:

‘When great issues rock the country-and
political discussion centers fn great meas_ures of public policy, there is no trouble
-.about the men torepresent the contending
parties. . They spring up in the requisite

nns
=

:

degree of strength.

On the other

hand,

when issues-‘flatten, decagand disappear,
and the campaign runs to men, not meas-

we
be

ures, men of commanding greatness seem

on

to-bafite-the-public—search and teave the
prizes to more neutral character.
:

troy
id

eu

The Hour on camp-meetings:,

E

re
AG

:

When people are daily wrought upon by
fervid religious exhorters, they are apt to
degenerate

od

.

sentimentalists.

into

with them is less

en

concerned

Piety

with

right

‘durifg

summer months, on
‘your front veranda. You remember that

he never
stopping
pant; but
riage was
ed to bear

the

business, -and

passed the! carriage without
to ‘speak to its prattling occuthere came a day when the carempty, and another was needthe body to its long home ; and

when
%ou looked your. last on your
heart's idol, it held in its waxen fingers

professions

ri
ng
uy
is

of

her interest in religion,

that he had none to speak of, aptly hit off
the tendency to make devotion merely an
affair of words, which is characteristic ,|
_ of much camp-meeting labor.

Se

————————————

ilhn.
n-

We second Zion's Herald's exhortation :
Political perils lie in the near future of
our national life. Hence this is nota

nd

n.

thoughtlessness,

light-minded

time for

Naor supert cial

enthusiasm

on_ political

of
al

qirestions ; but for grave thinking, earnest
rayer for our country, and serious action.

ah Christian citizen should

pray that

he

God, who turneth the minds of

the public

e-

x

t.

ty
r

asthe rivers of water are turned,

overrule the scheming
of unprincipled
men, overturn the plottings of the un-

e

patriotic, and so guide the

3
Fa
:
°

would

course

manly

a mouth like iron; but she said she wanted

of action.

to take an old aunt 'who was visiting her
out ‘to see the town, and she drove off

Or, perchance, you delight in culture,
and are of poeticmold.
You have listen-

quietly enough,but half an hour after I saw

ed to the arguments of some silvertongued apostle who
_ contends that “selfcontrol surpasses’ abstinence, whichis a

her coming down Woodward
streak

get

°
e

n

that old

aunt

She just had the

whereby ‘thy

that horse won't get it’s
week.”
« Do they often meet with
have a smash-up?”
+

breath

fora

accidents and
a peoplg.in a different age and state of
:
civilization than our own. Also, though |. «No. It is curious, but a woman will
the poets have dealt marvelously with take a team through a dozen hairbreadth

water in the form of brooks and oceans,
concerning that dipped up in pitchers

escapes and bring it back all right. We:
have any amount of trouble with men,who

and goblets even the most rigid teetotaler
must confess that the muse has bungled,
and that the sparkle of the rfiby wine has
inspired her to sing ravishingly of sunny
vineyard slopes, beneath southern skies,
where the sunshine is dyeing to a deeper
shade the purple clustersof the grape.

take our best rigs, geton a spree and break

things all to
moreecautious,

efactor

pieces.

A woman

is

either

or she will call upon

every

man in sight to help her out of a scrape.
They are more apt to lose their heads in a
crowd or collision, butthere is-most always
some special providence on hand to help

Your Bacghus is the *blonde-haired ben-

heart of the

.them. -If you notice, the most disastrous
runaways happen when some man has the
reins.”

attended by ivy-crownednyuiphs,

you and he have lopked with contempt

oy

cal arena and cover

4

the

y

Bo

.
r

$
‘Be

t

slime

ballot-box with

the

read at a

and filthof their. depravity. whether

!

gent beast would submit, as if charmed,
by being steadily talked to during the pro-

meet the temperance work-

hand.

He

that runs

glance; but we can but

may

cess in the witching

wonder

voice.

tones of a woman’s

:

:

:

the generations which come after 4
but
us will not look upon these difficulties as *" All'of this may be a libel on the i
the green withes that Sampson might it is certainly true when an old fumily

This *‘ army worm" that moves in count-

+

harness. Not one ina hundred could te]l
the difference between the surcingle and
the martingale, or had the slightest idea
to which end of the animal the crupper beJonged, snd if compelled to divest a horse

We have not space to speak of the
other methods, less refined, perhaps not
more dangerous, by which **the god of
this world” blifids the eyes of men and of its trappihgs would undo every buckle
uses them to accomplish his work of ruin ; in‘the service and take the collar off over
nor of the difficulties,” legislative’ and the anluial’s head, to all which the intelli-

/ile and mephitic herd that comes up, like
the frogs of Egypt, {ron the-low marshes other, which
-of vulgar selfishness to invade. the politi- eron every

+
hb

less numbers overjthe rich fields of our

horse, with a ten-minute gait, comes seebreak, as a thread of tow.
For true it is sawing down the street, with a comically
that the perplexities which encompass reckless air.of running: away, a woman's
until education shallhave dene its more any period are not appreciated by those head looks out from under the buggy top,a
perfect work and the intelligent masses who only see them in the light of the woman’s hand guides the steed in its ec, will know how to distinguish between events which follow. There are man Y | centric orbit, and a.woman’s voice shouts
politics involving principles and partisans to-day who, without doubt, would have in"Qistinct tones, ‘‘Wh-o-0-a-a,” at the
who are intent on sordid gains.™
been the rankest of unbelievers in the same moment that the reins are jerked and
the whip applied, while - pedestrians scud
.
p days of Christ's ministry, who are amazed

inheritance devours and poilutes whatever
~itean touch: So it has been and will be

&

y

Evidently, Weekly

)

at the hardness of heart shown by the
ancient Jews, Rorgeuing that at that distant day it was faith, not sight, that could

Notes hasno desire

to be classed among second-rate novelists
in its admiration for the ‘Albanians :
~The

Albanians

are

not an‘ admirable

!
;

race. They are ttofe like the ~ American
red man than any other
great off-shoot of
the great Ayran stem; “except, perhaps,

:

the

Kurds.

They are

proud, lazy,

erate; vicious, cruel, quarrelsome,

*

:

to eat flesh not to

nor anything

and

lines wound around those little wrists,and
braced her feet on the dashboard, and when;
she came to a cornéx whisked round it on
one wheel. The rig came in all right, but

brother stumbleth, or is offended; or is
‘made weak; but then, he was writing to

prounouncing its , anathemas upon_those
who make politics a trade and follow party
for the sake of personal spoils regardless
of the welfare of their country.
Nothing
. here said can reach or influence that serv-

:

1
f
c
t

neither

drink wine,

At the present time popular sentiment is

y

gdod

of the"way,

hanging on for dear life.

haps well enough for the lower orders of
humanity. To be sure, St. Paul did say:

«Itis

out

avenue like a

of lighthing, everybody running to

people that the coming election may re- not the god in whose worship. were emFurther talk developed the fact that wo-sult-in“national peace,” purity and pros- ployed the terrible rites which called forth
men were not considerate in their manageperity. Braying thus daily, his voting, the decree of the Roman Senate.
of horses. They forget to ‘blanket
should be in harmony with his prayers.
. Happy will it'be for you, if at some -ment
them in winter and to tie them in the shade
time
when
wit
and
.wisdom
are
at
their
in the summer.
They sometimes use the
aE
SR
These vigorous words as to politics are best you do not behold with horror your lines as hitching straps, and have a set—
toast-master reeling from his seat,after the
)-taken from the ¥ll. Christian Weekly :
i mauner of the vulgar erowd upon which tled disliketo. learning proper names for

a

s

fret if they are pulled

or Ropy Urine;or Rheun-

illit-

thiev-

wopiga, but contaut to

ish ; despisers of .

tive off the reSiits’

r labor.

They

_haye twice produced an" historic nameof

the third fimguitude. / As the Kurdd have

behold the stone, cut out

without

to the sidewalkin terror.
However liable
a woman is to run over a cow, or a streetcar, she will always stop and turn oat fora

baby. Thisis one of the
maternal heart, to which
gl-a-n-g ” is sacrificed.

hands,

instincts nf her
even ‘‘ get up!

bécoming a great mountain and filling the
whole earth, The time is not far away
£9
when superficial students of history will
marvel that it was possible for our nation
_. SOIENTIFIO GOSSIP.
to breathe freely whilerwithin it the evil
(From the New York Times.)
of slavery reared its head; that it could.
The Paris Omnibus Company have made
have gone on marrying and giving in
marriage, and not have heard with horror drrangements to run the street cars from the
Louvre to Versailles with Frangs fireless locos
| in the pauses of th® feast the crack of the motive.
Tests will determine whether the
driver's whip and the rattle of chains. ‘Ah! adoption of the new ‘motor will be permaik,

lightoing of = God's wrath that ‘nent.
n, have their. it was the
;
their Saladi
86 thé Albanians
the indifferant and made the dark
and - thei Scanderbeg. Ley “Startled.
From analyses made of various American’
wa, plain before those. groping for the and Australian tinned meats and vegetables,
are just the sort of péople for a secoads

“Pyrrhus

a

'

BE
i.

* The Advance

\
4

Ye

en

feels. very

strongly the

direction.

injustice which it ‘Bees: as regards the
Ponca tribe of Indians:
=
The authorities in-the--Taterier Depart

ment at Washington
will *. never succeed
_.intheirattempt to ‘persuade the ‘people
~ that it is
anythig else than an abomina~
ble perve
of Justices, in
Gor
ernmentis still petra
trating
against the |
Poncas, so lon 13 ey poet cibly kept

BR

j

:

out of their original and rightful

posses-

n

‘sions. The dodges and subterfuges, the
false retenses and excuses, ‘the bluster
and violence which have been persistently
resorted+o, in this matter, are not creditable to the Administration, we do not

.

are familiar to our readers. There is not
* a man in’Ameri¢a'who owns the farii he

4

;

*

k

io

here rehearse the

-.

facts in the couse; they

lives. on, and had a right

to stay

on it, if

Wigner

concludes that. these

aye3 Slightly if at all inferior
vegetables.
Herr

Bissinger,

of

articles of diet

to raw

Carlsrube,

‘meat and
i

Germany,

finds that ulthough Lehrmann’s 2-horse caloric-enging and Otte’s 2-horse gas-engine are
among
the most economical of the small motors, they are relatively four times as expensive as a 100-horse power steam-engine,
|
. A moderately thick plate of brass. ny be
cut chemically by drawing a line ‘or mark on
its surface witha solution of mercury‘in nitric
acid. The said attacks the copper and the

Se

ath ! 86 now, tolerating, even cherishrate novelist to invest in all the glories
and excellence of personal worth. But Ing, in our midst an enemy more terrible
it is hard for people’ who have any definite than slavery, more destrictive than war,
"Standard of human character to feel much we are sowing the-wind: + We must reap,
the whirlwind. Some . are fettered vf
enthusiagm over them.
f

mereury ropa

A

the

zinc,

but,

as

the fron remarks, whether
this is the. true ex-

planationof what occurs, or, not, the brass : becomesas brittle as gasnt the place where the

line was drawn and may be
ook Bi

Corr

are usually vastly

of the academy

of existence very

supegjor to those of the

high school: En mst; instinces the academy
involves Rbsgice from hothie,and the forma-

_tion’of new v

acquaintances, the breaking up

dry-grinder of sickles i8 38 years.

For
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cious that mothers who have once used it will never
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Embodies best results of latest research. Bright and readable. 475 Hlurtrations. Many new features. Sells to all
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(2 Skilled operators
Department, New
New Hampton, N. H.

and such it really is when taken in time and according to the Very plain directions inclosing
’
3
each bottl e,
In such diseases. the attack is usually sudden and frequently very acute : buf with a ’
-at hand for immediate use, there is seldom danger of the fatal result
sa
3iil
which
so often follows a few days’ Jeplect.
“The inclination to wait and see if the morrow does not bring a better feeling, not infrequently
occasions & vast amount of needless suffering, and sometimes costs a life. A timely dose of
;
Pain Killa will almost invariably save athe and with them the attendant doctor's fee.
- Xt has stood the test of forty years’ constant use in all countries and climates, and
is Jotfectly safe in any person’s hands
.
Xt is recomme
by Physici ans, Nurses’in Hobpitals, and persons of all classes and _
Professions who have had opportunity for observing the wonderful results which have always
followed its use.
:

a revive) Pie.

faithfulness: and

Price 25.and 50c per bottle

AN UNFAILING CURE FOR ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS
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and all Skin Diseases. Rub
it in well with the hand.
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for three yeah a student of Olivet College,
Mich.
His conversion seems to date from the

Atthe

Boils

NUMEROUS TROUBLES OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS
. 80 PREVALENT AT THIS SEASON,
No Remedy known to the Medical Profession has beenin useso long and with such uniformly

years spent at Erie, Penn. Ervin enjoyed
good educational advantages, having beén a
student of Albion Academy, Albian, Wis.,and

ecame
a member.

'

Soren
J Gatlls,

THOSE
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AND

coming to Petoskey in
the exception of a few

hy pratidiy gl
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For Diarrheea, Dysentery, Cramps, Cholera,
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their son was two years old, they changed
their residence from Ilion to Erie Co., Penn.,
where they remained six years and then moved to Janesville, Wis.
Thence after three
was their home until
the fall of 1879, ‘with

:
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Ulcers,

31
PERFECTLY SAFE IN THE MOST INEXPERIENCED HANDST
A YEAR and expenses to agents. Outfit
Free. Address P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta
:
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Landphere,
been
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00,

NEW YORK AND LONDON.
For gale by all Druggists and Fancy. Goods Dealers,’
Orders for 2 worth, carriage free, on feceipt:

born: in

Baptist church.
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formerly of Burlington Flats, Otsego
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Strain,

and our picture trade-mark on surroun
. | wrapper. None other .is genuine.
+ on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no
other preparation. Its never sold wn bulk, or by measure.

March 19, after a residence of only a
N.

-

{ SATISFACTION

Corns,

Pond's
Extract 5g venimiatel
the words “Pond’s Extract” blown in the glass,

ERVIN Asa LANDPHERE died at Petoskey,

His parents were Asa
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CAUTION
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1lion, Herkimer Co.,

Weoithds,
Bruises,

Female Complaints. Jaz | |€o® ff WARRANTED

and several children to follow | 'S

was

For Man and Beast.

and

Sore Nipples. irate:
be withoutit.” Our Ointment is the best emollient

His last moments

He

ARNICA® OIL

Itching.

of clothing
is inconvenient.

radiance lit up his dying countenance as he
neared the river’s brink. He leaves a- Chris-

place..
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HENRY & JOHNSON'S _

and soreness

were peaceful and triumphant, and a heavenly

this

of one doctor's yisit..

For sale everywhere,

When the Extract is
used according to direc~

Blind,

For

last sickness, not a murmur passed his lips,
but he waited patiently the coming -of the

few months.in

cumstances he compounded

this JEZéxir, was cured
and lived to a good
old ag
You can try it for the price

Pi les,
It is the greatest known remedy : rap- |
idly curing
when other medicines haye failed.
Fond’s
Extract Medicated Paper for closet
use, isa preventive against Chafing and ne
a
Ointment is of great fervice where the emoval-

sels and exhortations will not be easily forgotten by those who heard them. During all his
sufferings and afflictions, and especially his

Mich.,

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption Under these cir-

s

our"Omntment

Scalds.

and

Faceache.

In

on and meet him on the other shore.”

éases, when used in season.

tions, its effect is simply wonderful.

suffering much from time to time with the disease that-was wasting him away, yet his place
was seldom vacant
in the prayer and social
meetings of the church, and his earnest coun-

tian companion

Js a sure remedy for
fl Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

DeS i

Bxtract 3 1t wil aid In

Earache, Toothache

Although feeble in bedy and

angels to carry bim home.
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4 softening gnd in keeping out the air,

Qskly allaying
out p.

1874, Bro. B. united with the litle F. By
church here in Fond du Lac, where he remained a living
and earnest member till re-

moved by death.

og

W

Inflamed
or Sore Eyes.
It can be used without the slightest fear of harm,

he

above.

BLS

Our Ointment (50

Iti

C2. Tropriotons,
Peeline

heat and pain
it is unrivaled, -and ehould be jen in every family
ready for usein case of accidents. A dressing of
our Ointment will aid in healing and prevent

and his wife movedto Barraboo to live with
their son on a farm, where in less than six

months he was called to his

cooling

s
Burn
4

being

troubled with heart disease, and last Spring

;

“these Ponca Indians. do not
ayn the lands
and homes and fields from which officers, - Nothing is better for tne average young inthe form of an acid calcium rulphite to
acting, in the name of the Government, man or young woman, in jour judgment, every 200 ¢. ¢. of alcohol. This is suitable for
drove them, at the point-of the bayonét, ‘thanto get away from home where, as in a ureen partsof plants that are éasily bleached
for roots whieh wre brown three to four
into ‘far-away exile, homesickness, - de- boarding-school, contact is had with the , but
times as much of sulphurous acid’ are usedy|
‘better elements of other neighborhoods
8pair, disease and frequent deaths.
:

ing,

10°

months. * Bro. Burteh was born ‘in Pinkney,
Jefferson Co., N. Y,, Dec, 11, 1817. In 1840 he
was married . Miss Ruth Hulbert. In "1855.1
he moved to
Wis., where he spent the remain- 4
der of his life. Bro. Burtch ‘had been quite

botanical ‘preparations Nes.
of old habits, and the ¢clannish and provin- slerForusespreserving
cent. concentrated-solgtion
cial habits which are so likely to attach | by volumea 20of per
alcohol, with ore or two
‘drops
themselves to neighborhoods and. families. of an 8 per cent. solution of sulphurous acid,

a
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Wis., Aug. 11, 1830, aged 62 years and §

every

of a miner is sacrificed; aud in England there
4s one. life lost for every 89,419 tons raised to
\

in

of Fond du Lac, Wis.,
of his son in Barraboo

feeble in héalth for a number
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to meet serious cases, con tains all the curative
roperties of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syrin,
nvaluable for use in catarrhal affections, is simp!
and unexpansive.
:

JOSEPH FULLONTQN.

JASPER BURTCH,
died at the residence

ordered urine ?

cases of

Jn
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One Package makes six quarts of Medicine.
Your Drugagist has it, or twill get it for
you. Insist upon havingy's: Price, §1.00.
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Lu n gs, Soman
Stomach

Use the Extract
promptly.
- lay is dangerous. P
Tuy:

years, struggling
at home
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Why suffer longer. from the torment
.of an aching
bac
h distress from Con°w
pe
stipation and Piles ?
hy be so fearful because of dis=

| E3)S4
S
pe.
Diphtheria & Sore Throat.
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8
The Extract is the only
specific
=
‘Catarrh. f° ster is the ony epecite
&c. Our *Oatarrh Cure,” specially prepared
*S=
Sores, -Ulcers, Wdunds,
c
eS
| Sprains and Bruises. i.
heal- |

MRs. MARY D. JENNESS died in Epping, N.
H., Aug. 14, aged 86 years and 9 months.
Her
long life was passed on one place. She secured the esteem of all who knew her. Her
Christian life was long. She experienced a
good hope, through grace,in 1821, in a good revival interest under the labors of Eld. John
Harriman.
By him she was baptized.
So her
Christian life was fitty-nine years. She loved
her Saviour, and few were more constant in
rayer.
She loved the people of God, and enJoyedd
ina high degree, the Treading of the
Scriptures and meetings. of worship.
Religious experience was much the subject of her
conversation.
She was a member of the
church at Raymond. Xiand friends watched
over her tenderly in herfdeclining years, and
helped make the-downward ‘passage - pleasant.’
None who knew her can deubt that she has
gained the land of rest and glorious felicity.
Among her immediate relatives, she has left
two daughters, who will onand on feel: the
influence of a good mother.

70,451 tons of coal dug up in. Prussia, the life
the surface:

man
many

action and all these
e- banished ; neglect
destroying evils: will
them and you willlive but to suffers
housands havebeen cured. Tryitandyou
wil add one more to the number. Take it
and health willonee more Zladden your heart.

Nose, or from any cause,is speedily controlled and
stopped. Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and In.
Ia ore ($1.00) are great aids in arresting internal
eeding.

:

The Journal & Mess¢ngemspeaks a good short-on account of the deadly nature of thelr
The average life of a Sheffield
word for the academy :
:
: employment.
fork-grinder is only 29 ‘years, but’ that of the

The soeial adv
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for

KIDNEY-WORT
will restore the health
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d 50 many
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are developed because the bloodis poisoned
umors that should have been
with the
expelled naturally.

Neuralgia.

tion has

Hemorrhages.

caring for her family, so as to help her husband that he might more fully give his time to
the work of the ministry, till health failed her.
She Jeaves a husband, three daughters, and a
number of grandchildren who mourn their
loss. "Mrs. 8. was a perjon widely known,
and a very large number were present on the
occasion of her funeral. Bro. Stickney, who
has labored very hard in winning souls to the
Redeemer,is in failing health and will probably
be able to preach but little more if at all. But
he says that the gospel he has so long preached to others is now his great support.
God
bless the good old man.
_°
Com.

broken off.

‘Although idleness is frequently fatal to per‘|'sons of"great mental or physical energy,
some
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matic Pains and Aches,
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cents) for use, when removal of clothingis inconvenient, is a great help in relieving inflammatory

church, of Cambridge, and remained a member for some years and was finally baptized b
her husband and united with the F. B. chure
of Washington, Pa. She was a faithful, zealous
ous

p:

¢

Painsin Back or Side, &¢'

yet she was so as to keep abeut her work until

them high-spirited animals.
Now,
look
at that sofrel,” pointingto one from which
the harness had just béen removed.
“I
of the liquor question, all grateful feel- let that horse this morning to a bit of a
“ingy and even those tiny fingers seem to “woman with.wrists no bigger than my two.
1 cidn’t want to let it go because
hold you back from what you know in fingers.
it’s such an ugly puller. I told her it had

white rosebuds from your neighbor's conservatory.
So it is that; when you come
from the general tothe particular features

your heart is the straightforward,”

No other

¥

fi Plaster is Pata

a few weeks before ber death. Mrs. S. was
two ways at onces’’
born in Cambridge, Pa., Jan. 12, 1817, making
¢t Do you object to-letting horses out for her at the time of her death a little more than
sixty-three years of age. She was the youngwomento drive?”
:
;
«No, ifideed ; we have from twelve'to est daughter of Dr. Cummings, of Mass., who
fifteen ~ladies a week who come to us for «gettled at Cambridge, when it was but a wilMrs, Stickney was married to Rev,
horses, and we glve them good ores too, «derness.
Willard Stickney
(formerly
from Maine)
but .somehow women fret horses when
August 28, 1838.
She experienced religion
they drive them, so we don’t care to give when quite young and united with the M. E.

living than with devout talking. The wit .weakness in a great nature, though perwho told a lady who was making great

on
ny

not

.

ged,

Sediment in the Urine, Milky

DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

Rheumatism,
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are sure to follow wi th

‘TERRIBLE SUFFERING.

INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
© ORRHAGES.

over

oes

_. K1pNEY-WoRT Will cure you. Try a pack’
age at once
and be satisfied.
2
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Itis a dry; veg etabie compound and

.

THE GREAT VEGETABLE

De

.Biliousness, Headache, Dyspépsia, Jaundice, Constipation and Piles, or Kid‘ney Complaints, Gravel, Diabetes,

DIFFICULTIES.

to
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ect: If they. Ney: be
perfect:
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CAN WOMEN DRIVE?
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Ervin was theonly

|, remainin son and support of his parents in
ably be preservedin the same way, ~~ .
their declining years.
he only other ‘son, |
:
As
the
days
of
the
agricultural
fairs
are
Albert H., died in the Union army, at Port
i
=
us <8
.
Louis Soeuderberg,a watchmaker, of CopenTobacco,
in
Dec.,
61.
W.
8, POTTER, JR. °
coming
round,
we
would
remind
our
hagan, has obviated the necessity of winding
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1880.
sisters ‘to use every influence to have mutually polish and educate each other. up the regulator from which the electric
MR. ROBERT CROSS died in Durham, Que—
them what they should be—places for the The boy or girl who goes from home to clocks of that city take their time. By suita- bec, May 30, He was one of the oldest and
exhibition of the best products of home high school and returns again, meeting ble mechanism he cuts off from time tq time most respected inhabitants of the township.
stream of electricity which comes from ‘the
Born
Canterbury, England, but came to
skill—and these with every adjunct of only the boys and girls associated with the
battery, and.brings an electro-magnet to bear
in his infaney and lived several years
that
" The Boston Herald wisely remarks
purity-and in the interest of good nrorals. during all the school years, fails utterly and upon the relaxed mainspring in such a way
“in
Barnet, Vermont. . He removed to Canada, |
«tit is commonly a sign of a false step Have you inquired on what principle of necessity. to gain that which is of so 10 renew its tension instantaneously, and t
and settled in Durham, Que., where he spent
much
importance
and
can
be
acquired
only
apparently¢ perpetual motion” sort of action the last fifty years of his. life. He was marwhen a man feels obliged to reconcile your State or county fair is to be condiiots
with strangers—the breaking continues so long as the- batteries connected ried on May 10th, 1835, to Chloe Electra Barted?
Is liquor to be allowed on the by contac.
himself with himself.”
rien
with the works of the regulator are supplied
lett, daughter of the lafe' Rev. Willard Bartup
of
old
t
abits
and
the
formation
of
new,
grounds? Are gambling and horse-racwith acid.
:
:
lett, the first Freewill Baptist minister settled
ing permitted ? On the Statute books. of the polish and grace which comes from
Que.
Mr. Cross, although holdcontact with the best elements of society.
Perhaps, says the Lugincer, the thost re- ining Melbourne,
The Congregationalist regards the fol- nearly every State are to be found »
to his Baptist principles ever found joy in
A few’ months=-a single winter—in such a markable operation hitherto recorded in the
associating
with
any
of God’s people... Theres]
John
by
which, if enforced, would prevent the
lowing as a suggestive remark
school often does more for.a young person history of submarine télegraphy is that which | being no Baptist church in the vicinity, he was
Evelyn: ¢ 20-30, May, + 1681—0ur new" of spirits on fair grounds. These shold “than do years of humdrumin the ~otdinary ‘has just attended the work of the Eastern Tel- a regular attendant at and supporter of the
egraphic Company’s steani-ship Chiltern.
In .Congregational church there.
His last illness
wr,
curate preached: a pretty hopeful young be brought into requisition, ang‘every in- village high school.
1870 a cable Was laid running off the coast of was long and severe, but it was borne with
TELS
een
‘man; yet somewhat raw ; newly from col- fluence brought to beat on eommissioners
Portugal in 2,000" fathoms of water, and re-. Christian patience and fortitude. His trust in
.
Many,
fair
to prevent beer. See to. it.
Bh ah gn ono
cently persevering efforts were made to
-grap- his Saviour never failed him, and his. hope of |
lege; full of Latin sentences, which in grounds are a disgrace.
3
ple and raise it. “The general idea is that a eternal pt vas bright evenin the trying hour. |
cable after so long an immersion is rotten, By his de
time will wear off.”
g
the Morning Star loses a suband can not be raised from such an immense
scriber of thirty years’ standing, the communiAN OLD LIVERYMAN’S
EXPEKIENCE OF * THE
,
:
but that idea must be ty a valued member, and his pastor a personal
depth a, this cable;
Temperance - Advocate.
The National
| mos ind
The cable was successfully grap- friend.
* SEX.
Bu the testimony of his life is- still a
The evil of intémperance unfortungately
pled
and raised, and found to be as good an
source of encouragement to those whom he
notes a fact which has considerable to do does not always appear to be the frightful
ee fo it rather singular that women
strong as when laid 10 years ago. To grapple
¥ monster that it really is. If it shotild, never learn how to drivea horse properly ?” a mere thread in 12,000 feet of water may well bas left behind, ‘‘ Blessed are the dgad who
with the Temperance question :
die in the Lord.” *
:
": COM. certainly all good men, and many not so ‘remarks some irate mén as he inspects a be called a triumph of engineering.
and
The growth of popular interest in
love for good music is in itself a good good, would lose tlieir indifference and tired animal, and finds the bridle over ‘its’
Coughs, Hoarseness, Asthma or any Irritaears, and the bit half way down its throat.
thing, but when beer-sellers employ such cowardice, and unite to crush it: out of
¢ But women can drive!” cries a ¢cham- | tion of the Threat or Brouchial Tubes, will be
Sometimes this dragon is so
music as an auxiliary to the business of existence.
relieved
by taking Dr. Bulls Cough Syrup. |
pion of the sex.
‘Don’t they drive seven’
selling beer and cigars, it.is perverting it disguised that it seems a harmless creat~ or eight miles to market with vegetables or It has cured thousands. Recommend it to
Your, drnggist |
our friend and neighbor.
toan ignoble use, and should be so re- ure of gentle mien. Sometimes its shin- loads of hay? Don’t they take their babies
eeps it. Price 25 cents.
ing wings and glittering eyes so fascinate
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‘One thing that is needed first

of all

South, is free discussion, the most

in

open

many

reading in the House of Commons,
Controller Kelly reports the reduction

Two British soldiers bilonging

in standing

up

regiment/have

-

Dr. C. T. Jackson.

givenB50 lashes

for

&

a large

" course of exploration and
years.

measure

seftlement

in

the

later

His original investigations were of the

utmost interest and importance; but be never
realized from them the advantage which he
and his friends were confident he was entitled
to.» His long controversy
with
Professor
Morse relating to the electric telegraph is
hardly remembered in this generation, but’ excited much interest in the early history of telegraphy.
The great discovery of his life, however, as he regarded it, was in the use of anasthesia to destroy pain. His claim was disputed at the outset, and to the end. While
Dr.
Jackson had many friends who sustained him
to the last, the general result of this: dispute
. ‘was a bitter disappointment to him. He was
‘a learned and enthusiastic investigator, and
the value of his discoveries, which were net
disputed, were recognized throughout the scientific world.— Boston Advertiser.

property will be vastly increased.

Surrogate

Calvin sustained a will _yesterday

in ‘a

case

where natural sympathy might be.apt to take
the other side.
The case was that of an old
man whose children had become ‘estranged
through his second marriage.’
At the death of
the second wife he went-to live with. a family

who treated
him with great kindness,

and ..to-

whom he bequeathed almost all his little property. ; His children alleged that intemperate
habits had rendered him mentally unfit to
make a will, but the Surrogate has decided
that the testator was in full possession of his
faculties, and aseribes his course to gratitude
for the kindness of strangers offered ‘at a time
when his own children were not his friénds.
In other words, the testator’s right is. rzcognized to do what he would with his own, and
the right of a ‘Surrogate to take his place as the
devisor, when
he was competent to do that

worl lmself, is denied.

-This is not a

start-

ling innovation upon the law, but it is still
more of a novelty in the practice than it should

‘be.~N.

Y. Tribune.

oh

:

Worse than Mockery.
bal, 3

If reports are true, and they, seem to be,

, So-called fox-hunts, in which

certain

the

fashion-

able young men and women
occasionally. engage at Newport, R. I., are rare combinations
of silliness and cruelty. A real fox-hunt, after
the English fashion, is a sport which cultivates

some of the more brucal

elements

of human

naturé, and we should be sorry on that
count to see it introduced

into

But it does involve a real

chase

this

ac-

country.

after

a

real

fox, and it gives him a fair chance for his life.
But in the Newport imitation, as we
from different sources, a rag soaked

in

learn
anise-

seed oil is dragged over
the course beforehand
to furnish a trail,and the wretched fox is let out

{.

letters were
William H.

read from

Gen.

English.
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Government receipts for August, $30,500,000,
expenses $16,500,000, exclusive of interest on

the public debt which is light. * Judge French,

erally low,in some

feel the ‘on-coming

instances

inflation,

had just

perhaps.

began

Soon

to”

supplics-

and

less

~

For Disepses of the KIDNEYS, BLADDER,
ARY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM,
CHAS. DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street, Boston:

the

and

ive

making a thousand dollars‘n a day just as
freely
as'they now talk about selling a good bill of goods,

was inflated to bursting. . Men talked

not see

then

and Northern have been sellingat 55¢ # bu.

Jnasfies

Ban.

gov and native supplies are selling at $1 75 @ $2 ¢ | have

the

loves

would

Owing to increased

«1
demand, prices of Pea and Mediums eased off
: have now used Da¥’s KIDNEY PAD thirty
days
and it,hag
carly in the week, and the market closes. quiet.
done me more good than any remedy I ever tried,”
Sales of Western and Northern Pea have ranged
(Trond 584] oy bu, |and at the close $1 90.4 3is
i | | ___R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0.—“ The dactors Lad gi
whiclvit is éxceedingly difficalt for. all the tricks an extreme price for best hand picked. For Medi.
me up with what they calléd Bright's diseaso, and two of
your Pads have entirely cured me.” =,
of trade to shatter. Prices are generally fixed at ums $1 35 @ §1 50'is a full selling range, and on)
.
very choice will command the outside price.
Ye
JARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles, Mich.
figures which render a fair remuneration for fran.
-—
years
n business
low Eyes move slowly at $215 § $230
bu. »
Ll)
A
Kinxey
v
acting business.
There are.a few exce ptions, it is
POTATOES. There hasbegn
a little firmer feelfone sale and gives Bator GUneral stsfuceyi tng
true, but these do not destroy the rule. Last year
ing forNorthern and Eastern Stock,which are arrivremedy we ever sold.”
Y
ing
in
fair
condition.
Choice
Eastern
Rose
CASPER WEITZEL, Policeman, Lancaster, Pa.
com.
it was otherwise. ' At thiStime prices were genmand 55 @ 60c. the outside for prime Houltons, | «1 piwe heen a great sufferer
from’ Kidney Somplaint,

attend ‘these exhibitions without paying our respects to the breadtable, and we are ready to hold anyone a libeller
of the wives and daughters of New England who
says that bread-making is one of the lost arts.—
Am. Cultivator.
A

acting secretary of the treasury, estimates the
decrease of the public debt for August at about
$11,500,000.

1.

)

Sweets range from $2 25 @ $2 75 for Norfolks

DR.

wearing your Pad 25 days I feel

A. J. STONER,

Deeatur, YIL—* Your Pad ig

£1.70. Our book, “How
.Listory of this

a Life was Saved,” giviag the

:

and $3 @ $3 25 ¥ bbl for Jerseys.
doing great good here. It sells every day and gives uniONIONS. Choice Western have been selling at
$3 25 @ £3 50% bol,
For sale by druggists, or sent by mail (free of postage)
GREEN APPLES. There continues to be a large
on receipt of the price—Regular Pad, $2.00; Special Pad®
supply and prices rule low. Exports have been — (extra size); $3.00; Child’
nence of urine),
on

about

a liberal scale, aud foot up over 3,700
the week.
y

bbls

for

. bring.

AN

ENGLISH

medical

journal

owners-of

relates

that

child of five years old gathered and ate some

APPLE PRESERVES.

Take

lad

stepped outside of

“to make

paper.mmnes,

found
inflated

themselves
railroad

a

the

i at $1250 @ $1850.
"$19 50; and backs
BEEF.
There is
small lots at #950
extra plate at 811
SMOKED HAMS.

Aig

+ | apples, remove the core from the bottom and leave
4
South in the stem at the ‘top. Make a syrup- of white
sugar and water to cover them half way up. Bake
Beach opposite Patchogue, L. I., has lost'two
or boil until they are just done through, and
of his children and his wife within a few days
serve up whole with sugar and cream.
through bites from a cat which was suffering
RHODE ISLAND SUCCOTASH. Good suceotash
from throat disease.
Physicians
pronounce
the cases malignant diphtheria.
wants tender young corn. Have a dozen ears,
4nd remove with a sharp knife the kernels. If
_ A statue of Germania, uyveiled at Dresden,

does.
our

institutions.

Without a system

been

selling

of

GARFIELD

and HANCOCK, Pos

photographs,

for Agee

sy

Beston,
-

Medals,

D.'L. GUENSEY,

:

Mass.; and:Con-"%4
nd
HIE

Elegant, All New, Chromo and Seroll Cards.
no two alike. Name nicely printed, 19¢. Card
Mills, Noruhford, Ce.
=
26136e0w

with

sales:

of Western steam at 8%¢, and City rendered at 8%
kettl ¢ rende 16d commands

of.

our tradesmen must heve
gone to the wall by
thousands, stead of by twenties, as they did do,

Address

¢ 61 Cornhill,
« cord, N. H.

Boston clear is steady at $19 8
at $20 ¥ LUI.
:
no change in
Reef.
Sales
in
@ $1050 for Western mess and’
@ 11 50 # bbl.
aia
Sore large City Hams could

8 8c ¥ Ih. Western
g@95c¥ mh.

commerce admirably managed, and a vast deal of"
genuine. integrity in our, merchants—without” a
system of export trade which was daily carryiog
away our surplus to feed the rest of the world

| your corn is tough, do not cut too closeito the cob.

# litical Charts,

bbl, . the
sales have

for plain.
LARD.
The market continues firm,

Just here came in & testof the strength of
business

prime has

Life

= GET THE BES

be bought at 10¢, but most of the sales haye_ been:
at 10} @ l1cyand Western range up to 11%¢c ¥ b.

a Earlyin spring thus prices were dropping in
every direction.
Legitimate commerce was suf:
fering from the effects of speculation, as it often

some pleasant sour’

Sales of mess range from $16 @ £16 50
inside for-large lots, but m
of the

been at $16 25; and extra

shares

®

PORK. “Boston clear and backs are in good de.
mand and firm, but mess has been rather quiet.

their

and worthless stocks in every imaginable scheme.
The gilt edge quickly rubbed off from these
shares, and the holders found -that their money
was gone, that they were fleeced and sold.

ra

but-

tercup
withs,the unfortunate result of dying from
Nurses
irritant poisoning.
ought
memorandum of the factwnHour. —.

Those who

‘business into speculation

_ HOUSEHOLD NOTES.

|,

grades, of which there is a large supply, continue
at $15 @ 18 ¥ ton.
Rye Straw is siow at $20 ¥
ton.
:

finds its level, and just so will values, inflate them

as you may. Prices began to fall, the glamor disappedred,.)and men found themselves holdi g
stocks of goods which had cost them far more than
they were worth, and much more than they would

* +04

pepper and mustard.”
.
bid
.
“Baldwin Gordon; living on the Great

Wednesday, was erectedas a memorial of the |

8.

great under current of speculation rose to the surface, and fivé months later every
specie of a
value in “commerce, wheather real or imagmary,

farm-houses.

the

new discovery, and a large record of most.
PEACHES, PEARS, &C.
Peaches have been selland then “men lost their heads.’ Everybody
remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. - Addre 38,
ing dt 75¢ @ 81 75 ¥ basket for common and
good:
rushed into speculation, and all were getting rich
PAY KIDNEY PAD 00, Toledo, 0.
and at a higher range for choice Crawfords. ‘Pears
rome
in imagination. Men who had no more. business
ringe from $2 @ $3 50 ¥ bu, as tJ quality. Plums
Sold by B. F. RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.
are in large supply, and range from'$l 2) @ £2 ¥
in speculation than lambs have among wolves put
Lf by.crate. Delaware Grapes have been selling :
. NEWS FOR
300 AGENT
in their last dollar and were fleeced. But such, a4’a'83-75
@ $4 ¥ crate
of 24 two pound boxes, and 7
‘ New Township and Railroad S
and Post
state of affairs could not last forever, devoutly as
@ 9 ¥ Bb in bulk.
Concords'4 a 6c # 1b.
Roflice Map of Wew Englang.”
Best
HAY
AND STRAW.
it may have been wished #for by the gang of
New Hay is beginning to
g tempted. before, and a rich. harvest everg
good domestic bread. This is a great institution
for®
come in, with sales at $18 @ 819.
Choice old - is
Agents; exclusive territory.
speculators who had entered in and taken possesApply
at once
1u itself, the art of bread-making. We, would nevscarce, and commands $19 @ $20, with some ‘extra veto D. LL. Guernsey, Pub.,
61 Cornhill, Boston, ®
er allow the *“ staff
of life” to be removed from the - sion of the business of tha country..
Water always’ grades of Eastern a shade higher.
Ordinary 1
or Concord, N. H.
tables of the fair, and we never
4136

d

admit that the salt beef was bad, the potatoes
rotten, the bread sour and the tea poor—but
the rest of the provisions were good.” - * What
were the rest of the provisions? .$¢Qh, salt,

lingers

plead guilty to the feeling that we

! Eight prisoners in thé Clinton county jail at

of the steamer, I

still

vance in keeping with the high rates ruling in

country. Choice Northern factory has been selling at 12% @ I¥'{c ¥ Bb, and receivers hold the best
July make at 13}¢c ‘# th. Western factory
has
been selling at 12 @ 12)¢, but best marks
ar-

equalto the present. All kinds of goods and commodities seem to be fixed upon a hard-pan basis,

the connection dissolved of butter and cheese
making from the farmer’s wife.
No-doubt it is an
old-fashioned feeling, but the idea of an agricaltural fair without butter by Mrs. —, or cheese by
Miss —,
and as a
substitute find cheese by
—— cheese factory, butter ‘from —— creamery—
this would be worse for us to endure than even
the horse trot.
But there is yet another feature
of’ the agricultural fair ‘and that is a sample of’

De Witt, Ia., during the absence of. the jailor,
Wednesday, overpowered and
aged the turnkey and escaped. , They carrie
the turnkey’s
revolver and pocket-book with them.

* Yes” said the steward

who really

of

prices and values that go to make np the great
‘volume of business in the commercial world

l.farm. ‘Again, we have the dairy represented, and
though cheese factories and creameries have relieved the farmer’s wile of much. of this duty, yet

and

A wooden bridge over the river Ebro, near
Logrono, Spain, fell Thursday while
a battalion
of troops was crossing, and _binety-seven persons are known to have been drowned.
It ‘is
feared that the full extent of the loss of life has
not yet been ascertaineg.
:

agriculturist

the columns

* The testimoni-

1
.
‘a
;
CHEESE. There has been a very firm market
for Cheese, with sales at a shade’ higher prices
than last week, but still it is difficult {0 get an ad-

«+

: PROSPECTUS en
OF

:

THE ANTHEM HARP.
(31.25.) By Di. W.:
O. PERKINS,
(Justout.)
A new book intended as a successor--for Perkins’ Anthem Book,”
ublished some years since
and which was a decided success. The new book
contains music J oxfectly within the reach of com.
mon choirs, and is destined to have a great sale,

:

THE

CONCORD DAILY BLADE.

DITSON & CQ, also call attention to their three
books for SINGING CLASSES; recently published,
. The first number
\
ofa new daily newspaper
already very popular, and worthy of universal
-in-Concord
be issued onsor about” Septem- “adoption

String-a- quart of “young Hens “Had cut them in. But all this is settled and passed away, and vahies
td
have gradually ‘assured their true posit
A]
~
ii | DerT,
ion
~~
three. Boil the beans with the'corn in haifa pint
THE TEMPLE. * (1.0)
By Dr. W. 0.
most cases. -Itis only the lesson to be learned
Without making extravagant
promises for
PERKINS,
:
Herbert von Bismarck, Prinze Milan of Servia, of water. Boil for quite three-quarters of an hour.
that
we
are
after.
the
Ask
future,
every
merchant
nor
apologie
yon
meet
s or explanations for
-and the French and American diplomatic rep; *When cooked cover closely, ad a piece of butter, ’ it he desires another period of inflation,” like that
THE
VOICE
OF
WORSHIP.
(31.00) By
its
appeara
nce,
it
may
some
and
of
salt
teaspoonfu
a
be
simply
l
said of the
pepper. If cream
resentatives were present.
L. O. EMERSON,
which came on a litle more than a ‘year -ago, and
is obtainable, add half a pint at conclusion.
Blade thatit will ben Republican journal, and
1 nineteen out of every twenty will answer vou,
METHOD
FOR
SINGING
Superintendent 8. J. Kimball, of the life-savPIES. Always bake pies on tin plates, as fhey * No. We want a fair, legitimate trade. We have will labor in a truthful spirit for the advance- JOHNSON'S
ment of pure Republican principles and to ¢ulCLASSES,
(60 cts.)
By A. N. JOHNSON.
had enough of booms.”
ing service, has ordered the 42. life-saving staThe settling up left .the
are thin, and
bake better on the bottom ; and
tivate honesty in politics, having in view the
genuine trade of the -country-worse off than beThe, Temple contains an excellent Sin ing tions along the New Jersey coast to be equipped
they do net have a bad taste after much use. Pies
promotion of good government, local, state and
fore, while a goed deal of money had gone into the
School Course, and a large number of Glees,
last Wednesday... This is a month earlier -than
should be rimmed with strips of pasts. For apple
hands of worthless speculation.
national. - It will be.interested in allpublic afSongs, Sagred Tunes and Anthems for practice,
Buc this is all
usual, because of the prediction of nnusually
over, and business is being “done upon a basis of
‘pies cooked fruit is best and should be sweetened
fairs, will discussofearlessly all topics of public
amd for use in classes. LL. 0, Emerson's Voice of
heavy September gales.
values which can stand,
Two
Worship his exactly the sam@‘end in view as the
hundred
and
interest, and will not hesitate to. attack - ahuses
too sweet for the taste before the final cooking.
|
other, but: has a - different method, and entirely
fifty-two men, including a captain for each stawhereve
-There is a danger still existing, however. There
r
found.
:
| tion, make up the life-saving patrol on the Heap the filling in the centre,
2
as it will ‘naturally
different
music.
Johnson's
Method
is for
there
as
unimnvested
of
money
plethora
same
is
the
The
Blade
will
take
strong
tend toward the edge, No flavoring.is better than
ground in favor
who wish a low-priced book; is admirably
was last year, and it is ready to fall with all its
| Jersey coast,
of all laws and enterprises which tend to im- | thosé
nutmeg. In rolling top paste.do not use flour, and
simple
and
clear,
has plenty of music, and has a
crushing weight upon legitimate trade it the oproll but two ways—from you and to one side. Cut
prove the moral welfare of society, and will peony course in Note Reading.
The cotton facto:ies at Petersburg, Va., are
the top pasty larger than the pie plate and-draw it portunity should offer. Money could be had in
make uncompromising war on the rum traffie,
in
corn,
wheat,
corners’in
mighty
to
plénty
create
a= Any book mailed for retail price.
rapidly, their ‘annual consumption | 1 nfo the edge by raisiog it in the center.— Miss M.
1 inproving
maintaining that its tofal prohibition is an easy
and.in pork. It is said that it is already in exis[
RT
Parloa,
of cotton-being 10,000 bales and their annual
possibility dependent only upon the will of the
There is a plenty of money for speeulation,
{ence.
production 12,000,000 yards of
-people, who'make the law-makers ‘and create
and merchants should regard this fact with both
cloth, such as
GOOD. CEMENT . The Journal de. Pharmacie eyes
open. Indeed, the very fact of the money bedrilling, ducks, fine shirtings and sheetings.
the publie servants whose duty is to enforce
states that if to a strong solution of gum arabie,
2€r
!
«dp
ing ready,and the worthless bubble of mining and
'
They have about 26,000, spindles and 900 looms,
the laws,
measuring eight and one-third fluid ounces, a sostock
speculation having been pricked and burst
and employ nearly 1000 hands.
The. Blade will make it a special object to
to
enbé
willing
few
will
that
extent
to
the
last
year
lution of thirty grains of sulphate of aluminum,
print all the news, and give much attention to
teritagain for a year to come, will be extremely-like.
The soldiers’ and sailors’ reunion at Canton,
dissolved in two-thirds of an ounce of water, be
ocal matters, and to the encouragement: of lo‘ly to make this the year for speculatioftin DreadO., under’ the auspices. of the 23rd Ohio reg- _added, a very strong mucilage is formed, capable stuffs and other goods of genuine value. It is true cal enterprise. No city in New England is
cautiously ut the
that merchants are stepping i
iment was attended Wednesday by 40,000. to of fastening wood together, or of mending porcemore socially attractive than
Concord, nor
present time, and this 18 op
e best signs of more capablédof yielding gemerous returns
lain or glass. A cement for wood vessels requir50,000 people, including President Hayes, Gen.
for
the times, but the danger is
.
ed
to
be
water-tight
may
be
formed
by
a
.publicmixture
spirited eflorts to promote its welfare.
Garfield, Gen. Sherman, Secretary Ramsey,
It is true that we have ent
upon a season of
of fine clay and oxide of iron, separately calcined
Gov. Foster and others. There was a large
Its
schools,
its
churches
, its society,its manuprosperity in nearly all classes of business. It is
and reduced to fine powder, then intimate]
mixfactures and trade, its railroad interests, its
procession, some 10,000 veterans, including ed, left
useless to enumerate the various elements of
in a close vessel, then mixed wicha remunicipal affairs, and every other matter in
the 11th Vermont and 61st. Pennsylvania regprosperity; they speak up in the celimns of the
quisite quanitity of water at’ the moment when
whic
a h
ress. The reports of a’
trade,
thriving
live citizen takes an active interest
ready to be used.
iments and the war eagle “Old Abe” being in
usiness, of
driving factories to fill orders, of
.
DR
ee
rare
will receive careful attention, and the news re“line. President
ayes spoke at the main | ICED TEA is a nice
as
well
as
a
fashionable
drink
active
trade
in
the
South,
inthe
West
and
from
jating
0
them will be fully
stand on the fair-grounds, other speakers occiicollecte
d
dnd
atfor
all
parts
of
the
country,
‘can
be
read
in
every
summer meals, but it is not geuerally underThree Remedies in One.
fract ely presented, pying other stands.
;
<
journal of the day. The old Southern trade of bestood that the best iced :tea is. not steeped in hot
The literary departments of the Blade will
fore the war has come back again with redoubled
share taken by the Saxon army in the war of
1870. King Albert, Queen Caroline, Count

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

ES

If the Courts continue to follow ‘the precedents set in the past year ortwo, the faith of
“the community in the ability
of a will to devise

the

the trot is

the'board of agriculture favored its removal, this

of value to the

The following is taken from

l]

' THE MARKETS.

continued as an institution, because it draws the,
crowd and brings in the the money. Should far
mers be in earnest and demand a separation from
the agricultural fair it would soon be done. + Had

at

bj

>»

:

gate money paid to witness

:

.

" Encouraging.

is ‘more

:

prietors of Warner's. Safe. Remedies, are not
manufactured to order, are ‘ Bona Fide,” and
rive are held at 13¢. Hardly
say sound Cheese
have attached date, time, place and signature
can be bought under 12¢. It will be noticed that
of the writers thereof.”
<
2t36
| the receipts are unusually heavy, but a large portion are on through shipment for Liverpool. There
is a little éasier tone at the close, owing to a de-’
cline in Liverpool to 63s 6d.
~ .
EGGS. The market has sustained a firmer tone,
with
sales
of
Eastern
at
16}
@
17X¢,
the outside
=
for new laid stock ;-New York and Vermont at 1614
A Trade Retrospection,
2:3
@lic; Canada at 163¢@lic;P.E.Island ati6@l7c ;and
The market - closes
Probably at no season for many years has there Western at 14 @ 16c ¥ dozen.
with a morerate supply, but only fresh lots combeen a firmness and steadiness of all ' the many
mand outside prices.
3

would have been Scsomplished but they feared the
in confine- | experiment,
lest it should result in a fa ling off as
to the interest exhibited in agricultural fairs; and
there
is
not
a
doubt that should the trot be dis
". Internal revenue receipts for August, $10,
pensed with, the attendance at our fairs would be
497,091, a gain of $1,069,127 over Augdst, 1879;
much smaller than in the past.
But apart from the exhibition of speed there
‘total gain mn receipts for the first two months
are splendid exhibitions of cattle, sheep, swine,
of'the present fiscal year over the same months o Joules,
corn and cereals of every kind—vegetain 18%), $2,428,937.
»
les, fruits and flowers of almost every description.
It is the exhibition of these that makes the fair
A
Democratic
barbecue
was
held:at
the
Al|

erable part of the Northn States, and his rein

there

a

¢ BONA FIDE.”

als in possession of H. H. Warner & Co., pro-

types. Speed is

horse trot than for anything else, and

stoned the

“Dr. Charles T. Jackson, one of the lights of
physical sciencein America, died at Somerville, yesterday,
[Aug. 29] after an illness of
(N. Y.) fair grounds, Wednesday.
* seven years. In his early life he was engaged. bany
in geological surveys extending over a consid- “Speeches were made by Samuel J. Randall,
8, 8. "Cox, ex-Gov. Walker and others, and
ports- determined

8, 1880.

the York Daily, York, Pa.:

premiums for fast trotters than for almost every.
thing else exhibited on these occasions. True

of

each

|

warden of thé prison there while
ment for military. offences.

(2
vie

been

to eleven hundred

premiums offered for the best

;

it

of all work;

not the only value in a horse, and should not absorb all the premiums. Nearly every farmer denounges the horse-grots at agricultural fairs, and
still they exist; and there is move money spent in

to, the 101st

Melville isiand,N. S., becapse they

the horse

breeding of such horses should be encouraged aad

the city debt during the year ending August 1
at $3,430.384;
and since his gdm inistration began at $10,385,896.

of them

requires

pounds, good on the team as well as good at the
plow, and’ when in the carryall good for eight
miles an hour on a good road, transporting the
farmer, his wife and half'a dozen children. The

half-eagles,

Thé bill to permit the butial of dissenters in
all “church-yards and cemeteries without the
church.of England service has passed the third

but with .the re-

farmer

weighing from ten hundred

at +$2,406,800.

63.200

ley, recently shifted-her cargo and foundered.
All aboard were lost except one firemen. °

have received could be too severe. But even
in this respect the times have greatly changed.
Real Christians in the Soath are at'lengtn 'outgrowing their own prejudices, and beginning

to evince moral courage

96.400 eagles,

the

and

. moval of the one *‘ peculiar institution,” a fun
damental change has come in. Werdo not foret-the ¢“ Fool’s Errands” of the multitudes of
i
ly men “and Northern ‘women, who
went into the South with Northern ideas and
actuated
by the noblest of motives, who have
.found it all but impossible to stax. No word

equal rights and fair play.

were

oe

The

3,909,600

The British steamer Hardwick of 678 tons,
bound from Odessa for Bristol, laden with bar-

frank and thorough and many-sided popular.
debate.. There was a time, and not long ago,

treatment

coined

in

The Advanceholds the following opinion
regard to the condition of thé South:

of censure for thé

mint

1,100,000 silver dollars and 2,680,000 cents.

The South.

,when this was impossible;

Philadelphia

pieces during August valued
There

:
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The Post-office Department ‘bas ordered the water. Just try steepifig it for
In all disorders—miid, acute or chronic—
of a bag at the end just in time to be captured
a few -hours in vigor. Our Southern neighbors have been raising be freshly compiled from original sources, and
and killed. It would be an inexcusable libel uptransportation of mails over the recently comit will present from time to time a carefully Keep up the strength and keep the bowels free,
cold water, using a little more tea than. for the
an abundant crop of cotton this year, and they
-on the ass to call such conduct asinine.
Anyprepared column of review and criticism of" ‘Give a corrective, laxative and tonic,
want our boots and shoes and other manufactured
leted sectio of the Southern Pacific road from
hot beverage and having it strong enough to be
goods and machinery in retarn for it.. That first
thing more supremely and hopelesély ridiculous
the latest puplications. Its tone in gil depart“In one pure medium that combines the three.
uma to Benson, Ariz.,a distance of near!
weakened wit) ice water when it is served. The
great interest of thé country, agriculture, was
is impossible to be imagined. The charm of the
ments will be pure and elevated,
300 miles.
SELTZER APERIENT is that medium glorious;
This completes a, continuous mail flavor and effec are nruch better than by the hot" never
the belief
in
a
more
prosperous
condition
than
to.
sport is-that it is *‘ so English, you know.” But
that courtesy
and good manners are as possiroute by rail from San Francisco through the water method. And, by the way, the same plan
It tones, refreshes, regulates, sustaing,
>day. The crops of this season have been most
no amusement less ¢“ English,” and more sure. entire length of California and nearly across. is comingto be recognized as the best for the pre- abundant,
ble and are desirable in the public journal as in
and crops are the farmer’s capital—his
‘And o'er disease for thirty years victorious,
paration of many ofthe herb teas used for medici: 10 be derided contemptuously by a true English - southern Arziona, a distance of over 1020 miles.
the
individual,
stoek in trade, ifyou please—and all the rest of the
Tl
-nal purposes, - especially suc
The world’s well-founded confidence retains.
huntsman, than such a melancholy perform¢
ort |
he farmer
‘The Arizona end of the route will begin carryrr
83 weil be $3-per reas RYT POF TARBANTS EFFERVESCENT SELTZER ArERIENT.
(boneset, ) and: others, which, steeped in hot water,
means this year to pay
sanck, could be invented.— Congregationalist.
oods,
and
consequenting the mails the 20th, and this will be the first
roduce an unpleasantsand undesirable nausea,
ly
goods
will
be
wa;
t
would
be
difficult
to
2036:
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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